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A bstract
This dissertation examines the behaviour of an incompressible, rotating liquid drop with­
drawn from the action of gravity and cohered by surface tension. It is composed of two 
parts, which we summarise below.
In Part 1, we implement classical techniques from the calculus of variations and an implicit 
function theorem on Banach spaces to derive constraints on angular velocity under which 
we may verify the existence, boundary regularity, and stability of an energy-minimising 
family of drops whose boundaries are in C 3'a proximity to the unit sphere S n.
In Part 2, we define, and examine the properties of, a geometric evolution equation corre­
sponding to the problem, in the context of the more contemporary methodology associated 
with mean curvature flow. Whenever appropriate restrictions are placed on a given initial 
condition, we obtain unique, global solutions of this rotating drop flow which are demon­
strated to converge asymptotically to the aforementioned minimisers in infinite time with 
respect to the topology of C°°(Sn). We then establish that the boundary of any such 
minimiser is uniquely determined in a Lipschitz neighbourhood of S n.
A R em ark  on  N o ta tio n
The notation employed in the body of this thesis is largely self-contained. However, a 
basic familiarity with the definition and properties of the Holder, Lipschitz, and Sobolev 
function spaces will be assumed.
A summary of essential geometric terminology is provided in Section 1 of Appendix A. In 
addition, we shall stipulate here that the set {e* : i E N & 1 < i < n +  1} is the standard 
orthonormal basis for Mn+1, while an inner product (•,•) appearing without an attached 
subscript should automatically be perceived as representing the Euclidean scalar product.
Throughout the dissertation, unless otherwise noted, we shall observe the summation con­
vention with respect to repeated raised and lowered indices. Moreover, for integers j  and 
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In tro d u c tio n
Investigation of gravitational equilibrium in homogeneous, uniformly rotating masses orig­
inated in Newton’s treatise on the figure of the earth [62], in which he demonstrated 
that the action of a small rotation on the body about its vertical axis mandates a slight 
equatorial oblateness. He further deduced that the equilibrium of the figure necessitates 
a basic proportionality between the effect of rotation, as measured by the ‘ellipticity’ or 
mean equatorial dilation, and its cause, which may be quantified by the quotient of the 
centrifugal acceleration at the equator and the average gravitational acceleration on the 
surface. These results were refined by Maclaurin [58] and inspired work in the 19th and 
20th centuries by Jacobi [50], Riemann [72], Poincare [69], Darwin [24], Cartan [18], Ap­
pell [7], and Chandrasekhar [20], amongst others.
Contemporaneous to the activities of Jacobi, Riemann, Poincare, and Darwin was an as­
tonishing series of experimental and theoretical explorations conducted by the Belgian 
mathematician Plateau [68] between 1843 and 1869. These included study of a rotating 
liquid drop cohered by surface tension, which was modelled through the suspension of oil in 
a fluid of equivalent density. Despite the manifest cosmogonical implications of Plateau’s 
rotating drop problem, tlie obvious resonance of these two extant considerations appears 
to have been neglected at the time. It is also important to emphasise that Plateau’s work 
has had extensive mathematical ramifications, most especially in geometry. In particular, 
his experimental analysis of soap films and bubbles has inspired a vast canon of work on 
the theory of minimal surfaces and surfaces of constant mean curvature (in the classical 
setting see [25 , 2 , 76 , 42] or [10], for instance).
Natural phenomena such as these soap films and the boundary of the rotating drop are 
but two examples of capillary surfaces: free surface interfaces between two immiscible 
materials, at least one of which is a fluid. Beyond its geometric implications, the study of 
capillarity has found application in diverse industries, including aeronautical engineering 
and medicine. Although the subject of contemplation by scientific thinkers as early as da 
Vinci (see, for example, [57]), a more rigorous theory of capillarity did not arise until the 
19th century in the writings of Young [83] and Laplace [52], which were elaborated upon 
by Gauss [38], A seminal account of both historical and contemporary developments in 
this field may be found in the text of Finn [31].
l
PART 1 2
P a r t  1
Pursuant to the research of Plateau, analyses of permissible equilibrium configurations for 
the problem of the rotating drop were performed by Rayleigh [71] and Lichtenstein [53]. 
In particular, Holder [46] confirmed in 1926 the existence of a family of star-shaped three- 
dimensional drops determined by regular boundary, each member of which occurs as the 
unique critical point of an appropriately defined energy functional indexed by a small an­
gular velocity. Resurgent interest in the question of the rotating drop was subsequently 
motivated by the study of nuclear fission, perhaps exemplified by the conjecture of Bohr 
& Wheeler [11] that infinitesimal liquid drops under an action of rotation mirror the be­
haviour of heavy atomic nuclei.
In 1965, Chandrasekhar [19] produced a formative description of stability criteria for ax- 
isymmetric, three-dimensional rotating drops enclosing the origin. Extended to encompass 
capillary forces, his principal analytical tool was the method of the tensor virial [20], an 
application of the ‘method of moments’ in mathematical physics to the solution of hydro- 
dynamical problems which account for the gravitational field of the prevailing distribution 
of matter. Embellished by variational techniques and numerical analysis, this approach 
elucidated the geometric behaviour of equilibrium configurations for increasing values of 
the physically determined parameter
^  (5 u ; 2 a 3
8 T  ‘
Here lj is the angular velocity, a is the equatorial radius, 6 is the density, and T  is the 
interfacial surface tension of the drop. More precisely, it was demonstrated that the initial 
spheroidal configuration reaches a neutral but stable mode of oscillation at E =  0.4587, 
while instability occurs subsequently at E =  0.8440 due to overstable oscillations with 
frequency u. These findings were extended by Brown & Scriven [15], while Auchmuty [9], 
Caffarelli & Friedman [16], Friedman & Turkington [33 , 34], Brulois & Ross [12], Bru- 
lois [13], and Sturzenhecker [77] have further illuminated the axisymmetric case in three 
dimensions. Furthermore, Ross & Smith [73 , 74] have considered the existence and sta­
bility of (potentially) non-axisymmetric drops in M3.
For rotating drops of arbitrary dimension n with prescribed volume and barycentre, Al- 
bano & Gonzalez [1] utilised a measure-theoretic approach introduced by De Giorgi [25] 
to establish, among sets of finite perimeter, the existence of connected local energy min­
imisers which correspond to appropriately small angular velocities. Despite the relatively 
weak regularity assumptions on its ambient geometric class, such a minimiser was demon­
strated to possess C l,a boundary, save a possible singular set of Hausdorff dimension at 
most (n — 8). To account for fixed barycentre in the class of drops under scrutiny, the 
techniques employed here extend those of Gonzalez, Massari, & Tamanini [41 , 42] which 
respectively analyse related capillary and isoperimetric problems. Both the geometric con­
struction and the energy functional introduced in [1] are particularly significant to our 
intended framework of investigation, although we shall require C 3,a boundary regularity
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in our class of rotating drops (here the reader is referred to Definition 1.1 in Chapter 
1). Congedo, Emmer, & Gonzalez [23], Congedo [22], and Athanassenas [8] have derived 
analogous results to those of Albano & Gonzalez in the case of rotating drops with obsta­
cles, where the free boundary formed by intersection with these obstacles necessitates the 
inclusion of an additional capillarity term in the energy functionals under consideration. 
While the barycentricity constraint imposed in the literature referenced above connotes a 
form of symmetry, it is a far less restrictive condition than the axisymmetric formulation 
prescribed in the purely physical case.
In this first part of the thesis, we verify the existence of a family of energy minimisers 
for the elliptic problem in a neighbourhood of the unit ball, whenever angular velocity is 
sufficiently restricted (Theorem 4.9). The essence of this determination is contained in a 
recently accepted paper [81]. It is achieved both by parametrising the boundary of any 
compact, star-shaped drop as a (unique) C 3,a graph above S n and, in analogy with the 
method of Lagrange multipliers, the ensuing analysis of an energy functional augmented 
by a linear combination of integrals which permit variation of the relevant isoperimetric 
constraints. After identifying Banach subspaces of C k,a which contain all test functions 
generating volume- and barycentre-preserving perturbations, we implement an implicit 
function theorem on Banach spaces to deduce the existence of solutions to the Euler- 
Lagrange equation in a C 3,a neighbourhood of S n (Theorem 3.1). Higher regularity is 
then evinced through a suitable ‘bootstrapping’ argument (Theorem 3.3). This facilitates 
the calculation of an eigenvalue estimate for the Jacobi operator corresponding to the 
aforementioned functional (Theorem 4.4). Both the implicit function theorem and the 
stability analysis rely heavily on the properties of the spherical harmonics of degree two 
or greater. In particular, proximity to the sphere is crucial in obtaining estimates on 
expressions arising in the numerator of the Rayleigh quotient associated with the Jacobi 
operator. An overview of the relevant theory of the spherical harmonics is provided in 
Appendix C.
Part 2
In the context of geometric measure theory, the mean curvature flow was first introduced 
by Brakke [14], who explored many of the principal attributes of the associated solutions 
whilst developing a global existence and regularity theory. For a sufficiently regular class 
of geometric objects, it is instructive to observe that the mean curvature flow may be 
constructed from the L2-gradient flow of the energy functional corresponding to surface 
tension. More precisely, suppose that ( Nn,g) and (A/g.go) are compact, connected Rie- 
mannian manifolds without boundary smoothly embedded in Rn+1. Further suppose that 
M0 may be parametrised by the embedding X 0 : N  —■» M0 and T  is a positive real number. 
Then the family of manifolds {Mt : t G (0,T)} parametrised by A : iV x (0,T) Rn+1 
evolves by the mean curvature flow if
^X{p,t) = — , (MCF)
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with initial condition A(-,0) = A0(-). Here v(-fl) and H(- , t ) respectively represent the 
outward oriented unit normal vectorfield and mean curvature on Mt.
Curvature flows of the type (MCF) (and others) have found application in a multitude of 
physical and industrial settings, including image processing and as a model for the mo­
tion of grain boundaries in an annealing pure metal. However, in accordance with the 
motivation for this thesis, it is their application to geometric problems with which we are 
primarily concerned. Indeed, an example of this geometric import may be evidenced by 
the recent work of Perelman [64, 65, 66] which contends a solution to Thurston’s ge- 
ometrisation conjecture1 [79] through the employment of methodology associated with the 
Ricci flow. Pioneering work on the properties of this evolution equation in the framework 
of dimensions three and four was performed by Hamilton [44, 45].
Although the mean curvature flow and its progeny have been analysed from a variety of 
mathematical perspectives, we shall restrict our attention to those most pertinent to the ex­
position of this thesis. In 1984, Huisken [47] proved that, when confined to strictly convex 
hypersurfaces, equation (MCF) possesses a smooth solution on a finite time interval while 
the evolving hypersurface contracts to a ‘round’ point as the endpoint of the interval is 
approached. Homothetic expansion about this point then yields a smooth, global solution 
in the rescaled variables, where the resulting hypersurfaces are demonstrated to converge 
asymptotically in the topology of C°° to a sphere with surface measure |M0|. Andrews 
[4] has subsequently derived analogous results for a more general class of geometric evo­
lution equations. Shortly thereafter, a comparable determination to that of Huisken was 
verified in the case n = 1 by Gage & Hamilton [36], while the case of evolving curves has 
again been studied for a far broader class of curvature flows by Andrews [5, 6}. Huisken 
is also responsible for the celebrated monotonicity formula [49] describing the asymptotic 
behaviour of solutions and potential singularities through this procedure of homothetic 
rescaling. A local version of this result has been deduced by Ecker [26].
Of particular relevance to the subject matter of this thesis is another paper of Huisken [48], 
which analyses the volume-preserving mean curvature flow. Through the calculation of the 
steepest descent flow over a class of hypersurfaces characterised by constrained volume, 
this is constructed by the addition of the quantity h(t)v(p,t)  to the right hand side of 
(MCF), where, for each t G (0,T), h(t) is the global term given by
h(t) = /  HdfH.
J M t
In contrast to solutions of the original flow, it is then established that this modified evolu­
tion equation preserves enclosed volume whilst decreasing surface measure. Furthermore, 
due to a pinching estimate on the principal curvatures of the arising family of hypersur­
faces in conjunction with a priori bounds on curvature derivatives of all orders, Huisken
1 This concerns the complete topological classification of closed three-dimensional manifolds, of which 
Poincare’s conjecture [70 ] may be interpreted as a subcase.
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proved that convexity in the family is maintained and the smooth solutions converge ex­
ponentially in inhnite time to a sphere with enclosed volume identical to that of the initial 
condition. This finding followed the analogous result for curves due to Gage [35], and 
las been extended to encompass non-convex hypersurfaces in a C 1,a neighbourhood of 
by Escher & Simonett [29], wherein the regularity theory is reliant upon the analytic 
semigroup treatment of parabolic equations formalised in the texts of Amann [3 , Chapter 
II] and Lunardi [55 . Chapter 9]. Pihan [67] and McCoy [59] have respectively pursued 
similar arguments to those of Gage & Hamilton [35 , 36] and Huisken [47 , 48] in the case 
)f the surface area preserving mean curvature flow, where McCoy [60 , 61] has extended 
lis original finding to consider a number of mixed volume preserving curvature flows. With 
he exception of the geometric class examined by Escher & Simonett, a crucial distinction
0 be made between all of these constructions and that which we consider is potential lack 
)f convexity in the rotating drop problem.
The elliptic result of Part 1 is strengthened considerably in this second part of the dis­
sertation to confirm the uniqueness of any minimiser in a Lipschitz neighbourhood of S n 
Theorem 7.13). The substance of this finding has been compiled in a recently submitted 
laper [82]. For a fixed rotational velocity, an initial condition corresponding to a com­
pact, star-shaped drop with C 3,a boundary is shown to yield the short time existence of
1 unique, smooth solution to the rotating drop flow (Theorem 5.5), through the deploy- 
nent of methods traditional to the analysis of quasilinear parabolic equations. Here we 
explicitly represent the family of evolving manifolds in the geometry induced from S n to 
Dreak the diffeomorphism symmetry intrinsic to such curvature flows. The global terms 
lefined in analogy to the Lagrange multipliers specified in the variational exposition ensure 
hat the evolution equation preserves volume and barycentre whilst decreasing the sum of 
surface and kinetic energies. Through the application of a generalised form of the maxi- 
num principle due to Hamilton [45]. whereby an ODE inequality describing the behaviour 
}f a spatial maximum is elicited from the corresponding PDE evaluated at such a point, 
we then derive a priori curvature derivative estimates (Theorem 6.11). In contrast to the 
nethod of [28 , Proposition 4.4], for instance, this procedure requires analysis reliant upon a 
Gagliardo-Nirenberg type inequality [37 , 63] which bounds supremum norms of tensorfield 
covariant derivatives by a product of lower and higher order terms, in conjunction with a 
characterisation of covariant derivatives for position vectorfields and their components on 
Riemannian manifolds. These are explicated in Appendices B and A respectively, and, to 
the best of the author’s knowledge, are not explicitly contained in the literature.
We subsequently prove asymptotic convergence of the flow to minimisers of the elliptic 
problem with respect to the C°° topology on S n. We first verify exponential decay on a 
short time interval in the topology of L2(Sn) (Theorem 7.4) through an argument which 
relies on the aforementioned eigenvalue estimate. More precisely, we evolve the square of 
the L2 norm of the difference between the two solutions’ respective graph characterisa­
tions over S'71, where the resulting integral may be interpreted as the inner product of a 
negative factor of the Euler operator evaluated at the time-dependent solution together
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with a (non-constant) multiple of this difference. We are therefore able to perform a trun­
cated expansion of the Euler operator in Frechet derivatives about the minimiser, with the 
second-order expression evaluated at some intermediate graph. The first-order term domi­
nates the calculation and, after some manipulation, yields a suitable negative factor of the 
quantity under examination that is proportional to the minimum eigenvalue of the Jacobi 
operator. The global existence of unique solutions to the parabolic problem (Theorem 7.8) 
is then implied by Lipschitz proximity to the sphere in infinite time, which we deduce from 
a corollary of the preceding Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and an analogous result which 
enables the estimation of supremum norms through interpolation between those of L2 and 
C 0,1. Smooth convergence is then determined by successive applications of the original 
interpolation inequality, where the higher order terms may be appropriately contained by 
the previously described curvature derivative estimates.
In conclusion, there appears to be no structural impediment to the application of the 
methodology contained in this thesis to the optimisation of a far broader class of geometric 
objects, where boundary deformation occurs as a consequence of a forcing process (which 
may not necessarily have a sound physical basis). More specifically, for any compact, star­
shaped domain in lRn+1 with prescribed volume, barycentre, and boundary regularity, we 
might consider functionals in which surface energy is augmented by a parameter-dependent 
integral over the interior whose integrand is composed of an arbitrary polynomial function 
in the norm of the position vectorfield or its components. Whether this category of func­
tions may be expanded is a matter of conjecture, but one which warrants investigation.
Part 1
T he E llip tic  P ro b lem
CHAPTER 1
T h e  R o ta tin g  D ro p  N ear th e  U n it Ball
1. T he rotating  drop
In the absence of gravity and for n > 2, we examine the behaviour of a compact, connected 
liquid drop E  C Rn+1 rotating about the x n+\ axis with constant angular velocity y/2Q. 
We assume that E  has fixed measure, barycentre at the origin, and C 3,a boundary for 
some a  £ (0,1). We specify this class of rotating drops and define an appropriate energy 
functional, with the aspiration of locating stable energy minimisers for this problem. In the 
ensuing construction we shall, for mathematical convenience, consider Q as a parameter 
over R, before relating our results to the particular physical case.
Then for E £ S’ and fixed il £ R, we encapsulate the global action of surface and kinetic 
energies in the functional:
with fn(x)  = — Q|7T]Rna:|2. Here 7TKn(-) denotes orthogonal projection in Rn+1 onto the 
(hyper)plane x n+i = 0.
Remark 1.2. We observe that S’ is non-empty, since it contains the closed unit ball B  
centred at the origin in Rn+1. Indeed, it may be demonstrated (see [2 , Theorem 5] and [10, 
Theorem 1.3], for example) that B  furnishes a stable, global minimum for the functional
It is important to emphasise that remains well-defined for any compact, connected 
subset of Rn+1 with Hausdorff dimension (n +  1) and C l boundary, and we shall make use 
of this fact in Chapter 2.
Definition 1.1. Let the class £  be given by:
|T| ^n+l j
E  C Rn+1 is compact and connected;
E  £ <f <(=> <
dE = M  is of class C 3,a; and 
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2. The geom etry of star-shaped manifolds
In this dissertation, we intend to examine issues of both equilibrium and stability in slowly 
rotating liquid drops. As a consequence of the symmetries implied by the barycentricity 
condition imposed on the class <§ and the known geometric behaviour of such configura­
tions (see [1] or [19], for instance), it therefore seems natural to consider candidate drops 
which are at least star-shaped about the origin. To this end, we shall now introduce an 
ambient geometric framework for our investigation.
Let S (n) be the n-dimensional unit sphere centred at the origin in Mn+1. For arbitrary 
fc G N, we consider any compact subset F  of Rn+1 which is star-shaped about the origin 
and whose boundary N  is of class C k'a. As a consequence of the induced Euclidean 
topology on F , N  is a compact, connected, Riemannian manifold of dimension n without 
boundary. For any such manifold, it is clear that the natural projection 7TS : N  —► S  
determined by
is a diffeomorphism. We may therefore uniquely represent TV as a strictly positive graph 
r G C k,a(S), which may be explicitly identified with the magnitude of position on N  in 
the following manner:
r ( s )  =  K _ 1( s ) l -
D efinition  1.3. Suppose F  C Mn+1 is compact and star-shaped about the origin with 
boundary dF  = N  of class C k,a for some k G N. Then we define r G C k,ul(S; 1R + ) 
to be the (unique) parametrising function for N  whenever it may be endowed with the 
parametrisation X  : S  —> N, given by X(s) =  r(s)s. For each fc G N, we shall denote the 
class of such parametrising functions by 7Zk.
We note that 7Zk is an open subset of C k,a(S) for any choice of k. Throughout this thesis, 
parametrisations X  of the type specified above shall be described as star-shaped about 
the origin2. In the forthcoming variational analysis, it shall be convenient to suppress 
the s variable by composing X  and other geometric quantities on N  with respect to the 
class of parametrising functions. We may now infer a geometry on any star-shaped N  
from Definition 1.3, where the reader may refer to Section 1 of Appendix A for precise 
definitions of the quantities concerned.
Lemma 1.4. Suppose r G TZ1 and the indexing sets to be considered are in direct corre­
spondence with the set of integers {1, ...,n}. Then the following Riemannian geometry on 
N  may be induced from S:
9i j (r) =  r 2gij(s) +  V lr X Jr  ( 1.2)
2 This description is a clear abuse of definition, since any manifold parametrised in this manner cannot 
itself be considered as a star-shaped subset of Mn+1, but rather as the boundary of such a subset. However, 
precedence for this terminology is contained in the statement and proof of [4, Lemma 3.2].
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are the components of the metric on N  ;
iu \ 1 (  ai \ gik{s)gjl{s)Xkr V tr \
9 ’(r) = ^  r2 + |V Sr|2  )
are the components of the inverse metric on N;
1
u(r) = (rs — V sr)
y /r 2 +  |V5r |2
is the outward oriented unit normal vectorfield on N; and




is the measure on N . I f  we further stipulate that r G 'JZ2, then the components of the 
Riemannian connection on N  are given by T^(r) =  gkm{r)Timj(r ) , where
r imj(r) = r lij(s) (r'2gim{s) +  V /rV mr) +  V iV frV mr
( 1.6 )
P r o o f
It is clear from Definition 1.3 that the inner product of the ith and j th tangent vectors 
yields (1.2). Furthermore
gim(s)gjl(s)\7mr\7 tr
- )  9jk(r) = S'k ,r2 +  |V 5r |2
which verifies (1.3). We note that an outward oriented normal vectorfield on N  is given by
dX OX n—\ /  ( \ n S )v =  —— x ... x —— =  r 1 (rn(s) — V r) . 
os,ds  i
Thus we obtain (1.4) and (1.5):
v(r) =  v =
and
y /r2 +  jV^rj2
(ri/(s) — V 5r)
fir =  IvI =  rn 1y /r2 +  |V5r |2 . 
To confirm (1.6), we observe that
F  /  \  _  /_^x_ dx_\
imj[r) \  dsidsj5 dsm /
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d 2r
= r2Timj(s) -  r h ij(s)\ /mr +  rg jm(s )Xlr +  r gim(s)V3r +  ^  ^  Vmr 
=  r zj(s) (r2fifZm(s) +  V /rV mr) +  V 2V ‘srV mr
"I-  ^ VjT T 9 i m { s ) ^ j l  9 i j { ^ ) ^ m ^  5
as required. Here we have recalled that the metric and the second fundamental form coin­
cide on S, whilst employing the dehnition of the covariant derivative. <0
We may now express the parametrisation X  introduced in Definition 1.3 with respect to 
the metric on N.
C o r o l l a r y  1.5. Suppose r . Then the geometry on N  allows the representation:
X( r )  =  r ( V i  -  |V * r |M r )  +  V Nr)  .
P r o o f
With the assistance of Definition 1.3 and Lemma 1.4, we write X  as a linear combination 
of its normal and tangential components over N:
X  =  (X ,K r ) M r)  +  9' Y r ) ( x , g ) g
■ = (s, rs-  V s r )  +
yjr2 +  IV5r |2 X K J 2 v ’ dsj
p(r) -I- r V Ar
yjr2 +  |V5r |2
Note that we identify the tangential gradient of r  on N  with V v (r o X ~ l ). Moreover, by 
Lemma 1.4,
I V5r |2
iV ^rf -  flfy (r)VirVj-r -
r2 -T |V5r |2
Therefore
|Vs r |2 =
r 2| V vr | 2 r
1 -  |V " r f  ^  y 'r 2 + |Vs r |2
= V i -  |V wr |2
The desired result now follows after substitution. 0
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Given this formulation for X , we may derive the second fundamental form and related 
geometric quantities on N . Henceforth we shall work in the induced geometry on N, 
unless otherwise noted.
Lemma 1.6. Suppose r £ 7Z2. Then the second fundamental form on N  may be expressed: 
M O  = rv /l _11VAfr[2 (M O  -  VfrV ,r -  rV .V fr ) . (1.7)
P roof
We first observe from Definition 1.3 that V ,V ; |X |2
v . V A i 2 2 Vi
2(VjrVj-r +  rV,;Vjr). Conversely,
+  9 i j  -  r  ij
2  (fjij ( A , u) hij)
= 2 (gxj -  r y / l  -  \Vr\2hij)  .
Here we have used the Gauss-Weingarten relations in conjunction with Corollary 1.5. The 
result then follows through substitution and rearrangement. 0
We may now calculate the trace and square of the tensorfield norm of ( ^ ( r ) )  to elicit the 
ensuing corollary.
Corollary 1.7. Suppose r £ 1Z2. Then the mean curvature and square of the norm of 
the second fundamental form on N  are respectively given by
H(r)
I D I I M )
1
j y i  -  |Vwr |2 
1
r2 (l -  IVvv[ -)
( 1.8)
- 2 | V Arr | 2 -  2 rA  Vr  +  2 r ( V , V / r )  [V'vr, j  . (1.9)
CHAPTER 2
A V aria tio n a l A p p ro ach
1. T he first v a ria tio n  of energy
We shall now confine our attention to the star-shaped subclass of S , where we again note 
that the barycentricity condition prescribed by Definition 1.1 ensures that each such drop 
encloses the origin. In order to commence our variational analysis, we must recalibrate our 
functional to reflect the particular construction explicated in Section 2 of Chapter 1. 
To simplify this endeavour, we confirm the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose F  C Mn+1 is compact and star-shaped about the origin with boundary 
dF = N  of class C l . Then, for each i G N with 1 < i < n +  1,
In analogy with the preamble to Definition 1.3, we deduce that TV is a codimension 1, 
C 1 Riemannian manifold without boundary. We next observe that divKn+iW =  n +  1 for 
the vectorfield X  associated with the position vector x  G Mn+1 and apply the divergence 
theorem in each case, where we have noted that, for any i with 1 < i < n + l,
divR«+i ( ( X , ei)2X)  = ( Dx ( X , eif , X )  + {X,ej>2divR~+.X  = (n + 3 )(X ,ei)2 . 0
Under the assumption that our drops are star-shaped, we may now reinterpret Definition
and
P roof
divRn+i ( ( A , ei) A )  — (Dx ( X , e i ) , X)  -I- (X,  ef) div^n+i X  — (n +  2) (X, ef)
and
1 . 1 .
13
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D efinition  2.2. Let the class $  of parametrising functions for star-shaped M  be given 
by:
^TT Jm W p)» u(p)) dP =  ^n+1 ;
p e  &  < p E 7Z'] ; and
, Jm (x (p)iei) (x i p ) ^ ( p ) ) dP =  0 V i e  , n + l } .
Then for p G ^  and fixed 2  G M, we may reformulate the energy functional J^b corre­
sponding to the rotating drop problem:
&n(p) = \M \ +  /  M p ) ( x (p),v(p))dP-  ( 2-1)n +  3 JM
Here fn(p) = — D |7TRrW(p)|2 is the restriction of fn(x)  to M.
R emark  2.3. We observe that 1 G ^ 1. Therefore, for each k e  {1,2,3}, &  is a non-empty 
subset of 7Zk. Indeed, in analogy with Remark 1.2, the function p = 1 provides a stable, 
global minimum for the functional (we may again cite [2 , Theorem 5] and [10 , Theorem 
1.3] to justify this assertion).
Once again, it is important to note that the functional is well-defined for any strictly 
positive element of C 1(S). With the intention of implementing a Lagrange multiplier 
argument, we shall now define a functional on the class 7Z] which permits variation of the 
isoperimetric constraints specified in Definition 2.2.
D efinition  2.4. Suppose r  E Tl1, R is fixed, and the set {/3l G M : i G {0, . . . , n +  1}} is to 
be determined. Then we define the functional : V} —* K in the following manner:
^h(r) -  \N\ +  — [  fa(r) {X{r),v{r)) dp +  ß l%(r)  . (2.2)
n +  3 J N
Here the functionals ^  : 1Zl —> R are given by
%(r)
f N (x H r )) dp i = 0 ; and
^ 2  I n  W r W  (■X{r) ,v{r) )dp  V i E { l , . . . ,n  +  1}.
We shall contextualise our variations of ^b with respect to Frechet differentiation in the 
variable p G <^, when evaluated over a class of test functions on S  whose regularity will 
be chosen according to the requirements of the associated operation. In particular, for 
m  E N with 77 E C Tn,a:(S') and p = min{3,m}, we consider perturbations of the form 
r =  p +  77 which persist in the class 7£p. Since the sets are open, this construction 
is clearly permissible. To facilitate simplicity of exposition, we shall in general represent 
these variations with respect to the parametrisation X  in the induced geometry on M.  
While the existence of these Frechet derivatives is dependent upon the topology of the 
Holder spaces, in contrast to the topology-independent formulation intrinsic to classical
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techniques, we require precisely this methodology at various junctures throughout the dis­
sertation. Despite this distinction in formalism, the two approaches are equivalent when 
sufficient care is taken to clarify the domain over which our class of test functions is defined.
We recall that our ultimate ambition is to minimise the functional within the class 
When considered as elements of the set lZk for /c G {1,2,3}, variations of p G &  
will be denoted volume-preserving if they fix volume, or barycentre-preserving if they fix 
barycentre. Clearly, any strictly positive perturbation of p determined by an element of 
C 3'a(S ) which satisfies both of these conditions remains in the class




Since p G C 1,Q(5), it is clear that the identity operator dp : C 1,a(S) —► C 1,a(S) given by 
dp[p] = p is the Frechet derivative of p, whenever p + p G TV. The result now follows 
immediately from Definition 1.3. 0
We may therefore invoke Lemma 1.4 to compute the normal component of the variation 
vector dX(p)[p].
C orollary 2.6. Suppose p G &  and p G C 1,a(S). Then
(dX(p)[p],v(p)) = —= = = = =  = pyj  1 -  |V Mp|2 .
V P2 +  I V V |2
For convenience, we shall employ prime notation to represent Frechet differentiation in the 
general setting.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose p G &  and p G C'1’Q(<S). Then the Frechet derivative of the measure 
on M  is given by
dpp [p\ = d\vM (dX(p)[p])pp .
P roof
We have
from which we infer that p ’p = div (X') ppi as required.
The ensuing corollary is a consequence of the divergence theorem. 
C orollary 2.8. Suppose p G &  and p G C 1,a(S). Then
d\M\[p] = [  H(p){dX(p)[p]1u(p))dp .
J M
div (X') sjg ,
0
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The following technical lemma shall simplify our exposition of the variational process. 
L e m m a  2.9. Suppose p G 3% and rj G C 1,a(S). Then
(X(p),dv(p)[rj\) = (dX(p)[r]\, Vm (X{p),u(p)))  T n(dX(p)[rj\,v(p))
-  divM ((dX(p)[rj],iy(p)) X ( p ) ) .
P r o o f
We first note that v'  G TXM  for each x G M.  Hence we may write i^'asa linear combination 
of tangent vectors, then utilise the orthogonality of the tangent and normal spaces on M  
together with the Gauss-Weingarten relations to ascertain that
/v 9ij
, d X  \  d_X_
dsi /  dsj
= - g
d X ' \  d X
■ \
dsi /  dsj
, d v \ \  d X  
dsj
By a further application of the Gauss-Weingarten relations, we then discern that
, d X  \  /  „  d X  \
d s j
kl / d X ^ I  -  dV
9 { x ' d s k / \ x ’ dsl
X \ g klV t (X,v)
dx_
dsk
Now (V ( X ' , i ' ) , X )  = div ( ( X 1 ,v) X )  — n ( X ' ,  v). This implies our intended result after 
substitution. <C>
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We now Frechet differentiate quantities pertinent to volume and barycentricity. Clearly 
these calculations will permit us to evaluate the first variation of whilst, at an appropri­
ate juncture, they will also provide motivation for the imposition of analogous conditions 
on our class of test functions.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose p E &  and p £ C 1,a(S). Then
d&o(p)[v\ = ~ 7 = f  f  (d X (p)\v\il'(p)) dT ,Vn + 1 JM
and, for each i G N with 1 < i < n +  1,
d%(p)[r]\ = [  (X(p) , ei)(dX(p)[p],u(p))dp .
JM
P roof
By Lemmas 2.1, 2.7, 2.9, and the divergence theorem we may compute that
{n + l ) ^ o  =  ( [  <X, i ' ) dp
\ J m
( ( X »  +  (X > '>  +  <X,y)di v X ' ) d p
+ (X ',V(X,y>> +  n ( X »  -  d i v ( ( X » X )
+ div ((X, v) X ') -  (X', V (X, y )»  dp
= f  ((n +  1) (X', v) -  (X', v) (X, v ) H  + (X, v) (X ', v) H) dp
J M
=  (n +  1) f  (X', v) dp
J M
as required. Similarly, for each i with 1 < i < n + 1, 
(n +  2) V- = U  ( X , e i ) ( X , v ) d f \
' ,ef) < A »  + (X,ei){{X',v) + {X,v') + v)
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= [  ( (X, v) (X' , ei) + <X,ei)((n + l)<X,,i/> -  d i v « * » * )  + div « A »  X'))) dp
J M
= [  ( (X ^ X ^ C i)  + ( n + l ) (X ,ei) < X »  + (X ,V (X jei» ( X »
J M
-  (X,v) ( X ' , V ( X , ei)))dp.
Due to the divergence theorem, we have noted here that
f  div( (X,ei) { X’1i /)X)dn = [  div({X,et) {X, v)X' )dp
J M J M
= [  H{X,e i) (X, v) {X' , v)dß.
J M
Now V (X , ei) = ej — (e*)-1. This implies our second result after substitution and rearrange­
ment. 0
Before we calculate the first variation of over we must prove a final lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose p E £% and p E C 1,a(S). Then the Frechet derivative of fn(p) is 
given by
dfn(p)[ri) = (dX(p)[r)\,Dxf n(p)) = -  2D (dX(p)[p\, 7TRnX(p) ) .
P roof
We compute that fn = (Xr, Dxfn) = — 2D (X\  7T]RnX), as required. 0
We now define a matrix of L2 inner products which shall prove crucial to analysis performed 
throughout this thesis.
D efinition 2.12. Suppose r E TZ1, and TXr = {< (^r) G C'1,Q(S') : z E {0,...,n + 1}} is the 
linearly independent set in L2(N) given by:
l
CM =
/n + l z = 0 ; and
(X(r),ei)  V z E {1,..., n +  1}.
Then, for each r E K 1, we define (M*j(r)) to be the symmetric, invertible (n + 2) x (n + 2) 
matrix whose components are determined by the following inner products:
U^j(r) = (Co Cj)L 2(N)  •
In the usual manner, the inverse of (Afjj(r)) shall be denoted by (Mu (r)).
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R e m a r k  2.13. In accordance with Theorem C.4 and Lemma C.5 contained in Appendix C, 
we observe that the mutually orthogonal (in L2(S )) sets {Co(1)} and {Ci(1) : 1 < i < n-Fl} 
comprise respective orthogonal bases for H q + ] and 7Y"+1, where 7if+1 is the set of all 
spherical harmonics of degree / £ NU {0}. Thus, we may again cite Lemma C.5 to confirm 
that
m  i)  =  (2.3)
P r o p o s it io n  2.14. Suppose p £ &  and rj £ C 1,a(S). Then the first variation of the 
functional ^  may be expressed in the following manner:
=  [  {H{p) +  fn{p) +  ? £ i(p)) (dX{p)[rj\,i/(p))dn .
J M
P r o o f
We utilise equation (2.2) in conjunction with Corollaries 2.8 and 2.10 to ascertain that
%  = f  {H + ß%) {X',u)dp + - j -  (  [  fa {X,u)dp) .
J m n + ö \ J  m /
Furthermore, by employing Lemmas 2.7, 2.9, and 2.11, we discover that
(  [  f o(X, v)dp)  = f  (f'a (X,u) + / n « A »  + ( x y )  + (X,v)divX'))dp
\ J  M J J M
= [  ( ( X , v ) { X ' , D xf n) +  / „ ( ( « +  1 ) ( X »  +
J M
- d i v ( ( A » A )  +  (A ,p )d i v X ' ) ) d p
= f ((A, i/) (A', D J n) +  (n +  1 ) /n (A', v) +  / n (A', V (A, u))
J M
+ (A ,V /n )(A > ) -  (A', V (fa (A, i/))))d/i 
= J  ({X,  i/> ( v ,  V /n +  (Dx/i!)-1) +  (n + l ) / n (V', i/)
+  -  (DJn)1)  (X',u) -  {X , v ) ( X ' , Vf o ) f i ß
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=  (n + 3) [  fn ( X \  v) dp .
J  M
Here we have observed from the divergence theorem that
[  div ( / n { X \  v) X )  dp = [  div ( fü {X, v) X' )  dp = [  f nH (X, v) { X \  v) dp .
J  M  J  M J  M
Tie result now follows directly through substitution. <0
Fcr arbitrary p £ we have thus computed the first variation of &n(p) with respect to 
pcsitive C 1,a variations which are otherwise unrestricted. In analogy with the method of 
Lcgrange multipliers, we are inspired by [10, Proposition 2.7] to establish conditions under 
wiich critical points of the functionals J^b and ^  coincide over
PtOPOSlTlON 2.15. Suppose p G &  and G C 1,a(S). Then the following statements 
an equivalent:
(1) d ß rn(p)[ip\ = 0 for each volume- and barycentre-preserving variation of p.
(2) dWn(p)[r}\ = 0 for each variation of p.
(3) H(p)  +  f a (p) +  ßXi(p) = o .
PtOOF
(1) = >  (2) : Suppose d&n(p)[ip\ =  0 for any volume- and barycentre-preserving variation 
oip. Moreover, for each j  G {0, ...,n  -I- 1}, let
vV2 + |v s/9|2
Vi ~  p
Tie C 2'a(S ) regularity of each pj ensures that we may find sufficiently small 6 > 0 such 
tlat the (n +  2) variations of p determined by the set {Spj} remain in the class V } . We 
miy therefore invoke Corollaries 2.6, 2.10, and Definition 2.12, to deduce that, for each i, 
j  E {0, . . . ,n +  1},
d%{p)[6pj\ = 6Mi:j(p) .
Cearly the matrix {d3oi{p)[8pj]) is non-singular. Since S  has no boundary where we have 
considered only positive C 1,Q(S ) variations of p, we may therefore cite [39, Theorem 2.1.2] 
t( assert that there exists a set of Lagrange multipliers {7 * G M : i G {0,...,n  +  1}} such 
tlat the functional =  J^b + 7 lc&i possesses an unrestricted critical point at p. More 
pecisely, for each p G C 1,a(S ) furnishing a variation of p which stays in the class 7Z[,
(p)M =  d&n(p)[rj\ +  =  0.
Slice the set {ß1} introduced in Definition 2.4 was arbitrary, we may, without loss of gen- 
enlity, take J^b — to infer our intended result.
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(2) =>  (3) : Suppose, by way of contradiction, that d&n(p)[r]\ = 0 for any variation of p, 
yet there exists So G S  such that H(p(so)) +  /o(p(so)) +  ß lQ(p(so)) ^  0. Now, for fixed £2,
(H(p) +  fn(p) +  ßl(i(p)) G C 1,a(S). Therefore, by recalling Corollary 2.6, we may again 
find sufficiently small S > 0 such that the function £ ^  0 G C 1,a(S) given by
£ =  <S(#(p) + /n(p) +  (p)) +  1V PL
P
generates a variation of p wrhich is strictly positive. Hence we may write
0 =  m n( p m  =  Ä f  (H + f n +  ^C .)2^  > 0 ,
J  M
from which we derive a contradiction. Thus H(p) +  fn(p) + ß lCi(p) — 0.
(3) ==> (1) : Suppose H(p) +  fa(p) +  ß lC,i(p) =  0 and 0  G C 1,0(S). Then, by employ­
ing (2.1), (2.2), Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.10, and Definition 2.12 we discern (by abuse of 
notation) that
d ^ n { p ) W  = ~ ( ^ = = d \ E \ [ x J j \  +  ß ld (^J  {x,ei)dx^j [0]^ .
Clearly, the quantity on the right hand side of this equation vanishes whenever 0  deter­
mines a volume- and barycentre-preserving variation of p. <0
For perturbations of p G that remain in the class V } , we now distinguish in notation 
the critical points of our functional
D efinition  2.16. With respect to variations in the class 1Z1. we shall denote critical points 
of the functional by g G S&, and by M  the manifolds with corresponding parametrisation
x(e).
While the Lagrange multiplier theorem cited in the proof of Proposition 2.15 ensures that 
it is sufficient to consider the set {ß1} constant with respect to the first variation of energy, 
we shall require more precision in our evaluation of the second variation. Therefore, we 
now specify the set of Lagrange multipliers at critical points of
Lemma 2.17. Suppose g £ &  is a critical point of the functional Then, for each 
i G N U  {0} with 0 < i < n +  l,
F  = - M ' i ( g ) ( ( H  + / o),C ,)l2(m} •
P roof
By Definition 2.16, d^^{g)[g\ — 0 for any g G C 1,a(S ) that furnishes a variation of g in the 
class 7Zl . In particular, for any i G {0,..., n +  1}, we may find 6 > 0 such that the function 
f  ^  0 G C 1,a(S) given by
f  = + |VSg|2
Q
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permits a strictly positive perturbation of g. We then recall Corollary 2.6 to deduce that
0 = m(e)[C]
= 5M,j(g) f ( H  + f n  + ßkQ) Qdp
J M
=  <5 ( m «(*>) {(H + f n ) , Q L +
=s ( M d ( e ) ( (H  +  f n ) , Q ) LH + ß ' ) -
This implies our desired result. 0
We may now combine Proposition 2.15 and Lemma 2.17 to derive the Euler-Lagrange 
equation for the rotating drop problem.
C o r o l l a r y  2.18. Suppose g E S# is a critical point of the functional Then the Euler- 
Lagrange equation for the rotating drop problem is given by
H(e) + Me)  = a (2.4)
The existence and higher regularity of solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation shall be 
addressed in Chapter 3.
2. T he second variation  o f energy
To compute the second variation of the functional we shall require test functions in 
the higher regularity class C 2,a(S). We must first prove the following result.
L e m m a  2.19. Suppose p £ &  and g E C 2'a(S). Then the Frechet derivative of H{p) may 
be written:
dH(p)[g] = -  A U {dX{p)[rj\,v(p)) -  (dX(p)[rj\, v(p)) \\A\\2(p) +  (dX(p)[rj], X7A,H(p)) . 
P r o o f
We first observe that
/ / '  =  { g 'S  htj + g'>h'tj
= + gij V \ a s i  d S j  / \ Ö S ,  ä s ,  / }
= - 2  gij
d X ' du
+ glj
/ dx'  d u \
\  dsi ’ dsj /dsi  ’ dsj
d X  du' 
dsi ’ dsj
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X] I I d X  du'\^ /  dX '  du
As in the proof of Lemma 2.9, we have u'  =  — (v,  ^r~)  Ir- • Thus
9s* ’ 9s^ /  \  dsi ' dsj
dx1 \  d
dsi j  dsj
( d X _ d u X  _  _ 9 _ /9 A  \  _  I  ,
\  d s i1 9sj / 9sj \  dsi ’ / \  dsidsj ’
9sj (  9sj +  ^ 9sm /  \ d s ldsj ’ 9sz
9 A '\  /  9 2A 9A
-  - V
9W
9sj ’ i / > -  n
9A '
9s, , * ' )  +  n
9W
9sm ’
v,(v4< x » -(x ' ,g l ) )
V iV A * »  + Vj ( f t ^ x ' ,, a x9sm
- V fV j ( X »  + gmkVj(hki) i x ' , ^ - \
* * ’ l s ( x ' £ > - r » < x ' i r
ViVj (X', !/> + <r*Vt (fty) / x ' ,
. h™., ÖX \ / _ ^ q \  _ r, / ax
dsj ' dsm /  \  ’ dsmdsj /  J"‘ \ dsk
/  9 A' 9l/ \
= -  VjVj (X',v) + (X',Vhij) +  ( X » .
Here we have utilised the Gauss-Weingarten relations in conjunction with the Codazzi 
equations. We then derive our intended result after substitution and contraction over the
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inverse metric. 0
In the context of our particular parametrisation for star-shaped M, we now make explicit 
a class of variational test functions whose properties may be deduced from the geometry 
of the class
Definition 2.20. Suppose p £ 3# and k £ N U {0}. Then we define the class j V k on M
Remark 2.21. With respect to the L2(S) topology, we ascertain from the characterisation 
of the spherical harmonics that j V k lies in the orthogonal complement of TC^ +l U 7-f7/ +1 
(Theorem C.4 and Lemma C.5 in Appendix C). More generally, for k £ {0,1, 2, 3} we de­
duce that <sVk is non-trivial for each since C k,a( M ) is a dense, infinite-dimensional
subspace of L2{M) in which we can certainly locate non-zero functions which are orthog­
onal to the span of 2Tp. Indeed, for any if £ C k'a(M)  not contained in the span of 2?p, we 
may employ the Gram-Schmidt process to assert that the function
is an element of jF kM
It is evident from inspection that JF k is a closed, linear subspace of C k,a(M).  We may 
therefore propound the following lemma.
Lemma 2.22. For each k £ N U {0}, JF k is a Banach subspace of C k,a(M).
We note that, for k £ {1,2} and any p £ C k,a( S ) generating a star-shaped variation of 
X(p),  (dX(p)[p\,is(p)) £ C k'Q(M)  as a consequence of Corollary 2.6 and the relationship 
between the geometries of S  and M  connoted by Lemma 1.4. Hence, we obtain the ensuing 
lemma from Corollary 2.10 and Definition 2.12.
Lemma 2.23. Suppose p £ &  and p £ C k,a(S ) for some k £ {1,2}. Then p determines a 
volume- and barycentre-preserving variation of p precisely when (dX(p)[p],i/(p)) £ ^ k-
Within this setting, we may therefore evaluate the second variation of the functional ^  
at solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation.
P roposition 2.24. Suppose g £ & is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and 
p £ C 2,Q(S) with (dX(g)[p],i'(g)) £ jV2. Then, whenever we adhere to the convention
M
that e0 =  0,
by:
p £ C k,Q( M ); and
{'Hi Ci)l2(m ) = 0 v U p) e  &p .
p = if -  M lJ(p)(i fXi)LHM)Cj {p)
d 2^ {g)[P:V] = f V A/ {dX(g)[p\,v{g)) dp -  f (||A ||2(^) +  2Q {7TRnX{g), v (q)) 
Jm J m
+ M lJ(g) ((H  +  /o),Cj>L2(M) M A C >) (dX{g)[p],iy(g))2 dp
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P roof
By Proposition 2.14 and Lemma 2.17, we discern that for any variation of g which remains 
star-shaped about the origin,
%{e) = (h + fa -  M'3 { ( H  + fa),  Q l2{}S) v) .
More generally, we observe that X"  =  0 for any variation of p G &  while employing 
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.19 to ascertain that
(/„ (h* - X \  v) dg
I
= -  [  ( A p r »  + {X',v)\\A\\2 -  (X' ,VH) -  (X' ,Dxfa)) (X' ,u)dß
J M
-  ( a/*j ((H +  fa), Q lhm))' JQ {X', v) dß -  , Q LHM) £  C' u)
+ j  (U + fa -  M«( (H + f a ) , Q LHM)Q) ( ( X’,v') + (X'  ,u) div [X’)) dß .
In particular, at the critical point g we utilise Lemma 2.11, Corollary 2.18, Definition 2.20, 
and the divergence theorem to compute that, whenever (X1 ,v) E ^K2,
M
%(e) = / j V < A » | 2dß-  ( ( {X' , u) \ \A\ \2 -  ( -  V /n)) u)
J  M J M
-  M,j ((H + fa),  Q)lhJS) J  (C  -  (X1, VC,)) (X', v) dß
[  |vpr» | 2dß -[  ( ||/i ||2 +  2
J M J M
M
X ' { X ' , v )  dß
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= f  \ v { x ’,v)\2d ß -  f  (IMII2
J M  J M
+ 2Q (7T^nX, is)') ( X ' , is) dfi
-  M*  {(H +  h ) , Q ) L2(M} J  (v,*i) ( X ' ^ f d ß  .
Subject to the stipulation that eo = 0. we have again noted here that XQ = e* — (e*)1 for 
each i £ {0, n +  1}. <0
CHAPTER 3
S olu tions of th e  E u ler-L ag ran g e  E q u a tio n
1. Existence of solutions
We may now invoke an implicit function theorem on Banach spaces to determine the 
existence of solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation in a neighbourhood of p = 1. In the 
statement of the theorem and throughout its proof we shall unsuppress the parameter 
attached to the forcing term / q.
T heorem 3.1. Suppose the functional C l'a(S ) is given by
G(p,Q) = H(p) + f(p, i) -  M ‘j (p)((H(p) + f ( p , n) ) , Q( p) ) L2{M)Q(p).
Then there exist a neighbourhood Ü of 0 in U. and ane > 0 such that the equation G{p, Q) = 
0 is solvable for each G O with solution p =  g G B e{ 1) C
P roof
We show that G satisfies the hypotheses of an implicit function theorem on Banach spaces 
(see, for example, (40, Theorem 17.6] or [51, Theorem 14.2.1]) at the point (p, D) =  (1,0). 
In particular, we claim that:
(1) We may parametrise &  as a Banach manifold over c/C3;
(2) G(l, 0) =  0;
(3) G is continuously Frechet differentiable at (1,0);
(4) The partial Frechet derivative of G with respect to p is invertible at (1,0).
We prove each of these conditions separately:
(1) We assert that there exists a local C 1 diffeomorphism between &  and the open ball 
of radius 1 centred at 0 in yf f3, which (in the usual manner) we shall denote by iA(0). 
For convenience, we may now utilise Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 in conjunction with 
Definitions 1.3 and 2.2 to express the class ^  with respect to the geometry on S:
peS?
1A1
n + l  ’Js Pn+1Co(l)c^
p 6 1Z3 ; and 
k f s pn+2(i(l)da  = 0 V i 6 { l , . . . , n +  1}.
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We define the map F : B i(0) —» 1Z3 in the following manner:
- i
/  f  n + l  \  n + 1 1
F(ip) — ( J  +  l ) n+2da)  (ip +  l )n+2 (3.1)
We observe that F(0) =  1. More generally, the properties of both ^Y3 determined by 
Definition 2.20 and the spherical harmonics (of degree 0 and 1) specified by Theorem C.4 
and Lemma C.5 in Appendix C confirm that the image of F is contained in Now, for 
each ip G Lfi(0), the Frechet derivative dF(ip) : JF3 —> C 3,a(S) is given by:
d F w m  = (n 4- 2)




n-|-l - ( n + l )
(ip +  1 ) ” + 2  £
— ( n + 2 )
_ J _  /  f  n + l  \  n + l  f  __1_
— (ip +  1 )  n + 2  ( ^  -(- 1 )  n + 2  J '  +  l ) n+ 2
= , 1 /  ( F M ) n+2 da ( ----- -——rr -  F(t/>) /  - 7— d<r ) . (3.2)
(n + 2) 7s V(F(V-))n+1 >
Here we have employed (3.1) in conjunction with Definition 2.20. The coefficients of the 
linear operator are well-defined, as F  is strictly positive and ip G C 3,a(S). We then deduce 
that, for any £ € .yF3 with £ =  infs F(ip)^
\\dF(ip)[£] 11(78,0,(5) <  C 6, | | ' 0 | I c 3,q ( 5 ) )  II^IIc 3-q (5) •
Hence F  is a C l map.
By recalling that F(ip) G it is a simple matter to demonstrate that the image of dF(ip) 
maps to the following Banach subspace of C 3,a(S ) :
V ^  ^F(xp) ^ ^  <
f s r](F(ip))n Co(F(0))da =  0;
7] G C 3,a(S) ; and
f s r](F(ip))n+1 (i(F(0))do- =  0 V iG  { l , . . . ,n +  1}.
Upon examination of the preceding reformulation of it is evident that B p ^  contains all 
test functions 7] G C 3,a(S) corresponding to volume- and barycentre-preserving variations 
of p =  F(ip) (as we would expect). It is now sufficient to prove that, for each ip G Bi(0), 
dF(ip) : J d 3 —» is an isomorphism. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that £ G
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ker(dF(iß)), yet £ ^  0. Then, by (3.2),
£ =
which implies that
LF W da ^  0 .
However, £ G J f 3 where F  is strictly positive on Fi(0), and we may again utilise Definition 
2.20 to compute that
. .  J j « , ,  ( / s ( F w r - * )  ( / s i 4 ^ )  -  o .
Thus we derive a contradiction, from which we infer that ker(dF(iß)) is trivial and dF(iß) 
is injective. Suppose now that 77 € F 3, ^  and define £ G C 3,a(S ) by
dcrj .
Then £ G ^T.3 with dF(iß)[tß\ = 77, and <9F (t/j)[£] is surjective. By the inverse mapping 
theorem (see, for example, [51, Theorem 14.1.2] or [80, Theorem 4.1]), F  is a local dif- 
feomorphism of class C 1 at each i ß  G #i(0), from which we deduce that Fi(0) is locally 
diffeomorphic to We may therefore explicitly parametrise as a Banach manifold over 
j V 3 through composition with the Banach manifold B\(0).
z  =
{ nF  2) (F(V0) n + 1
fs ( F ( W +2da V -
F W
f s ( F W ) n+2 d(J Js
j  v i F W ) n+l
(2) With regard to the variable p G ^ 1, we now compose the functional G and the geometry 
on M  with the diffeomorphism F. We recollect that F(0) =  1, where H{ 1) =  n and 
/(1 ,0 ) =  0. Thus
G (F(0),0) =  n ( l  -  C T T lM «(F (0 )){C o ,0> t2(s)C.(UO)))
-  0 .
Here we have employed the properties of the matrix (MlJ(l)) whilst observing that Co(l) =  
1 in accordance with Definition 2.12.'n+ 1
(3) In the following exposition we shall denote partial Frechet differentiation in the variables 
iß G B  i(0) and G Mby the respective subscripts 1 and 2. Suppose iß G Fi(0) and £ G FV3. 
We note that the analysis of Chapter 2 was contingent only upon the computation of the 
variation vector corresponding to the parametrisation X.  If we replace this quantity by 
dLX(F(iß))[£], then we may, without loss of generality, use Lemmas 2.11 and 2.19 to 
compute the partial Frechet derivative of G(F(iß),Q) with respect to iß. Here all geometric
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quantities are calculated with respect to the metric on M  and, by abuse of notation, we 
shall suppress the composition to enable a more concise explication:
d,G(FW ,nm  = Gi = -A (X ljt/> -  (W.OIMf +
-  (A/'-'(: / /  , /} .< , ) , .  c , ) : • (3.3)
To calculate the partial Frechet derivative of the final quantity we first observe that M li  =  
M lkA P l M kl. Hence
= ( M ik\ l ’ l M kl) i =  2 (M y ) i +  ,
from which we infer that
(M « ) i =  -  M i (3.4)
In the ensuing calculations, we shall again adhere to the convention that eo =  0. We may 
now proceed by employing Definition 2.12, Lemma 2.7, and the divergence theorem:
(Ah i ) 1 =  f  {{Ck)L Q +  Ck (Ci)i +  CfcC/ divXx) d^i
J  M
— f  ((Cfc)i Cl +  Cfc(G)x +  ( ^ i ,  u )  7/CfcC “  ( ^ i > V ( C a:Q)))dtl
J M
(Cfc (u, e/) + Cz (^ , Dt) + #  CfcO) (^1, dp . (3.5)
Furthermore, we may again cite Definition 2.12, Lemmas 2.7, 2.11, and 2.19 in conjunction 
with the divergence theorem to determine that
«(// + f ) , ( j )vt) 1 = -  f  (A (Xk, v) + ( X ^ ) \ \ A f  -  (Xl.VH)  -  (Xlt Dxf)) Q dß
J M
+ f  {H + /) ((Cj)j. + QdivXi) dp
J M
I  ( A ( X 1:v) + (Xl, is)\ \A\\2 -  (XL,X?H) -  (X1? Dxf)) (j dp
J M
+ [  ( (#  + /)(«-,•), + { X ^ ) H Q  -  (XL, X( (H  + f ) Q ) ) d p  
J M
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[  ( A q  + 11+1% -  (Dxf , v )  Cj -  (H  +  /) ( ( ! / ,  e^) +  H Q ) { X L, v ) d n .  (3.6) 
J m
We combine (3.3)-(3.6) to discern that
Gx = - A { X L, v ) -  ( X „ v ) \ \ A f  + (X,, +
+ M ikM jl U  ( A M  + CiU,efc> +  HCkQ) { X lt p ) dfi \ ( (H + f ) , Q ) L 2Q
+  M'i  f f  J  (A C , +  | |+ |%  -  ( D J , v ) Q ) ( X l , v ) d ß
~  J  (H +  / ) ( % %  +  H Q ) { X L, u ) d ^ Q  -  ( (H +  / ) % % ( C O ,). (3.7)
By Lemma 2.5, we discover tha t djX(F(V0)[£l =  dF fL dffls. In particular, we deduce 
from Definition 2.20 and (3.2) tha t
w m m  =  ^ .
In the following calculation we shall suspend our use of the summation convention. We now 
recall the properties of the m atrix (M jj(l)) prescribed by Definition 2.12 and our earlier 
evaluations of /(1 ,0 )  and H(  1), along with the subsequent observations tha t D x/ ( 1 , 0) =  0 
and 1 112 (1) =  n, to assert th a t dLG(F(  0),0) : J f 3 —> C 1,a( S ) is given by:
a1G(F( o),o)K]
- i  
n  2
/  n + l  / n+ 1 ,
+ ni - Y, E  ( M*j (!) ( A 'S0  + "(1
\  i= 0 \ j = 0  '
) L2(S)
'n + l  n + l n + l  n + l n + l
+ n \ / n +  1 X ^ X ^ X ^ X ^ + ^ X ^  I M lk( l ) M jl(l)  (CfcCo£>L2(s) (Co,Cj>L2 (5 )
, jfc= 0 /=1 k=1 1=0 k,l=0/
n + l n + l  n + l
+ n ' £ , M ii( l ) { Q A ) LHS) C<(1) + n v m ^ ^ M « ( l ) ( C o , 0 ) t2(s)Ci(l)«
j  =  1 2=1 j= 0
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- 1  
71 -(- 2
n+1
A £ + n,£ -(- nVrTTT^ G(l) £ +
2 = 1
n + l  /  n + l
n E  E M y « < c M W
*=o \j= l
-  x / n T I
/ n + l  n + l  n + l  n + l  n + l  \
E E  +  E E + n E )
\fc=0 Z=1 fc=l /=0 k,l—0/
M ik(l)6lo ( Q Q , 0 lhs)
- 1  
n +  2
n + l  / n + l n + l '
A +  +  n€ -  n £  £  +  n E  <a.f>L.(s)6(l)
„ fc=l k=0j
=  + A ( A 's ? + n 0 -  (3-8)
Here we have utilised the L2(S) orthogonality of the set and the class j V3 stipulated 
by Definition 2.20, in addition to the fact that spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S  (Lemma C.5 and Theorem C.10 in Appendix C). It 
is clear that d1G(F(0),0) is continuous, since, for each £ G + ' 3,
||Ö1G(F(0),0)[4]||c l ,<t(s) < C (n )||« ||c ,,„(s).
Moreover, where we resume our adherence to the summation convention, the partial Frechet 
derivative of G with respect to il accords with the usual partial derivative:
02G (F (+ ) ,n )  =  -  \TTRnX ( F m \ 2 + i (F « 0 )
=  (l -  (s,en+ !>2)
+ Mii( F W ) ( F 2(\-  (s,en+j)2) ,Q)lhm)Q(FW)  .
Here we have employed the definition of X  (under composition with F ) characterised by 
Definition 1.3. Since every term in this expression is of regularity at least C 3,a(S ), it is 
clear that dzG(F(,iJj), Q) : M —» C l'Q(S ) is continuous for any choice of D G M.
(4) Suppose £ G j V 3. Then we may cite (3.8), Definitions 2.12 and 2.20 together with 
Theorem C.10 in Appendix C and the divergence theorem to deduce that, for each i G N 
with 0 < i < n +  1,
(d,.G(F(0), =  0 .
Thus we deduce from Definition 2.20 that the image of d1G (F(0)10) is contained in j V ^ .
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In order to verify the invertibility of the operator dLG(F(0), 0), it is sufficient to ensure the 
existence of a unique solution £ £ JV3 to the following inhomogeneous problem for each
Hi] = Ast + n f  = <p. (3.9) 
We observe that the operator L is strictly elliptic with smooth coefficients. We intend to 
apply a form of the Fredholm alternative contained in [40, Theorem 6.15] which requires 
that the solution space of the corresponding homogeneous problem is trivial. Suppose 
then, by way of contradiction, that £ ^  0 £ ^F3, yet L[£] =  0. We recall Remark 2.21 
to ascertain that ^ £ L2(S) \  {Hq + 1 U 7dj'+1}, and we may employ Theorem C.7 and 
Definition C.8 to obtain the (truncated) condensed harmonic expansion:
f  ~  Q k  ;
k = 2
where, by Theorem C.9,
oo
uwh(s) = Hl2(s) ’
k —2
and, by Corollary C .ll,
OO
l l V S « l l l ( 5 )  =  £ * ( *  +  » - l ) | | Q fc| | £ 2 ( s )
k = 2
> 2(re + 1) ll^ fc Hl2(si
k—2
— 2(n + i) lkll i2(5) •
However, by (3.9) and assumption,
llv S « l l F s ,  =  -  {t'ASt ) LHS) =  " l l « l l h (s) .
from which we derive a contradiction. Hence £ =  0 and the homogeneous equation L[£] =  0 
possesses only the trivial solution. The proof of the aforementioned [40, Theorem 6.15] 
proceeds unmodified in the current setting but for the calculation of local Schauder es­
timates on the compact manifold S, which may be derived in a similar fashion to their 
Euclidean analogues. Therefore, for each p  £ yFs\  we obtain the existence of a unique 
solution £ £ JF3 to (3.9). Thus the operator d1G(F(0),0) is invertible.
In conclusion, we may invoke the previously cited [40, Theorem 17.6] in conjunction with 
the diffeomorphism (3.1) to deduce that there exist a neighbourhood 6  of 0 in M and
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an e > 0 such that the equation G(pM) =  0 is solvable for each D E G with solution 
p =  g e B £{ 1 ) C ^ .  0
R emark 3.2. We have determined the existence of solutions g to the Euler-Lagrange 
equation with ||g — 1||c 3-q(5) <  £ where e —> 0 as D —> 0 in G. Furthermore, we discern 
from [51, Theorem 14.2.1] that whenever G is taken to be a sufficiently small interval, 
there is a unique correspondence between each D £ G and g £ Be{ 1).
2. Regularity of solutions
We now address the higher regularity of solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation.
T heorem 3.3. Suppose g £ & is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4). Then 
g £  C°°(S).
P roof
Suppose is a (possibly uncountable) indexing set and @ = {Di : i G / }  is an open 
cover for S. If g £ &  is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation, then we ascertain by 
Lemma 2.17 and Corollary 2.18 that, on each
H(e) + fo{e) + ßkc,k(e) = o . (3.10)
We now utilise Lemma 1.4 and (1.8) to compute:
H(e)  =  —  - - - h — = ( n  -  |V A'ß|2 -  e A Me)
qJ i -  | v > | 2 '
i / A g|v5g|2
G ?  + |V^ | 2 V + lv ^ l 2
and
fn(g) =
9km{s)glp{s)Vmg\7pg \  ^  \
+ |vse|2 j v‘v' v (3.11)
D (1 -  (s, en+i)2) g2 . (3.12)
Despite its quasilinear nature, for the purposes of regularity analysis we may ‘linearise’ 
(3.10). We combine (3.10) - (3.12) with Definition 2.12 and rearrange to deduce that, on 
each Dj, g is a solution of the homogeneous equation:
Ln[v] = ak\ s ) V kV fv  +  bk(s)\7kv +  cn{s)v 0 ; (3.13)








Q2 + |V^ | 2 ’
cn(s) = \J  g2 + | V5p|2 (D (l -  (s,en+i)2) g2 -  ß°(0 ~  ß k (s,ek) g) -  n .
We assert that the operator given in (3.13) is uniformly elliptic. We first observe that 
the eigenvalues of the matrix (ay'(s)) are given by:
q2
h i r n  —
m  = 1 ; and 
2 < m < n .
Moreover, pursuant to Definition 2.2, we may find d) > 0 such that in f^  g > <5*. Thus
---------— o------- <  «1 <  1
(  (n ) II^llc1 (Dp
and the ratio is bounded on each ZX.
Kmin
The coefficients of L q are in C 2,a(Dl), by hypothesis and the smoothness of S. Therefore, 
standard interior regularity theory (contained in [32, Theorem 3.20] or [40, Theorem 6.17], 
for example) implied by the local Schauder estimates for linear elliptic equations (these 
may again be obtained in a manner analogous to the Euclidean case) guarantees that 
q G C 4,a(Di) on each Dt. We now proceed to prove the statement
P(k) : Q G C k+2,a(Di)
for each k G N \  {1} by induction on k, where P{2) was established above. Suppose 
there exists a particular k G N \  {1} such that P(k) holds. Then the coefficients of Lq 
are in C k+1,a(Di) and we may again invoke our interior regularity theory to deduce that 
g G C k+3'a(Di), which confirms P(k  +  1). Thus P{k) holds for each k G N \  {1} by the 
principle of mathematical induction, and as k —> oc we ascertain from the smoothness of 
the coefficients of Lq that g G C°°(Di) on each Di.
To conclude, we observe that since S  is compact there exists a finite subcover for S  con­
tained in Hence g G C°°{S), as required. <0>
CHAPTER 4
Stability A nalysis
In this chapter we prove that the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation established 
by Theorem 3.1 correspond to stable energy minimisers for the rotating drop problem 
whenever $4 is of sufficiently small magnitude.
1. A Rayleigh quotient formulation
We shall now define a linear operator over the class JTf  which is self-adjoint with
M
respect to the L2(M)  topology. Subsequently, we shall utilise a Rayleigh quotient to 
determine its linear stability where the relationship between and the Jacobi operator 
corresponding to will then establish the existence of stable energy minimisers.
Definition 4.1. Suppose q € &  is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4). Then, 
whenever we adhere to the convention that eo =  0, we define the linear operator : 
J f l  -> by
M  M
— ~  7 T .y_o r? +  (llAll2^ )  4- 2fl (7TiRnX(g),  v ( q) )
+ M lJ(g) ((H +  / n) , Cj>L2 (M) W{ß), e*)) v)  •
We now clarify the relationship between and the Jacobi operator corresponding to
Lemma 4.2. Suppose g £ &  is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and 77 £ 
C 2,a(S) with (dX(ß)[rj\,v(ß)) £ j V*. Then the Jacobi operator corresponding to &&
M
may be expressed:
J qH  =  ^n[{dX{g)[r]fu(g))}.
P roof
Throughout the proof, all geometric quantities shall be calculated with respect to the metric 
on A/, and we shall again observe the convention that eo =  0. By definition, the Jacobi 
operator corresponding to ^  is the linearisation of the Euler operator evaluated at g. We 
may therefore cite Corollary 2.18 and, without loss of generality, recall the calculation of 
(3.7) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to verify that, for any variation of g which remains in
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the class 7Z2,
S M  = - A  (X',v) -  (X',v)\\A\\2 + (X' ,VH) + (X',Dxf ü)
+ M ikM»{(H  +  f n ) ,Q ) L2 (7 ( 0 » »  +  Ci (v, ek) +  HC,kQ) (X',v) d/A Q 
+ M'3 (UAX',i /> +  \\A\\2(X',v)-  ( D J a,u){X',
~ + /s i)  ( O j ei) +  H Q  {X', u) (in'] (, -  ((II +  /<>) ■ Cj) ;,2 C / j
= - A C S ' »  -  (PH2 + 2fi(7TRnX,i/) + AU((ff + /n),
+ MikM3‘ {(H + f a ) , Q L2 U  (C,k(y,ei) + C » »  + H(kQ){X’, v ) d ß \ Q 
+ M”(7 (A (X» + |P ||2< X » - <AJs» <X ») W) Ci
- M ijM k,((H + fst),Q)L2 (7 ( C kW,^) +
=  ~ 7T»o (AT7, u) + (||.4||2 +  217 (7T]Rn A", u)
M
In particular, whenever (X7, u) £ M72, we obtain our intended result. <C>
M
Moreover, we may integrate by parts whilst invoking Definition 2.20 and Proposition 2.24 
to propound the following lemma,
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose p G S# is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and g G 
C 2,a(S) with (dX(g)[g], v(q)) G j Y 2 . Then
M
{&Q[{dX(g)[g\,ffig))],(dX{g)[g\,v{g)))L =  d ‘% fig)[g,g\ .
We now state the principal result of this section.
T heorem 4.4. Suppose g G &  is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and 
e > 0 is such that || >^ — 1(1(72,0(5) < e. Then the spectrum of consists of a countably 
infinite sequence A = {A; : i G N} of real eigenvalues whose eigenfunctions span jY f2. In
particular, for sufficiently small e, A C M+ whenever |fl| < (1 — eCfin)).
The ensuing technical lemma will illuminate the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose p G g G cmd e > 0 is such that \\p — l l lc ^ ts )  < £• Then, 
for sufficiently small e,
||v M | 12(m, > 2 ( n + l ) ( l  -  eCa(n))||»j|| ■
P roof
We commence by noting that C C 1,Q(S ) due to the interrelated geometries of S  and 
M  established by Lemma 1.4. Thus we may project any g G o/T1, with respect to the 
L2(S) topology, onto the class c/T1:
^  =  X . v i g  = g -  M lJ( l ) (gXi )L2 {s )Q( l )  .
We recall that C L2( S ) \ { H q + 1 U TCffi1} where, in analysis identical to that performed 
during the proof of step (4) in Theorem 3.1, we may truncate the corresponding condensed 
harmonic expansion of ip to include only harmonics of degree k > 2, and obtain the 
estimate:
| |v s< < 2(s) > 2(n + l)||V’llt2(5) • (4.1)
Now
il>2 =  rj1 — 2A/'1(1) (»;,£,)L2(S) J?Cj(l)
+  (v,Q)m(v,Q,)ms)Q( 1)0(1) . (4-2)
and
= |V 'V  -  (?7,Ci>t2(s) (VS7), VsCj(l))
+ M ' i ( l )  (r,, Q)lHS} (n, <k ) L H S )  < VS0(1), VS0(1)) • (4.3)
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Hence, we utilise the characterisation of the matrix (A/?J( 1 )) given by (2.3) in conjunction 
with (4.2) and Definition 2.20 to discern that
1 ^  11L2 (S) =  IMIl2(S) — M   ^( 1 )  { h C i )  l 2(S) ( V i Q )  L2(S)
=  m W )  -  n ^ E u . o 2i2 (s )  •
' ' i=0
Similarly, by (2.3), (4.3), the divergence theorem, and Theorem C.10 in Appendix C,
I I V ^ I U  = \\VSv\\lHS) + 2My(l)U. 0)^,5)
- M ” (1)M“ (1) (v ,Q)LHs )(v , Q lHS) ( 0 ,  A %
L2(S)
i=l
Therefore, we deduce from (4.1) that
l^ d lA s )  ^ 2(n+ t) (lMli3(s) -  U,Co)iz(S)
-  (n+1^ + 2 ) i : ^ o W ) (4.4)
By utilising our two constraints on the class *yf^, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and 
Definition 2.20 we may assert that
2
(n +  1 ) (77, Cq)2L2 {s) = r] ( 1  -  MP) d a \
< SUp (1 Mp)2 |*^1 11^711^ 2(5)
< eKi in)^  M l 2{s)
and, by applying Lemma C.5, for each i G {1, ...,n  +  1},
(»),<i}2L2(s) =  ( / ' / < . ( !  -  P ß p ) d c r )
(4.5)
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<  SU p  (1  -  p ß p ) | |C i | |L2(S) I M I l 2(S)
< ^  M l „ „ . (4.6)
We now derive a correspondence between our integrals over S  and their representation over 
M. For sufficiently small e,
IMliJfS) ^  >nf ( ^ - )  > (1 -  e if3 (n ))IH li» (M) ■ (4.7)
Moreover, by Lemma 1.4 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
|Vs r?|2
> ,2p2 +  |Vs p|2 '
Therefore, we may again cite Lemma 1.4 to ascertain that
I Vs»; ILHS) -  T  Pl~)
2
L2(M)
L2(A/)< (1 +  eÄ4(n)) | |VM7,||
By combining (4.4) - (4.8), we conclude that, for sufficiently small e,
P M4 >lHm) -  ( i  + e K l )2(n+1) (1 - e y , ) f 1 - e f y 1 + In +  2)y »
(4.8)
IM Il 2(M)
> 2(n +  1) (1 -  e C2(n)) |M|22(m) ,
as required. <0
We must now derive estimates on the Lagrange multiplier terms which appear in We 
first examine the behaviour of the matrix (Mljf(p)) whenever p remains close to 1 with 
respect to the C l,a norm.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose p £ &  and e > 0 is such that \\p — l||ci.«(s) <  £• Then each 
component of the matrix (M u (p)) satisfies an estimate of the form:
\M ij(p)-  M 'J( 1)| < e C '^ n J IS I-1 .
P r o o f
Throughout the proof, we shall repeatedly invoke Definitions 1.3 and 2.12 in conjunction 
with Lemma 1.4. We begin by establishing preliminary estimates on components of the
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(symmetric) matrix (Mtj{p)). In general, we may assert that
Wij(p) ~ Mij( 1)| — [  (Ci(p)Cj(pK -  Ci(i)Cj(i))d<
Js
We now examine the particular cases. When i = j  = 0, we compute that
|A/oo(p) -  A/oo(l)| - f  (Up ~  1) Co(!) ^
<  SUp I/ip l |  11 Cd II £2(5)
< eCoa{n) |S |
7 1 + 1
Furthermore, for each j  G {1,...,ti+ 1}, we deduce that
IM0i(p) -  A/oj(1)1 [  ( f > i b  -  i ) C o ( i ) 0 ( i ) *
(4.9)
< sup I -  1| IKolliSjS) IIO l+s)
< eC 0j( n ) J | L .  (4.10)
71 + 1
Here we have exploited the properties of the spherical harmonics (of degree 1) prescribed by 
Lemma C.5. To evaluate the remaining components, which correspond to i, j  G {1, ...,n  + 
1}, we may again cite Lemma C.5:
~ My(1)| J (pVp -  1) Ci(l)Cj(l) rfcr
< sup \p2ß„ -  l |  IK,III 2(S) ||(j|l,.2(S)
< E C y W - f - .  (4.11)
7 1 + 1
Therefore, we may combine (4.9)-(4.11) to verify that each component of (Mij(p)) satisfies 
an estimate of the form:
\MiAp)-  V y (1)1 < e C y ( n ) 4 T  . (4.12)
Since (Mlj(p)) is symmetric and invertible, we may find a non-singular, diagonal matrix D 
composed of its eigenvalues {ftm(p) : m  G {0,..., n+1}}, and an orthogonal matrix O whose
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columns {om : m  G {0, ...,n  +  1}} comprise an orthonormal basis for the corresponding 
eigenvectors such that
(Mijip)) =  O D O t .
We again recall the characterisation of the matrix (My (l)) given by (2.3) to deduce from 
(4.12) that, for each m  G {0,..., n +  1},
|«m(p) ~ «m(l)| < £ |o£(Cw(n))om| “T T  -1 n +  1 n + 1
Thus the corresponding eigenvalues of the two matrices are arbitrarily close, and, for 
sufficiently small e, we may infer our desired estimate. <0>
P roposition  4.7. Suppose p G &  and e > 0 is such that \\p — l||c2,«(s) < e. Then, for 
each i G N with 1 <  i < n +  1,
M ' \ p )  ((H + < eC ' (n )  (1 +  |n | ) .
P roof
Throughout the proof, we shall repeatedly employ Lemma 1.4 to illuminate the relationship 
between the geometries of S  and M . We commence by deriving estimates on the (n +  2) 
inner products ((H + fn) ,Cj) a siixiilar manner to the computation of (3.11) in 




np + p |v Y I2
p2 + |v spi2
a » , ,  (V .V fp) [VSP, Vs p]
1 p2 + IVSp(2
Pv/p2 + |v sp | 2 
Hence, for j  =  0,
np -  A  sp + ( y s p , V sIn ( U p2 +  |W p |2) ) ]  . (4.13)
v4 r n  ( HX o)LHM) = [  P" ~ 2 [np -  A Sp +  ( v s p, V s In (V p 2 +  |W p |2) )
J s
da
f  Pn~3 [np2 +  (n -  2)|Vs p|2 ( l  -  In ( , / p 2 +  |Vs p|2) )  
J s
-  In (Vp2 + |V 5p|2) p A ,sp da
< {n + e B0(n)) | 5 | .
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Conversely,
v / w +  1 (H,  Co>L2 (m) >  (n -  f ß 0 ( n ) j  | S | .
Here we have integrated by parts and we note that these estimates remain valid in the 
particular case n — 2. Furthermore, we ascertain from the divergence theorem that, for 
each k,l  G {1,..., n +  1},
f  f  ISI/  (Ck{p)ei ,v)dp = /  divRn+i ({x,ek)e{)dx  =  6ki\E\ = 6kl .
J m  J e n +  i
Thus we may employ the definition of to compute that
V n +  1 ( A u  Co) L2(M) +
n 151
( n  +  l ) i
ft /  (7TKnX,u -  X ) d n  
J  M
|0 | J  p" (s -  Cn+i(l)en+i,ps ( l  -  V p 2 +  |V s p|2)  -  v  v )  fio-
< £ |fi| D0(n) | 5 | .
Therefore,
( (#  +  /n) >Co)L2 (m)
n
\ /n  +  1
ft \
k t T );
|5|
<
< / U o > L 2 ( M )  \ A T + T Ul
+ < / o ,Co) L2( M ) +
n  f t
( n  +  l ) i
|5 |
< (max{B0, A>} + |fi|A>) I s \\Jn +  1
\S\
y /n + 1
< £ Ko(n) (1 +  |ft|) (4.14)
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We again integrate by parts and utilise (4.13) in conjunction with Definition 2.12 to evaluate 
the remaining terms, which correspond to j  G {1, ...,n  +  1}:
W  Q ) l 2{m )
j  pn~l \nP -  A s p + ( v sPy s \n ( U p2 + | v sp|2) ) ]  0 ( iW
[  n( pn -  l )Q( l )da  -  j  In ( U p2 +  |V sp|2) pn lQ ( l ) A Spda
+ [  p "-2 ( ( n -  l) |V sp|20 (l) +  p ( v sp ,v%(l)>)  ( l  -  In ( U p2 +  |V®p|2) )  do- 
J s
[  n ( pn -  1 ) 0 ( 1 ) ^  -  f  In ( V p2 +  |V 5p|2) pn 1Cj { l ) A Spda  
J S J s
+ [  p "-2 ((n -  l) |V sp |% (l)  +  p (V s p,eU ) ( l  -  In ( U p2 +  |V^p|2) )  rfcr
J  .s
< eBj{n)\S\.
Here we have utilised Lemma C.5 and noted that Vs( j( l)  =  ej — (ej)L (where this orthogo­
nality is interpreted with respect to the tangent space on S ). In order to obtain analogous 
estimates on the terms { fnAj )L2 (Mp we recall the barycentricity condition alternatively 
prescribed by Definitions 1.1 and 2.2 to first infer from the divergence theorem that
( 7 T R n X i i s )  Cj(p)dp 0 .
Hence,
(Au Cj) l2(M) — D / (7TRnX, X)  Q(p)dp
Q (7TRnX:iy X)  Cj(p)dp
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mi J  Pn+1 (s -  Cn+i(l)en+i,ps (1 -  + |V sp|2)  -
< e|n| Dj(n)\S\ .
Therefore, for each j  G { l,. . . ,n  +  1},
( ( H +  / u )  iCj )l2(M) — (-^’ 0 ) l2(M) ( / ^ ’ 0 ) l2(M)
< 6( ^  +  101^ )151
< e ^ ( n ) ( l  + |0 |) |5 | . (4.15)
In the ensuing calculation we shall suspend our use of the summation convention. By again 
invoking the characterisation of the diagonal matrix determined by (2.3), we now
combine (4.14) and (4.15) with Lemma 4.6 to calculate that, for each i G {1, ...,n  +  1},
This implies our intended estimate if we take C l(n) to be the maximum of { K l, B 1}. <0
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .4
Since M  has no boundary and the matrix (g^(g)) is positive definite on T*M  x T*M, we 
may adapt the argument preceding the statement of [40 . Theorem 8.37] to our particular 
setting and verify that the spectrum of is comprised of a countably infinite sequence 
A of real eigenvalues whose eigenfunctions span c/C2. To establish conditions under which
M




+ e '$2((n  + 1)6” + + |fi|)
< e/C(ra)(l + |fi|).
Conversely, where we resume our adherence to the summation convention,
M ' \ p ) ( ( H  + h ) , Q LHM) > —s B ’(n) (1 + |fi|) .
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where the minimum eigenvalue satisfies Ai =  inf ( 2 \{0} J. We discern that
M
( ^ \n U ) LHM) = J j v t f d ß  -  J_{\\A\\2 + 2fi(7rR„VW
+  M'] ((H + k ) , Q ) L2{M) U O )  rl2k  ■
Here we have integrated by parts. We may now employ (1.9) to estimate:
IUlP(e) = * ,2\ (n + IVel4 + e2 ||(V,Vjß)||2 -  2|Ve|2 -  2eA e
e2 (i -  \Ve\ )
+ 2e(Vj Vj ß)  [Vß.Ve])
< g, (1 |Ve|2) (n + e2 ll(v ,v ,e)||2 + eif(n) (1 + |v e|2) ||(V ,V ^)||).
Here we have noted that our star-shaped construction mandates the condition |V ^|2 < 1. 
Now, we infer from Lemma 1.4 that
^ i ^ j Q  = |V5p|2) ^ — 2Vj£>Vj£> 4* 1^ Ql 9ij(S)) •
By Lemma 1.4 and our hypothesis we subsequently compute that 
ll(VlV ^ ) | |2
£2 (Q2 +  |V ^ |2) 2
_  2^
{q2 + |V^ | 2)2
+ 2ß|VSß|2A Sß -
+ ____ l ______
(e2 + |vs£»|2)2
^ i(v ,v ;« )fU „ -^ , t iv:d:)r g|ii i v v
(e2 + |Vse l)
2e3 + (2e2 + |vse|2) |v se|2) (v ,vfe) [vse,v se]
(q2 + |vse|2) (VjVfeV'vfe) [vse,v se]
((ViVfe) [vse,v se])2 (4.16)
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Hence
II(V,V^)||2 < ^ ( f? 2 ||(v ,v$;e)||2 + n |v se|4 + 2 v ^ e |v se|2 ||( v ,v Jse)||
+ | 0 l( n ) | V ^ | | ( V 1V fe)||2 + l D 2( n ) | V ^ | | ( V , V f , ) | r
+ j 3 ( 2 /  + (2g2 + |VSf?|2) \Vs g\2)  0 3(n)|Vse|2 || (V.Vjf?) ||1 
< £2D4(n) .
Here the tensorfield norm ||(V iV ^ ) | |  and associated contractions are evaluated with re­
spect to the metric on S. Thus we may once more cite Lemma 1.4 to assert that, for 
sufficiently small e,
||^li2(^) < n +  £ h i ( n )  . (4.17)
Furthermore,
2Q(7TRnX(g)^(g) )  < 2\Q\g < 2 | n | ( l  +  e ) . (4.18)
To conclude the analysis of the coefficients attached to rj1 which appear in the integrand 
corresponding to the inner product (J£n[r]\, v)l2(M)’ we empf°y Proposition 4.7 to verify 
that
+ /«!),$>*.(») (*',«•> < e C ‘(n)(l + IRDKi/.e,)!
< £ K 2 (ti) (1 +  |f l |) . (4.19)
By combining (4.17)-(4.19) and Lemma 4.5, we deduce that
2 ( M )
> (2(n + 1) (1 -  £ C2) -  (n + £ (Ki + K 2) +  |fi| (2 +  £ (2 +  K 2)))) ||»7||
> ((n +  2) — £ K 2,(71) -  2 \Q\ (1 +  £ K 4 (n))) •
Therefore,
Ai > ((n + 2) — £ K% — 2 |n| (1 +  £ K 4) ) .
For sufficiently small e, this implies our intended result.
(4.20)
0
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2. T he ex isten ce  o f stab le energy  m inim isers
The following corollary of Theorem 4.4 establishes criteria under which the functional ß n  
admits stable minimisation.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose g G &  is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and 
e >  0 is such that ||p — 111(72,0 (5 ) < e. Moreover, for each k G N, we define the following 
Banach subspace o fC k,a(S):
Js rjQnCoWda = 0 ;
77 G B k <=> < g G C k,a(S) ; and
f s riQn+lCi(l)do- = 0 V i G {1, n + 1}.
Then, whenever |Q| < (1 — eC^{n)), the spectrum of the Jacobi operator j? Q is strictly
positive on B 2. In particular, g is a strict weak minimiser of both the functionals and
P r o o f
We discern from Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 2.6 that B 2 corresponds to all functions 77 G 
C 2,a(S) with G JT f. Thus, we may again employ Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 2.6 in
M
conjunction with Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.4, and (4.20) to compute that, for any 77 G B 2,
&"(e) = ( yn l{X',u)],(x\u))LHij)
> a^ kx'.wIILm,
= A, [  ',2g"+1 =da
Js  v V  + |vse|2
a JdvTTm))
> Ai(l -  K\(n) e) \\r)\\2L2{s)
> ((n + 2) -  e K 2{n) -  2 \Q\ (1 + e K 3(n))) \\rj\\2L2 {s) .
When considered as an operator on B 2 with respect to the metric on S , we deduce from 
Lemmas 1.4, 4.2, Corollary 2.6 and Definition 4.1 that the coefficient matrix attached to
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the second-order term — (•) appearing in ^ Q is merely
Q
which is positive definite on T*S x T*S. Since S  has no boundary where we restrict 
our attention to a Banach subspace of C 2,a(S'), we may cite [39, Theorem 5.1.1] and the 
estimate above to conclude that the minimum eigenvalue of J?6 is positive on B 2, whenever
\Q\ < — (1 — eC 3 (n)). Thus we may again invoke [39, Theorem 5.1.1] to assert that 
there exists a 7  > 0 such that, for each 77 G ß j,
y '\Q )  > 7 /  ( M 2 + |V ^ |2) da ,
and, by [39, Theorem 5.1.3], g is a strict weak minimiser of Furthermore, by (2.1), 
(2.2), and (2.4), we ascertain that the second variations of and ^  coincide for each 
77 G C 2,a(S) furnishing a volume- and barycentre-preserving variation of g. Hence we infer 
from Proposition 2.15 and Lemma 2.23 that g is a also strict weak minimiser of the energy 
functional <0>
We conclude Part 1 by evincing the following existence theorem for energy minimisers of 
the rotating drop problem in the class <§.
T heorem 4.9. There exists a class of stable energy minimisers for the rotating drop prob­
lem determined by smooth boundary in an appropriately chosen neighbourhood of the closed 
unit ball B.
P roof
Subject to appropriate constraints on Q and £, Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and Corollary 4.8 
establish the existence of a family of smooth solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation, 
./# =  { p : g & B£(l) C ^ } ,  that admits stable (weak) minimisation of the functional 
We recall from Definition 1.3 (and the discussion preceding its statement) that there is a 
unique correspondence between each member of M  and a star-shaped liquid drop, E  G S’, 
defined by smooth boundary M.  In particular, for sufficiently small D > 0, such an E  
permits stable energy minimisation of the rotating drop problem. <0»
Part 2
T h e  P arabo lic  P ro b lem
CHAPTER 5
The R otating Drop Flow
We now state the initial value problem corresponding to the L2-gradient (or steepest de­
scent) flow for the rotating drop problem. The derivation of this flow is comparable to the 
calculation of the first variation of energy exposed in Part 1, but where perturbations of 
elements in our class S' are considered in a more general setting.
1. The initial value problem
For n > 2, let E0 G S’ be a star-shaped rotating drop with boundary A/0- We shall refer 
to M0 as the initial boundary and to E0 as the initial drop, the global energy of which is 
to be minimised subject to the constraint of fixed volume and barycentre in the evolution. 
In correspondence with the formalism of Part 1, we shall interpret D as a parameter over 
M in advance of our particular physical result.
Suppose that fl G K is fixed and T > 0 is a time to be established later by the existence 
of solutions to the subsequent problem. We assume that (Nn,g) is a compact, connected 
Riemannian manifold without boundary smoothly embedded in ]Rn+1, and that the C 3,a 
embedding A0 : N  —> A/0 parametrises A/0. Then the family of manifolds {Mt : t G (0,T)} 
parametrised by X  : N  x (0, T) —> Rn+1 evolves by the rotating drop flow if
-  A A/' )  X (p,t) =  (h \t)(i(p ,t) -  /n(p,*)) v{p,t)  , (5.1)
with initial condition A(*,0) =  A0(-). Here, in analogy with the construction of Part 1, 
we define the function / q : AT x (0, T) —► R by








i =  0 ; and
{X{p,t),ei}  Vi e  { l , . . . ,n +  1}.
For each t G (0, T), we then formulate the matrix (Xiij(t)) and its inverse (A4^(t)) in 
accordance with Definition 2.12. For each i G {0,..., n + 1}, the global terms hl : (0,T) —> M 
are consequently determined by
t i ( t )  =  A4«(t) ((» + /»),<# W , ) - (5.3)
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In conclusion, we shall denote by Et the closed subset of Mn+1 bounded by Mt for each 
t E (0, T), where the set {Et : t E (0, T)} is the associated family of evolving drops.
2. Short tim e existence of unique solutions
We are now able to verify the existence, uniqueness, and higher regularity of star-shaped 
solutions to the rotating drop flow (5.1) on a short time interval. We first introduce a 
quasilinear elliptic operator on the class 1Z2 which shall prove crucial to the remaining 
analysis of this thesis.
D e f i n i t i o n  5.1. Suppose that Y  := S x R +x T S  a n d ^ 0^ )  C «^°(5) is the tensor bundle 
of symmetric, covariant 2-tensorfields over S. Further suppose that (s, z, r, d) E V  x ^ 2°(S') 
and {Q(s, z) : 0 < i < n +1} is defined in analogy with the set £Er introduced in Definition 
2 . 12:
C i(s,z)
i = 0 ; and
(s,ei) z Vi E {1, ...,n  +  1}.
Then we define Qq : 7Z2 —> C Q(S ) to be the quasiiinear elliptic operator
Qn[r] = alJ bl [s1r , \ / s r)^7lr + c ^ ( s :r , V s r) r ,
with coefficients given by
a'j (s,z,T) = -h  (</,J(s) -
bl (s , z , t )
t*
z (z2 +  | r |2)
and
cn( s , z , r )  = ~  ( \ / ? T ] r P  (Q (z2 -  £ +1(s,z))  +  hk(z)(;k(s, z)) -  n ) .
Here, for each i E {0,..., n +  1}, the global terms hl : M+ —» M may be characterised in the 
following manner. Suppose that, for i, j  E {0, . . . ,n +  1},
^ij{s,Z,T) = t i (s,z)Q { s , z ) zn~1y / z 2 + |r |2
and
Wn)i (s, 2, D d) = (n  -  D \A 2 +  |r |2 (z2 -  Cn+i(«> *))
-  z ( a k\ s , z , T ) d ki + bk(s,z ,T)rk) ^)(i(s,z)zn 1 .
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Then, for r £ 1Z2, we define
h‘(r) = M i* ( r ) ( J ( 1>a)j ( s , r , Vsr , ( V iV?r))d<T
where, in accordance with Definition 2.12, is the inverse of the symmetric matrix
(M jj(r)) with components prescribed by
Mij(r) =  /  ipijis, r, X sr)da .
Js
R emarks 5.2.
(1) While it is clear that the global terms {h1} prescribed by Equation (5.3) are in­
dependent of parametrisation, we shall represent them in the particular manner 
introduced in Definition 5.1 whenever we examine the operator Qq.
(2) In the context of the metric on S, it is natural to define differentiation in the 
variables (r,tf) e T S  x S ^ ( S )  by DTir•* =  glj(s) and Ddijdki =  gik(s)gji(s).
The following lemma is an adaptation of the analogous result contained in [4, Lemma 
3.2], where the proof proceeds essentially unmodified. Its principal purpose is to break 
the tangential diffeomorphism symmetry intrinsic to curvature flows of the type under 
consideration, whilst reducing the problem to a scalar equation whose spatial domain is 
the unit sphere.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose Qq is the operator prescribed by Definition 5.1. Then there is an 
injective correspondence between smooth solutions X  of equation (5.1) which are star-shaped 
about the origin and smooth positive solutions p of the scalar parabolic equation
— p(sT) =  Qn[p(s,t)] , (5.4)
with initial condition p(s. 0) =  | (X0 o 7T0 :) (s) | . Here 7Tt : N  —> S is the natural projection 
determined by
Kt(p) X(p, t)\X(P,t)\ '
P roof
If X  is star-shaped about the origin, then 7Tt is a diffeomorphism. For an arbitrary time 
to £ (0, T) and s £ S,  let 7Tj^1(s) = q. Then X( q , t o) =  p{s,to)s and we may utilise 
the geometric construction of Chapter 1, in particular Lemma 1.4, to derive the ensuing 
equations at t0 by decomposing the evolution equation (5.1) into components orthogonal 
and tangential to S  at s:
j t p(Kt „(<?)) P2Qsajpl p2 + |VSp|2 ( 7 T * o O ) ) ;
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and
dt TTtoL)
' Q»[p] v sp '
p2 + |Vs p|2. (TTtoO)) -
In accordance with Definition 1.3, Lemma 1.4, (1.8), and (5.2), we have employed a parallel 
construction to that exposed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to observe that
[hk{to)Ck(q,tQ) -  H(q , to) -  0)] = p Q M
We may now calculate the evolution equation for p at the point (s, to):
d d I d
t^ p(Mo) = öf p^ to iq ) )  -  ( ^ p ^ T T ^ q )
(TTtofa))-
P2 Q M  \Vs p\2Qn[p\
p2 +  |Vsp|2 p2 + \Xsp \2 (Mo)
= Qn [/o(s, t0)].
Conversely, a smooth solution of (5.4) generates a smooth solution of (5.1) in the following 
manner:
Suppose X  : S  x (0,T) —> Rn+1 is a family of embeddings given by X t(s) = p (s ,t)s , and 
that ip : N  x (0, T) —> S  are the diffeomorphisms obtained by solving the ODE:
M p ) = -
Q M  v 5 p
(■M p)),
with initial condition 'ipo(p)
[p2 + I V sp|2 
7To(p). Then the embedding X
(5.5)
N  x (0, T) ]Rn+1 given
by X (p ,t) = ^X t o ^ j  (p) is a smooth solution to (5.1). The correspondence is injective
since the solution to (5.5) is unique. 0
Remark 5.4. It is important to emphasise that we may impose the geometry of Chapter 1 
on star-shaped solutions of (5.1), up to tangential diffeomorphism. If we choose X(p, t )  — 
p(s, t)s as above, then we locate stationary solutions of the flow whenever p(s,t) = p(s), 
since Qn[g\ E  0 on S'.
T heorem 5.5. Suppose Xo is a C 3,a embedding of Mo- Then there exists a time T  > 0 
for which equation (5.1) possesses a unique, smooth, star-shaped solution X  on N  x (0,T).
P roof
Throughout the proof, all geometric quantities shall be computed with respect to the met­
ric on S. By Lemma 5.3, it is sufficient to prove the local existence of a unique, smooth
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solution to the scalar problem posed by (5.4) through an appropriate application of a fixed 
point theorem on Banach spaces.
We employ the notation of [54, Section 4.1] pertaining to parabolic Holder spaces and 
deduce from [54, Theorem 8.2] that there exists a time T  > 0 such that (5.4) possesses 
a solution p £ 7/2+Q (S x (0,T)). Moreover, in analogy with the argument propounded in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3, we exploit an inductive argument to ascertain from [32, Theo­
rem 3.11 & Corollary 3.11.2] that any such p £ C°° (S  x (0,T)). In addition, it shall be 
critical to forthcoming analysis to note that p £ H3+a (S x [0,T)) as a consequence of [32, 
Theorem 3.12]. Thus, up to order three, spatial covariant derivatives of our solution are 
Holder continuous (exponent | )  in time at t = 0. Once again, in the application of this 
theory it is important to emphasise that the interior and boundary Schauder estimates on 
S  x [0, T) may be derived in a similar manner to their Euclidean analogues.
To determine uniqueness, we shall argue by contradiction. Suppose p\ and p2 are two 
distinct smooth solutions to (5.4) on (0,T) with pi(-,0) =  p2(-,0). We first extend the 
domain of the operator Qn introduced in Definition 5.1 to encompass all of C 2,a(S ; M). To 
facilitate notational simplicity, we shall merely attach the subscript corresponding to the 
fixed parameter Q to the coefficient c^. For r £ 7Z2, let Qr : C 2'a(S ) —► C a(S) be the 
uniformly elliptic operator given by
Qr[-] =  a« (s,r, Vr) V ,V f(•) +  V (s, r. Vr) V f(-) +  cS! (s, r, Vr) (■) . (5.6)
We now consider the evolution of the function v — [p\ — p2)2 • For A £ [0,1], we then set 
px = A pi + (1 — A) p2. Clearly px £ C°° (S  x (0,T)) and, in particular, px £ lZk for each 
k £ N and t £ (0,T). Since each of the coefficients of Qn is at least C l in its argument 
(s, z, t ) £ S  x M+ x TS ,  we may therefore assert that
d
-7  ^ =  2 (pi —  p2) [Qn[p\] —  Qn[p2\) = 2 (pi — p2) J  - ^ ( Q n [ p x]) d \  . (5.7)
In the general setting, we now examine the behaviour of the operator Qr. If rj, £ £ C 2(S; K), 
then we find that
+  pQrK] +  2alJ (s,r, V r) -  CQ (s,r, Vr)?7 ^ . (5.8)
In addition, if we take r A = (s,pA, VpA), then
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Hence we confirm from (5.6)-(5.8) that 
dv f 1 /
~di = J  ( ^ a M “  2alJ (r -0 (Pi ~  P2) VJ (^i “  Pz) +  cu (rA) v
+ 2(pi -  p2) ((Da’J\rx,r'x) r \7i\7 jpx +  (Db1 |rA, rx) y  V*pA
+  ( ^ c n |rA,rj;>y pA))dA . (5.9)
In our consideration of (5.9), we must clarify our interpretation of the derivatives of the 
global terms {h1}. We determine from Definition 5.1 that
(D h % x, r ’x) y  =  - M ik(px)M>\px) U ( D < p kl\IX,r'x)r cuPj
+  M «(/3A) / ( £ > ( ^ ) j(rA,vv i ) . K . V 2 (pI - p 2)) )  d a .  (5.10)
J s  ' X. >2  ( o )
We then integrate by parts to discover that, for each j, k , l G {0,..., n +  1},
/  (Z }^zk ,r)()r d<7 =  /  (Pi -  P2 ) {Dz -  \ / iDTi) ^ ki\rxda , (5.11)
7s 7s
and
J ( ^ n ) j  (rA,V2pA)’ ( r Ai (Pi “  P2 ) ) / f x y 2°(S) der
=  [  ( p i ~  P2 ) {Dz -  V iD Ti +  V ‘V mD ,tm) )d<r • (5-12)
7s
We next recall that (A/^ (pA)) is a symmetric, invertible matrix and, in analogy with the 
argument expounded in the proof of Lemma 4.6, for each i , j  G {0, ...,n  +  1}, we may 
certainly derive an estimate of the form:
\Mi j (px)\ < Hl+a ■Rl +  a
-1
where 6m = inf5x[0,T) Pm for 777 G {1, 2} and the H k+a norms are evaluated over the domain 
S  x [0,T). We observe from the structure of the functions ipki and {'ipn)J introduced in 
Definition 5.1 that the integrands arising in (5.10)-(5.12) contain at worst third-order 
spatial covariant derivatives of p\ and p2• Therefore, we deduce from (5.10)-(5.12) that, 
for each i G {0,..., n + 1} and t G (0, T),
\(Dh%xy x)r Q{px)\ < K x (n,  |n| (52, ||pi||//3+Q, ||P2|Ih3+0) IKpi - P 2)||Loo(5). (5.13)
We recognise that the remaining terms arising in (Dcfi|rA,r{) may be evaluated in parallel 
with those occurring in the contractions involving the derivatives of au and bl. When
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multiplied by the factor 2 (p\ — p2): we deduce from Definition 5.1 that these quantities 
may be factorised into either v or Vc contracted over coefficients which are smooth on 
S  x (0, T). Moreover, the matrix (iq)) is positive definite for any choice of A G [0,1] 
and t G (0, T). Hence we discern from (5.9) and (5.13) that v satisfies the following 
differential inequality on S  x (0, T):
dv
—  < ß '* 1 (s,Pi,p2ypi- Vp2) V.VjD +  7^ (s ,p i,p 2,V pi, Vp2. V 2P1, V-’p2) Vi«
+ K2 (n,|f2|,(51,<52,||p 1||/f3+(i(SxIOT)),||p2||H3+(i(Sx[or)))  (u  +  su p v ) . (5.14)
Clearly the coefficients /T7, 7^ G C 00 (5 x (0,T)), where the matrix (/T-7) is positive definite 
on »S' x (0, T)  and the constant K 2 is independent of time. We have further observed here 
that, for each A G [0,1] and t G (0, T),
alJ {rx) V l (pi -  p2)'Vj (pi -  p2) > 0 .3
We may now apply a form of the maximum principle for parabolic equations due to Hamil­
ton [45 , Lemma 3.5]. If S(t) =  {s G S  : v(s , t ) =  (sups v) (i)}, then
f t ( s f v)  < sup g ) .
We note that since »S' has no boundary, for each t G (0, T ) the supremum of the quantity 
v coincides with an interior spatial maximum on S. We therefore deduce from (5.14) that
Tmax C 2K 2Vmaji L 7’max(/) ^  ^m£ix(0)  ^ 0 .
Hence p\ =  p2 and we derive a contradiction. Thus any smooth, star-shaped solution to 
the initial value problem posed by (5.1) is unique on (0,T). <C>
3. T he evo lu tion  equations
I11 order to consider the evolution of various geometric quantities on our family of evolving 
manifolds, it will be convenient to represent the rotating drop flow (5.1) in the more general 
form:
X { p , t ) =  rj(p,t)i/(p,t) (5.15)
where r](p,t) = (hl(t)(i(p,t) — H(p:t) — fa{p,t)).  The following results are essentially 
known in the general setting of mean curvature flow and its variants (see, for example, 
[4 , 27 , 47 , 48] or [61]), but we shall present them here for the sake of completeness.
3 In fact, it is possible to demonstrate that at a spatial maximum of v , V, (pi — p2) — 0 for each
i £ {1,..., n}, otherwise vmax = 0.
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L e m m a  5.6. Suppose {Mt : t E (0, T)} zs a family of manifolds evolving by (5.15). Then 
the components of the metric on Mt satisfy the evolution equations:
d
9ij{p,t) =  2 r](p,t)hij(p,t) .
P r o o f
We compute that
d_ / dX_ d X \  
dt \  dpx ’ dpj /
dX_ _d_ ( d X \ \
dpi ’ dpj V  dt )  /
I d .  . /ÖX a , ,
\ api ' d p j )  + \ dp i : dpj Vl/
=  v
du d X \  IdX du \  
dp%' dpj / 71 \  dpi ’ /
2r]hij .
Hence we obtain our desired result. <0
C o r o l l a r y  5.7. Suppose {Mt : t E (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by (5.15). 
Then the components of the inverse metric and the measure on Mt satisfy the respective 
evolution equations:
^ 9 lJ(p, t) =  - 2  r]{p,t)hlJ(p,t)
and
q _____ _____
yjg(p,t) =  rj{p, t)H{p,t)y/g(p, t)  .
In particular,
4 \Mt\ = f  r)(p, t)H(p, t)dpt .
J Mt
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P r o o f
To calculate the evolution of each glfi recall that we may write =  glkgjlgki• Then, in 
analogy with the derivation of (3.4) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and by Lemma 5.6, we 
have
=  - g ' V ^ g u  =  - 2  W W  =  - 2  r,ti>,
from which we infer our desired result. Furthermore, we may again employ Lemma 5.6 to 
discern that




We may now determine the behaviour under evolution of the unit normal vectorfield.
L e m m a  5.8. Suppose {Mt : t G (0, T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by (5.15). Then 
the outward unit normal vectorfield on Mt evolves in the following manner:
v(P,t) = - V Mt7l{p,t) .
P r o o f
We first observe that | |  G TxMt for each x = X(p, t )  G Mt. Hence we may express as 
a linear combination of tangent vectors to assert that
do _  . . / d u  d X \  8 X
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=  - g 13^ i  7i
dX_
dpj
-  —  X p  .
Here we have invoked the orthogonality of the tangent and normal spaces on M t. <0
In a manner analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.11, we elicit the ensuing lemma.
L e m m a  5.9. Suppose {M t : t G (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by (5.15). Then 
the function fa  given by (5.2) evolves according to the equation:
- ^ fa { p f l )  = - 2 Q p ( p , t )  (7TRn X ( p , t ) ,u ( p f l ) ) .
We are now in a position to examine the evolution of the second fundamental form.
L e m m a  5.10. Suppose {M t : t G (0, T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the rotating 
drop flow (5.15). Then the components of the second fundamental form on M t satisfy the 
evolution equations:
d
— hij(pfl) =  - V i V j MtTj{p,t) +  g(p ,t)hmi(p ,t)hmj(p,t) .
P r o o f
We may again cite the orthogonality of the normal and tangent spaces on Mt to ascertain 
that
d /  d 2X  \
dt \  dpidpj ’V]
d _  d /  d X  du  \  
dt lj dt \  dpi ’ dpj /
/  d 2 f d X \  \  _  /  d 2X  d u \  
\dp idp j  V dt /  VJ \ d p ldpj ’ dt /
w, (*•■£)-v )  ~  Vj p
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= -  V lX j 77 +  ghmlhmj .
Here we have utilised the Gauss-Weingarten relations and the definition of the covariant 
derivative. <0
Lemma 5.10 then evinces the following corollary.
C o r o l l a r y  5.11. Suppose {Mt : t £  (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by (5.15). 
Then the components of the Weingarten map, the mean curvature, and the square of the 
norm of the second fundamental form on Mt satisfy the respective evolution equations:
^  hlj(p ,t)  =  - glk(p ,t)X fcVj Mtr){p,t) -  ri(p ,t)h lm(p,i)hmj(p ,t)  ;
J “ H{p,t) = -  A Mtr)(p,t) -  \\A(p,t)\\2r](p,t) ;
and
f t \\A(P,t)\\2 =  - 2  (fc«(p,t)V<V 1*'',(p ,t)  +  ^ , i ) f c ‘* (p ,t)^ (P .O fc* i(P ,t)) .
P r o o f
We hrst employ Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.10 to calculate that
=  (A«) +  f c t f j  (fl*)
=  g,k (vhmkhmj -  V(.Vj r;) -  2t]h'khkj
=  - g ikv kV j n  -  .





u q  +  ^ 4 (/iV)
2
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= - h \(■/' V V V Vt +
=  - 2  (hvViVjr ,  + v t i khii hkj ) ,
from which we obtain our final result. <0
We now employ (5.15) and present the preceding results in the particular context of the 
rotating drop flow (5.1).
P roposition  5.12. Suppose {Mt : t £ (0, T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the ro­
tating drop flow (5.1). Then the geometric evolution equations on Mt may be characterised 
in the following manner:
Tj~t QijiPfl) =  2(hk{t)Ck(p,t) -  H(p, t) -  flflpfl)) hiflpfl) ; (5.16)
J j-glJ(p,t) =  - 2  (hk(tXk(p,t) -  H{p,t) -  fn(p,t)) hl3{p,t) ; (5.17)
VgiPfl) = {hk(t)Ck(p,t) -  H(p, t) -  fa(p,t)) H(p,t)y/g(p,t) ; (5.18)
^  i^(p,t) =  A ‘% ( p ,t )  +  ||A(p,t)|12 y(p,t) -  hfc(t)VMtCfc(p,t) + V Mt/ n(p,t) ;
(5.19)
^  / n(p ,0 -  A m7 oGM) +  2 fi(n  -  |V M‘Cn+iQ M )f
-  (hk(t)(k(p,t) ~ fa(p,t)) (7TKrW(p,£),u(jM))) ; (5.20)
jjj hij(pfl) =  /±>Mthiflp,t) + (||A(p,£)||2 + /i*(0 {v{p,t),ek)) hiflpfl)
+ {hk(t)(k{p,t) - 2 H{p,t) -  fn(p, t)) hirn(p, t)hmj(p, t)
+ ViVf/n(p , t )  ; (5.21)
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^  hlj(p,t) = A },,hlj(p,t) +  (\\A{p,t)II2 + hk{t) (v(p,t),ek)) hlj{p,t)
~ {hk{t)(k{p,t) -  fn{p,t)) hlm(p,t)hmj (p,t)
+ Pim(p,OVm Vf/n(p,«); (5.22)
jyt H(p, t) = A Mt H{p, *) +  hk(t) (v(p, t), ek) H(p, £) +  A Mt/n(p, 0
-  (hk(t)(k{p,t) -  H(p,t) -  fn{p,t)) \\A(p,t)\\2 ; (5.23)
and
I  ||A(p,t)||a = A M‘P (p ,t) |i2 + 2 ( (p (p ,i) ||2 + /»*(t)<«^P.t).e*))|M(p,t)f
-  | |VAfM (p , t ) ||2 -  ( h ~  
+  ft«(p,i)VjV f / n ( p , t ) ) -  (5-24)
//ere C(p,t) =  hlm(p,t)h?i(p,t)hmj(p,t) and we shall continue to adopt the convention 
that eo — 0.
P r o o f
We recall from (5.15) that 77 =  (/?fcCfc — H  —  fn).  Therefore, (5.16) - (5.18) are a direct 
consequence of Lemma 5.6 and Corollary 5.7 respectively. Due to the Codazzi equations, 
we determine that
A i/ = -  \ \ A f v  + VH .
Thus we infer (5.19) from Lemma 5.8. By recollecting the definition of and adhering 
to the convention that eo =  0, we ascertain that, for each k G {0,..., n +  1},
^ j C k  h i j  1 ^k)  •
We may then derive (5.23) from Corollary 5.11. To confirm (5.20), we employ (5.2) and 
the Gauss-Weingarten relations to calculate:
A  fa = - f i A ( | X | 2 -  ( 2+1)
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2 ^  g J (Qij h i j  { X , p ) V i C n + l  V j C n + l  “I“ ^ i j 'C n + l  {^i ^ n + l ) )
-  -  2fi (n -  |VCn+i|2 -  H (7T R n X ,  I/» .
We then obtain the desired result after the application of Lemma 5.9. To confirm (5.21), 
we invoke Lemma 5.10 whilst observing by Simons' identity (see Section 1 of Appendix A) 
that
V iV jH  =  A hi, + WA^hij -  Hhimhmj .
We further deduce from Simons’ identity that
5fimVmVj H =  A t i j  +  \\A\\2hlj -  Hhimhmj ,
and
2ti’ViVj H = A | |4 f  + 2 ( p | | 4 -  ||V2l||2 -  HC\ .
We may then establish (5.22) and (5.24) after successive applications of Corollary 5.11 and 
rearrangement. <C>
4. P rop erties o f th e  flow
We may now verify that the rotating drop flow legitimately preserves volume and barycentre 
whilst decreasing the sum of surface and kinetic energies. For the sake of brevity, we shall 
continue to employ (5.15) .
P r o p o s it io n  5.13. Volume and barycentre are preserved under the rotating drop flow 
(5.1). In particular, the family of evolving drops, {E t : t G (0, T)},  is a subset of the class
P r o o f
By employing (5.15) in conjunction with Lemmas 2.1, 5.8, Corollary 5.7, and the divergence 
theorem, we ascertain that, for each t G (0,T),
(n +  1 ) iT |£(l =
/ U  <*,„> + (IT’") + ( x ’%
[  (div(7/X±) +  p -  (X , X Mtf])) Co dp,t
JMt
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(div (rjX) +  rj (X ,V AS ))C o  diit
= (« +  1) <^?C0>L2(Mt) •
Here we have recalled that is constant. In an analogous manner, for each i £ {1,..., n+1} 
we compute that
(div ( j iQX±) +  (77 -  (X, V AItr])) Ci +  r){X,v) {v,ei)) dnt
[  (div (77G * )  +  0? -  (X , V AS »  G +  V (x,  (e i p ) )
J Mt
j  V (j,n + l)Ci + VC* + dut
=  (™ +  2)<7?,Ci}L2(M() .
Here we have again observed that VQ = e* — (e*)_L, whenever we adhere to the convention 
that e0 =  0. By recollecting (5.3) and (5.15), we then assert that, for each i £ {0, . . . ,n + 1},
(^ ?7 Ci) L2(M() =  h  ' (Cki Ci)L 2(Mt ) ~  ( ( - ^  +  / f i )  ’ Ci) L2( Mt )
= M k i ( { H + f n ) . C j ) L, {Mt)M ki -  ((H + fn)Xi)L2{Mt) =  0 .
Since Eo G , we infer our intended result. <0>
We may therefore elicit the following corollary from Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.13. 
C o r o l l a r y  5.14. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4). Then, for each t £ (0, T), p(-,t) £
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Subject to the representation connoted by Lemma 2.1, we are now able to demonstrate 
that the energy of our family of evolving drops decreases in time with respect to the energy 
functional J^b for the rotating drop problem given by (1.1).
P roposition  5.15. The global energy of the family {Et : t E (0,T)} does not increase 
under the rotating drop flow (5.1). More precisely, on the time interval (0,T ),
We recall the equivalent definitions of J^b given by (1.1) and (2.1) to discern that
By (5.15), Lemmas 5.8, 5.9, Corollary 5.7, and the divergence theorem, we have for each
P r o o f
<e(o,T)
+ ~Qf PC v) \
(div (rifnX1) + f n (r/ -  ( X,Vr )) +  (DJ<u v) (X,i/)) dß,
d iv ( v f aX)  + fn (V-  ( X , VV)) +  ( X , ( D J S
V \ {n +  l)/si +  ( x , { Dxfa)X + V f a ) ) d p t
Here we have observed that V /n  =  Dxf^ — {Dxf n ) .  We may therefore invoke (5.3), 
(5.15), and Corollary 5.7, to discover that
=  « f f  +  Z o L u W .)
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— h ((II + f n ) X i ) L2 {Mt) \\H A- /u|lL2(Mt)
= ((H + fa) Xj ) LHMt) ((H + f n ) , Q)LHMt) ~ \\H +  fn\\2L2(Mt)
(H +  fu)
2
L 2 ( M t )
1 1 ^  + / u | I l 2 ( m ( )  ^  ° -
Here we interpret the projection onto with respect to the topology of L2(Mt). 0
5. The support function
We shall now define the support function on Al t , which transpires to be a useful quantity 
in the analysis of the next chapter.
D e f i n i t i o n  5.16. Suppose {Mt : t 6 (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the 
rotating drop flow (5.1). Then we define the support function u : ./V x (0, T) —> R on 
by u(p,t) = (X(p, t) ,v(p, t)) .
R e m a r k  5.17. We recall the unique graph characterisation of star-shaped Mt above S  
whose evolution is described by (5.4) to deduce from Lemma 1.4 that
u(p, t)
________P2(s,t)________
yjp2(s,t) + |V5p (M )|2
(5.25)
Thus the support function is strictly positive for any family of star-shaped manifolds evolv­
ing by (5.1) and may be interpreted geometrically as the orthogonal distance of the tangent 
plane TxMt from the origin in Mn+1.
We may now establish an evolution equation for u.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.18. Suppose {M t : t € (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the 
rotating drop flow (5.1). Then the support function on Mt evolves in the following manner:
^  u(p,t) = A yUu(p,t) +  h°(t)Co(p,t) -  2H(p,t)  +  fn(p, t)
+ (\\A(P>t) I I 2  + hl(t) ( u ( p ,  t), ef) +  2D (7TRnX(p,t),is(p,t))) u(p,t) .
P r o o f
We may utilise (5.1), (5.15), Lemma 5.8, and Definition 5.16 to calculate:
d d
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= h’Q -  H -  f u +  (X ,V /n +
= h '(Q - (X,VQ)) -  H -f„ -  ( D J n)x + V //)
= ft.% + ti (x ,  ( e jp )  -  H fa 2ü(TT^X,u )u+  (X.Vff)
= h°Co -  H + f a + (ft* + 2f! (7r„«X,i/)) u + (X, V ff). 
Furthermore,
ViVjW = VjVj (X, iz)
Here we have employed the Gauss-Weingarten relations, the orthogonality of the normal 
and tangent spaces on Mtl and the Codazzi equations. Thus =  (X, V //)  +  / /  — \\A\\2 
from which we derive the intended result after substitution and rearrangement.
+  ft'
V hij) -I-  h i j  h i fc h  j  u  .
s <>
CHAPTER 6
Interior R egularity Estim ates
For a given family of star-shaped manifolds evolving by (5.1) that remain arbitrarily close to 
S  with respect to the Lipschitz topology, we may now demonstrate a priori that curvature 
derivatives of all orders are bounded interior in time. In Chapter 7, we shall verify that 
there actually exists a short time interval for which this assumption of proximity to the 
sphere may be justified. Throughout the chapter, all geometric quantities will continue to 
be evaluated with respect to the metric on Mt: unless otherwise noted.
1. Estim ates on hl(t)
We commence by establishing estimates on the global terms hl(t) introduced in Section 1 
of Chapter 5. Although C’0,1 =  W 1’00, the ensuing technical lemma will demonstrate that 
the Lipschitz seminorm of any scalar-valued function on S  of class IT1,00 coincides with 
the supremum norm of its gradient (interpreted in the weak sense).
Lemma 6.1. Suppose 77 E W l,00(S; R). Then
SUpjVS,7/| =  H C0,1(S)-
P roof
For 77 E VT1’°°(S'), we recall that the Lipschitz seminorm is given by
McO’pS) sup
si ^ S 2G5
\h(Si)  -  T)(s 2) 1 
ds ( s i ,s2)
( 6 . 1)
Clearly | Vr;| attains its supremum at some point s0 E S. Moreover, we may interpret 
|V t/(s0)| in the following manner:
|V»j(so)| sup (Vt)(s0), v ) .
v € Tg0S
|v| = l
Suppose now that J? is an (uncountable) indexing set where 7* : x [0,1] —► S  is the
family of all smooth, unit speed geodesics on S  with 7i(0) =  s0. Then there exists m E /  
with
I V?7(so)| =  (V(77o7m(0)),7;(0))  -  (77 o 7m)' (0) •
We then deduce from (6.1) that
Mco-qs) - limh\0
r)°Tm(h) -  77 o 7m(0) \
h ) (77 ° 7m)' (0) =  SU p IV77I .S
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Conversely, if Si and S2 are the two points which determine (6.1), then, for some (5 G (0,7r), 
there certainly exists a unit speed, length-minimising geodesic 7 : [0, (5] —» S  with 7(0) =  si 
and 7 (<5) = «2- We may then invoke the mean value theorem to ascertain that there exists 
ß  G (0,(5) such that
WcQ’HS) = \ ^ ° ^ ) '  (P)\ = |(V (77°7(/?)),7 '(/?))| <  sup I V r/|.
Thus we obtain our desired result. 0
C orollary 6.2. Suppose {Alt : t G (0,T)} is a family of star-shaped manifolds evolving 
by the rotating drop flow (5.1), and there exists an £ G (0, ^) such that |||X | — l||c°-i(s) < £ 
on (0,T). Then, for each t G (0,T),
sup |V M' |X || < 2 e ,  (6.2)
Mt
and, for each (p, t) € N  x (0, T),
(1 — 2e) < u(p,t) < (1 +  e ) . (6.3)
P roof
Without loss of generality, we may employ the geometric construction introduced in Chap­
ter 1 and prove the result with respect to the time-dependent parametrising function, 
p — \X\, introduced in the statement of Lemma 5.3. By hypothesis, we have
Up -  i||c°(s) +  [plc°.i(s) ^  £ •
Therefore, by Lemma 6.1,
sup |V sp|~ < e2 .
We may then employ Lemma 1.4 and our hypothesis to prove (6.2):
12 \
su p |V A/*p|2 =  sup
V5p
/  \ p 2 +  \Vsp\2
<
( l - e ) s
<  4 e '
whenever e < Finally, we utilise (5.25) and (6.2) to prove (6.3):
(1 + e) >  u >
y / ( l + e ) 2 + e2
> (1 -  2e)
whenever e < 0
Since the L2(Mt) inner products which define the matrix (j\Atj(t)) are independent of 
parametrisation, the proof of the following lemma proceeds unmodified from that of Lemma 
4.6.
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Lemma 6.3. Suppose {Mt : t £ (0, T)} is a family of star-shaped manifolds evolving by the 
rotating drop flow (5.1), and e > 0 is such that |||W| — l||c°-i(s) < £ on (0,T ). Then, for 
each t £ (0, T), the components of the matrix (A4U(£)) satisfy estimates of the form:
|A i ij(t)-  AT»(1)| < |S |_1 .
In analogy with the results of Proposition 4.7, we may now derive bounds on the terms 
hl{t) which occur in the evolution equation (5.1).
P roposition  6.4. Suppose { M t : t £ (0,T)} is a family of star-shaped manifolds evolving 
by the rotating drop flow (5.1), and £ > 0 is such that |||W| — l||c°-i(S) < £ on (0,T ). Then, 
for each t £ (0, T), the functions hl(t) given by (5.3) satisfy the following estimates:
< eC°(n) ( l  +  |fl| +  sup||.4||
V Mt
and, for each i £ N with 1 < i < n + 1,
< eCl(n) ( 1 + 1^ 1 +  sup ||7l|| 
Mt
P roof
Once again, we note that the quantities hl(t) are independent of our choice of parametri- 
sation and, without loss of generality, we may employ the specific representation X(s,  t ) =  
p(s,t)s given by Definition 1.3. But for terms involving second-order covariant derivatives 
of p, we are therefore able to perform analysis completely analogous to that exposed in the 
proof of Proposition 4.7. We first verify that
{H, Co)L2(Mt) np2 +  (n — 2)|V 5p |2 ^1 — In (vV + |v sp|2) )
-  In ^\ ]p2 + |Vs p|2) pA'Sp da




\ / n  +  1 (H , Co) L2(Mt ) —
eK,(n)  b  +  su p ||(V !V f p ) | | ' ) ')  |5 | . 
( n  -  e K 2(n)C +  sup | |( V ,V f  p ) |W\S\ ■
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In both cases, we have integrated by parts, and invoked the relationship between the 
geometries of S  and Mt connoted by Lemma 1.4. In particular, we have recollected the 
calculation of (4.16) contained in the proof of Theorem 4.4 to deduce that
||(V ,V fp )|f > (1 - £ tf(n ))||(v iv fp )||2.
We further note that these estimates remain valid in the particular case n = 2. Hence, if 
we take B0(n) to be the maximum of {Ab, A"2},
(H, Co>L2(Mt) -  |S| <  e ( l  +  sup || (V .V fp) ||) \S\\ / n +  1
(6.4)
Moreover, we may cite analysis contained in the proof of Proposition 4.7 to compute for 
each j  G {1,..., n +  1}:
C j )L2(Mt )
l)(j(l)da -  A n  (V p2 + |V5p|2) pn 1Cj { l )ASpda
+ [  pn 2 {(n -  l)|V5p|2Cj(l) + p ( Vsp,ej)) ( l  -  111 ( y/p2 + |v 5p|2) )  der
< £ ß ,(n ) f l  +  sup || (V ;V f  p ) b  |S | . (6.5)
Furthermore, we may derive the estimates on the inner products (/o, ( j )  L2{Mt ) directly from 
the proof of Proposition 4.7:
(fnXo)L2(Mt) +
n Q
(n +  1)§
\S\ < e |ft| D0(n) 1^ 1 . y/n +  1
( 6 .6)
and, for each j  G {1,..., n + 1},
(A h  Cj ) L2(Mt) (6.7)
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Now, by (1.7), Corollary 1.5, and Definition 5.16 we observe that
II ( V . v f  p )  II2
=  -1 (n +  u2||^ ||2 +  |Vp|4 -  2uH  -  2 |Vp|2 + 2/l[Vp.Vp])pZ
< 1  („ +  u21| j4 ||2 +  |Vp|2 (|V p|2 -  1) +  +  2C(n)||A|| |Vp|2)
< "^3(71) (l + £ + ||H||2) • (6.8)
Here we have employed Cauchy’s inequality and Corollary 6.2. In the particular case i = 0, 
we shall suspend our use of the summation convention whilst utilising (6.4)-(6.8), Lemma 
6.3, the characterisation of the matrix (M*J ( 1)) given by (2.3), and the triangle inequality 
to deduce that,
n + 1
h° =  ^ M 0i(t){(H  + fa ) ,  Q)L H m
3=0
< ((n + 1) 4- £ C00) - -  i n  (  1 -
y/n + 1 ( n+  1)
+  £ Bq ^ 1 +  y / K 3 ^ 1 +  £ 2 +  SUp 11A11 ^  ^ +  £ 1121 Dq
+ £2 C0j i^ Bj ^1 + \J~K3 ^1 +  s 2 +  sup II ^ +  |fi| Dj
< n \/n  +  1 ( 1 —
Conversely,
h° > n \/n  4- 1 ( 1 —
( w  +  1 )
n
( n +  1)
+ eK°(n)  ( 1 +  |fi| +  sup ||v4||
-  eB°(n)  ( \  +  |Q| +  sup||7l||^ .
V Mt J
This implies our desired estimate on h° if we take C°(n) to be the maximum of {K°,  B 0}. 
The cases corresponding to i G {1,..., n + 1} then proceed from similar calculations to those 
expounded in the proof of Proposition 4.7, after the application of (6.4)-(6.8) and Lemma 
6.3. 0
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2. An estim ate on ||A||2
Pursuant to the result of Proposition 6.4, we may now establish an a priori bound on the 
square of the norm of the second fundamental form.
T heorem 6.5. Suppose {M t : t E (0,T)} is a family of star-shaped manifolds evolving by 
the rotating drop flow (5.1), and e > 0 is such that |||A | — lHco-qs) < e on (0,T). Then, 
for each t E (0, T), we may estimate the square of the norm of the second fundamental 
form in the following manner:
Suppose c is a positive constant strictly less than the infimum of u on N  x (0, T) (this is 
certainly possible by Corollary 6.2 and hypothesis), and
By employing Propositions 5.12, 5.18, and Lemma A.l in Appendix A we may compute 
the evolution equation for
P roof
7-------7 ( °^Co — 2Z/ +  /n +  c ( hk +  2Q (7T]RnX, z/)))[u — c)
Here we recall that C — h \ h \ h kj is the quantity introduced in Proposition 5.12. In 
analogy with the proof of Lemma 1.6, we have observed that
/?u V jV j/n  — 2QhlJ (hij (Tr^nX, v) — gij T ViCn+iVjC„+i)
2fi ((7T^nX,u) \\A\\2 — H -f  tf'ViCn+iVj-Cn+i) .
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We shall now estimate various of the terms that arise in the evolution equation for
ViCn+iVjCn+i ~  H\  — 19 tk9Jl (Vfc£n+i V;Cn+i — Pfc/) I
< K(ri) | | ( V i C n + l V j C n + l  “  9ij)\\ Mil
— K  [n — 2 | V £ n + l | 2 +  I ^ C n + l |4\ 2
=  K i n - 2 T 2 j .  4\  2^n+1 ( ^ n + l )  “I“ ^ n + l  ( ^ n + l )  I |M | |






Next, we employ Proposition 6.4 (with associated constants Ck) in conjunction with the 
definition of C  to determine that
(hkCk ~ fn )C  < (|/ifca |  +  | / n |) C
< (^n + |f2| +  eC° ^1 4- \Q\ 4- sup |M ||^
n + l
+ £ ^1 +  \Q\ + sup \\A\\J (1 +  e) 4- | n | ( l  +  £)2j  K(n)\\A\\'
k= 1
< K ^ i n )  I 1 + |fl| +  £ I 1 +  |n | +  sup ||A||
V V Aft
By a further application of Proposition 6.4, we discern that
n + l
(6 . 12)
\hk (i^,et}\ < e (1  +  |fi| +  sup ||y4||^ < e K 3(n) (1 + |fi| +  sup ||/1||^) . (6.13)
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Finally, we utilise the Gauss-Weingarten relations, Definition 5.16, and Corollary 6.2 to 
ascertain that




< tf(n ) |X |2 |V |X ||2 |M |2
< e2Ki (ri)\A2 . (6.14)
We now analyse the quantity (u — c). If we choose c =  (1 — 3e) > 0, then we may deduce 
from Corollary 6.2 that
e < (it — c) <  4e . (6.15)
We then substitute (6.10) - (6.15) into (6.9), and further invoke Proposition 6.4, to describe 
the evolution of in the form of the inequality:
( &
< 4 K ! \ n \ £ l  +  \  { e ( C a + Kz) ( l  +  ( s u p ^ ) 2)  -  ^  +  |fi| (4 +  e K 3))  £
4“ — ( 4" 2s A2 (l +  | fi | )(l  +  e) +  8s2K 2 ("sup ) 42?2
-  2 (1 -  e { K 4 +  3 ) ) ^ 2 +  2 - ( V ^ , V ( » - c ) 2) .  (6.16)
We note that since we are considering the evolution of a family of manifolds without 
boundary, the supremum of the quantity Q  coincides with an interior spatial maximum on 
Mt for each t G (0, T). Therefore, for solutions £1 of (6.9) satisfying (6.16), we may again 
apply [45 , Lemma 3.5] to obtain the following ODE inequality describing the evolution of
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J max for each t G (0, T):
<  4A'j |fi| ^ ia x  +  -  O ^  +  M l + l f i l ) )  + 
at £ V 4
+ — (2\/n  + £ (C° +  A3) +  4s A ^ l  +  |H|) (1 +  s)) =Snu
— — (1 — £ (A4 + 3 +  16s A2)) 2max
< A5(n) ^ £  J2 max +  £ ^ m a x  +  ^ m a x  +  £  ^ ax j  — “
whenever |12| <  yk and e < |  . Suppose, by way of contradiction, there exists a t\ G (0, T)
such that J2max(A) > • Then
d
dt <^max(h) < -  ((* _  2e^5 )3 +  2A"5 (l -  2sA"5)2) -  ^max(^l)
< - ^ m ax(^ l)
whenever e < min 2 ^ }  with K-0 > and i2max is decreasing at t\. In particular, by 
pursuing reasoning similar to that expounded in the proof of [45, Lemma 3.1],
r  ^ m a x ( ^ l )  -  ^ m a x ( A  ~  k )lim---------------- -----------------  <  U
k\0 k
and there exists S > 0 such that J2max > 011 (^ 1 — Ö, h]- Let (a, t\] be the largest
such interval with a > 0. Then, by continuity, J2max > on [a,ti\. Moreover, if
a > 0, then we may again find 6 > 0 such that J2max > ( 1 - 2ek5) on (a — ^  A] since
d _ . . i2;Lx(a]— 0  (n) < ____ma)i- y
dt £
i .  ~2maX(n) =^ maX(n &) „lim--------------- ----------------- < (J
k\0 k
whenever £ < min {§, ^ } .  Therefore, we deduce that a =  0 and ^ max > ( y ^ f c j )  on 
[0,A]. Hence





< ---- «^maxM < ~
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on [0, ti] and we reach a contradiction whenever t\ > £ y 1 j  • Thus, for each t G (0, T),
s u p ^  < max I .f} .
from which we infer that
sup ||/I||2 < C0{n) max ( l ,  y j
Mt t  t  )
whenever \Q\ < y| and e < min | | ,  21. Here we have employed the definition of Q
and (6.15) to derive a suitable Co, given by Co = 144K 52. 0
The ensuing corollary distinguishes an equivalent estimate on the norm of the Hessian of 
the time-dependent parametrising function p introduced in the statement of Lemma 5.3.
C orollary 6.6. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and e > 0 is such that \\p— l||co,i(s) < e 
on (0,T ). Then, for each t G (0,T), we may estimate the square of the norm of (V;V^p) 
in the following manner:
sup || (ViVfp)  ||2 < V 0(n) m a x j l ,  S- }
subject to the constraints on Q and £ stipulated by Theorem 6.5.
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As in the proof of Proposition 6.4, we have || (VjVjp) ||2 < K\{n) (1 + e  +  ||A||2) (with 
respect to the metric on Mt induced from S). Thus we may utilise Theorem 6.5, with its 
attendant restrictions on Q and e, to discern that for each t G (0,T),
sup || (ViVj-p) ||2 < Ki ( l  +  e +  C o m a x |l, .
In an identical calculation to that performed in the proof of Proposition 6.4, we once again 
recall the determination of (4.16) contained in the proof of Theorem 4.4 to ascertain from 
hypothesis that ||(V iVjp)||2 > (1 — £ K 2{n)) || (V*V^p) ||2. Therefore
sup || (ViVf/o) ||2 <  T>o{n) max j l ,  ^ | ,
as required. 0
3. The evolution equation for V mA
Given a family of manifolds {Mt : t G (0,T)} evolving by (5.1), we shall now employ an 
inductive argument to procure an evolution equation for curvature derivatives of arbitrary 
order. We commence by calculating the time derivative of the Riemannian connection on
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Lemma 6.7. Suppose {M t : t E (0, T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the rotating 
drop flow (5.1). Then the Riemannian connection on Mt satisfies the evolution equation:
^■r (pfl) = hl(t)(,i(p, t)\7AItA(p, t) + hl(t)VMtCi{p,t)* A{p,t) + A(p, t )*VMtA(p,t)
+ fn(p,t)VMtA(p,t) + A(p, t) * Vm‘/ q(p , t) .
P r o o f
For notational convenience we shall reintroduce (5.15). We may then invoke Corollary 5.7 
to compute:
=  d ( Jk m / d2x  dx
dt 13 dt v  \  dpidpj ’ dpm
d_
dt (gkm) r,mj +
/  d 2 ( 9 X \  dX \  I d 2X d fdX
dpidpj V dt )  ' dpm /  + \  dpidpj' dpm \  dt
Now
2 " " '  r ...... +  9 " ( +
/  d 2 ÖX
\  dpidpj W)  ’
/  0 A I 0 * \  _ I __
V j  J  ’ +  j m  lT? +  jT?
-  {hjTimi + (V ^ - + r Thlq -  r iqhqj)) p
■F hjmWip ~t- himWjP
and
mh'ij T r i j h mfj  p  h j m S7iP "F jP
/  Ö , A /  <92*  w 0 X \  t „( ' -T  (pv) )  = ( o O , h m—- ) p -  hijVmP\  dpidpj dpm /  \  dpidpj dp I /
777.r j / j  h i j W m P  .
Here we have used the orthogonality of the normal and tangent spaces on A/f, the Gauss- 
Weingarten relations, the Codazzi equations, and the definition of the covariant derivative 
for the tensorfield (hlj ). Thus, by recalling that p = (hlQ — H  — /n) and again employing
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the Codazzi equations, we ascertain that
d
7- U  =  (/"l h lVmhXJ +  hlmV xq + -  /(y V mr;)
= (h‘ Q -  H -f„)gkmV mhtJ +  /^ViU'Ci -  fa)
+ - H -  fa-  h,jgk™Vm(hlQ
= h'C,V./Q + h‘ {hkJV,Q + ft'WjC, -
+ (hijVmhmk-  hkj V mhmi -  r t i V J T j  -  
-  fa V ih ki + (gkmhijV mfa-  /QV -  hk, V, f a ) .
We then infer that
f ,  r = /i'C.V/1 + t iVQ *A + A*  + V f a ,
Ot
as required. <0>
For any (tangential) tensorfield whose evolution is governed by the rotating drop flow, we 
now proceed to describe the resultant behaviour of its covariant derivative.
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that T  E is a tensorfield of class C 3 evolving by the rotating
drop flow (5.1), and W E is a tensorfield of class C 1 such that, for each t E (0, T),
^  T(p, t )  =  A MtT(p, t )  +  W(p, t )  .
Then, for each t E (0, T), f/ie covariant derivative of T  satisfies an evolution equation of 
the form:
f t WM‘T(p, t )  =  A  M,( V M‘T ( p , t ) ) + h i(t )Q(p, t )VM‘A( p , t ) * T
+ hl(t)V XItQ(p,t)-k A(p, t ) *T( p , t )  +  A(p, t )* A(p,t)-kX7'hT(p, t )
+ A ( p , t ) * V UtA(p, t )*T(p, t )  +  f i f ip, t )VUtA(p, t )-kT(p, t )
+ V M' fn(p, t )*A(p, t )*T(p, t )  4 - V MiW(p,t)  .
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P r o o f
We use Lemma 6.7 to compute:
+ * T
= V ( A r  + W)  + (tiQVA + * A A
+ JnV A + A * V f i i ) * T
= V (AT) + h * Q VA  * T  + h'VQ * T
+ ( /S!V/1 + V /n * A)*T + VW  .
By interchanging covariant derivatives, we find that
V (A T ) =  A  (V T) +  Rm ★  V T  +  V Rm ★  T
where Rm = {Rijki) is the Riemann curvature tensor on AIt. We may invoke the Gauss 
equations to determine that Rm = (h^hji — huhjk) =  A ★  A  Therefore,
V (A T ) -  A  (VT) +  i 4 * A * V T  +  A * V A * T ,
which implies the desired result. <0
Through the deployment of an inductive argument, we are now able to characterise the 
evolution of any covariant derivative of the second fundamental form.
P r o p o s it io n  6.9. Suppose {M t : t e (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the 
rotating drop flow (5.1). Then, for each t E (0, T) andm  E Nu{0}, the order m covariant 
derivative of the second fundamental form satisfies an evolution equation of the form:
L  V mA (p , t) = A M‘ ( V mA ( p , t ) )  +  h \ t )
i+j+k=m
+ h‘V m+2Q{p, t) + Y .  V ’At) * VJ A(p, t) * V kA(p, t)
i+j+k=m
+ Y  V*Ä(P, t)* VM(p, t* V kA(p, t) + Vm+2/ si(p, .
i+j+k=m
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P r o o f
We proceed by induction on m.  Upon examination of the evolution equation for the second 
fundamental form given by (5.21), we deduce that
— A j  A =  hlQ A * A  +  hlX72Q +  A ' k A ' k A - \ - f n A ' k A - \ - \ 7 2f n .
Here we have observed that, for each i € {0,..., n +  1}, =  A  (z/, e*) whenever we adhere
to our convention that eo =  0. Therefore the proposition is valid for m  =  0. Now suppose 
that the result holds for a particular m =  lG N ll{ 0 } . Then
i+j+k—l
+ V 7 l*V M * V kA +
i+j+k=l i+j-\-k=l
We may therefore apply Lemma 6.8 with T  = V / A and
W -  hq Y V % *  VM * VM + hq'V/+2C, + Y  VM*VM*V*M
i+j+k=l i+j+k=l
+ E * VM * v M  + v '+2/ s ! ,
i+j+k=l
to compute that
J )  V l+1A  =  A (V'+M) + h " ^ V A * V lA +  h qV ( ^ * A  +  Vi+3/ ü
+ A* A * V l+lA +  A *V A  *V ‘A +  ( f nV A  +  X7fa * A ) * V ‘A
+  hq (V‘+1C, * VM + V‘C, * VJ+M) * V*M + hqV l+\
i+j+k=l
+ E (vi+1'4 * VM + V +’ /„  * VM + V7s; * VJ+M) * V*M
i+j+k=l
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=  A  (V /+M ) +  hq Y  V 'Cg * V M  * V M  +  hqV l+3(q
i-\-j-\-k= £+1
+ Y  V M * V M * V * A +  Y  V*/n * VM  * V M  + V ,+3/ S! .
i+j+fc=I+l i + j + k = l + 1
Thus the result holds for m  = l +  1, and we verify the proposition for each m  E N U {0} 
by the principle of mathematical induction. <0
For arbitrary m  E N U {0}, we may now derive our evolution equation for ||X7mA(p, t) ||2 as 
a consequence of Proposition 6.9.
C o r o l l a r y  6.10. Suppose {M t : t E (0,T)} is a family of manifolds evolving by the 
rotating drop flow (5.1). Then, for each t E (0,T) and m  E N U {0}, the square of the 
tensorfield norm of V"M evolves in the following manner:
f  ||V"\4(p,<)||2 =  A M‘ (||V’M (p ,t) ||2) +  h \t)V m+2Q(p
+  h‘( t ) Y  v ‘0(p. * VM (p, i) * V ‘ %  () * V M (p , t)
i + j + k = m
+ Y V iA(p, t )*Vj A
i + j + k = m
+ Y V 7 ii(p ,t )* V U (P lt ) * V si
i + j + k = m
+  V” +2/ !i(p ,i)* V ’M (p ,t)  -  2 \\Vm+1A(p,t)\\2 .
P r o o f
Upon examination of the evolution equation for the inverse metric given by (5.17), we may 
assert that
| g - ‘ = t iQA + A *  A +
We then employ Proposition 6.9 to compute, for any m E N U {0}:
I  IIV-Mf =
r\
— (V mA ,V mA) 
dt ' ' M<
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=  2 ( y  (V”M ) , V mA j  + (hlQ A + A * A + f n A ) *  V mA * V mA 
=  2 /  A (V"\4) +  hl v ‘0  * VJ/l * v k A  + h‘V m+2Q +  Vm+2/ü
\  i + j + k = m
+ V ‘A * V i A * V kA + V’/si *V JA * V ‘'A ,V mi j
i+?'+fc=m i+j-\-k—m  / Mt
+ (ft'0  A + A * A + f a A )* V*M * Vm7l
= 2 ( A (V nM ),V "M )ji + hlV m+2Q* V M  + hl]T  V‘Ci * VM * VM * V”M
i+ j+ fc= m
+ ^  V '/o * VM * V M * V”M + Vm+2/ 0 * V”M
i+ j+ k = m
+  V M * V M * V fci 4 * V myl.
i + j + k = m
We now observe that A  ||VmA||2 =  2 ^ (A  (VmA ), VmA )^ +  ||Vm+M ||2  ^ to obtain the 
desired result. <0
4. A n estim ate  on ||VmA||2
We may now extend the methodology expounded in the proof of Theorem 6.5 to evince a 
priori estimates on curvature derivatives of any order: these are not optimal but sufficient 
for the purposes of forthcoming analysis.
T h e o r e m  6.11. Suppose {M t : t E (0,T)} is a family of star-shaped manifolds evolving by 
the rotating drop flow (5.1), and £ > 0 is such that |||A | — lHc0-1^ ) < s on (0,T). Then, 
for each t E (0,T) and m  E N U {0}, the square of the tensorfield norm of V mA satisfies 
the following estimate:
sup ||V mA||2 < Cm(n)rnax 
Mt
subject to the constraints on ft and £ stipulated by Theorem 6.5.
i -  —
’ j m  ’ ffn+1
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P r o o f
We proceed by complete induction on m , where the case m = 0 is established by Theorem 
6.5. Suppose there exists a particular m  G N such that the theorem holds for each l E 
N U {0} with l < m. In particular, on (0, T) we have for each l < m,
sup ||V U ||2 < C,max (6.17)
On the time interval [<5, 2<5], with 0 < £ < we shall examine the quantity
Cgrn =  l|V7n^ H2
{dm -  IIV— MII2)
where dm = 2Cm_i max { l, , ^r}- We then utilise Corollary 6.10 and Lemma A.l in
Appendix A to deduce that
(dm -  ||Vm-M ||2) \
I * V mA + hq V 'C, * V M  * V M  * V”M
i + j + k = m
+ ^  V M * V M  * V M  ★  V m A +  ^ 2  * V-M ★  V M  ★  VmA
i + j + k = m  i + j + k —m
+ Vm+2/s! * V"M -  2 ||Vm+M ||2) +  (dro_ | ^ , - M ||2)
+  hq V'C, * V M  * V M  * Vm_M  +  y ]  V M * V M * V M * V m- M
*+j+fc=m— 1 i+j+fc=m— 1




(v sm,v ||vm~M 2 (6.18)
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For each l < m, we shall now evaluate terms of the form which arise in the evolution 
equation for J2m, where (in the usual manner) || • shall denote the supremum over Mt.
We commence with the examination of the expression hq\ / l+2(q * V lA, where we recollect 
that Co — the particular case l = 0, we may cite Proposition 6.4 to find that
h * V % * A  < £ /f ( n ) ( l  +  p | | J P | | 2 .
More generally, if / G N is even, then there exists a p G N such that l =  2p and we may 
invoke Lemma A.2 in Appendix A to assert that, for each q G {1, ...,n  +  1},
P+1 2 j - \
V '-%  =  V2<p+1)Cj =  (",eq) J 2  E  U ® vkrA
j  = 1 E ri"l1fer=2((p+l)-j) r=1
P 2j
J = 1 E r ilfc r= 2 (p -j)+ lr=1
We may then employ Proposition 6.4 in conjunction with Lemmas A.6 and B.l (contained 
in the respective appendices A and B) to ascertain that
hqV 2{p+ l)(q ★  V 2M
) 2 j —1 2 p + l  \= h* ((u,eq) ( y. e n®y^  + y2^+n®M
J = 2 E r l ' l 1 * r = 2 ( ( p + l ) - j )  r= 1  r= 1  /
P 2j  \+V^*E E n®v^
J =  1 E r i l ^ = 2 ( P - j )  +  l r=1 /
/  /  p - 1  2 j S 2J + 1—s= hd+,e,) eeii®-4* e n ®ytr+M+v2m
\  \ J =  1 5 = 0  i = 1  E r L +l 1 _ S ( ^  +  l)= 2 (P -4 )  r= 1
2 p + l  \  p 2jr — 1 s 2j  — s+ n®'4 + v^ *EEn®/i* e n®vtr+M)*v2M
/  j  =  1 S=0 i - 1  E ri" lS(fer +  l ) = 2 ( p - i ) + l  r=1r =  1
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n+1 /  P -1  2j  2 j + l - s
X (2p,n)^ |fc« | EElW E n  ||Vfe+M|| + ||v2"/l||
q=\  \ j = 1 S=0 +  r= 1
+ pii2p+i + e e  mh* e  n  iivtr+i/i|i) iiv2m||
j  = 1 5=0 E r l l S(*V +  l ) = 2 ( p - j )  +  l r= 1  /
n+1
^ E ^ f i + p + i M i u i P i i r 1 + \\v2pA\i
q= i
p - i  2j
+ E E mii:
2j + 1 S x (fcr + l)
e  n  mu fcr + l 2pOO
j = l  S —0 E r i +l 1 _ S ( fcr + 1 ) = 2 ( P - j )  r _ 1
P 2j —1
+ EE
j = 1 s —0
2j S , (fcr + l) fcr + l \
e  n  Mu»2p ii^ il2' iiv2^ ii,
Z % r ( f c r  +  l ) = 2 ( p - j ) + l  r= 1  /
K ( 2 p , n ) ( l  +  I M I U  ( p f r 1 | | V 2M | | oo +  | | V 2M l | ;
+ E E mii~(1+4) \\v*Afc1' + E E  pii-"1,(i+4) ll^ll:
j = 1 s= 0  j = l  s= 0
( 2 .7 - 1 )
£ x ( i  + P H j ( i | | A | | ^ +1) + | | | v 2m ||;
P -1
+ E(2j +1) ( I  MIC+1) + l|v2M||;
+ E  2j ( ||+e+1) + (4p+l  2j) ||v2M||;
j = l
4 p 4 p
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< £ /f(2 p ,n )( l  +  P | | j ( p ß 2',+I) +  ||V2M ||^ )  .
Here we have utilised Young’s inequality, and through a parallel computation in the case 
of odd l we discern that, for each l  <  m,
f t V +2C ,*V '/) < £ ^ ( ( , n ) ( l  +  | | , 4 | | j ( p | | 2i i+1) +  ||V M ||^ ) .  (6.19)
We continue by observing that in the particular cases l =  0 and / =  1, Proposition 6.4 
implies that
h" Y  V'C, * V M  * V kA * A < A '(n)(l + | f i | + e ( l  + ||/l ||0O)) ||/ l | |3
i + j + k = 0
and
h q Y  V ‘C ,* V M * V M * V A  < A :(n)((l +  | n | + £ (l +  P | | J ) | |A | | | |V 4 | |2
i + j + k —1
+ £ (i  +  I M I U ( P H 4 +  ||V /i||2) ) .
Furthermore, we discover that whenever / > 2,
h"Y V‘C, * V M  * V*4 * VM
i + j + k = l
i=0 j + k = l —i
hq Y  V2C<7* ( a * V l~lA ★  Vz,4 +  ^  Vj+1A ★  V fc+M * VZA
i=0 \  j + k = l —2—i
hq Y  * (-4*  V Z~M * VZA +  5 1  VJ+1^  * vfc+l24 * V zd.
\  1=0 V j + k —l —2—i /
1-2
+ A ★  VZ~*A ★  VU + 5Z vj+1^  * Vfc+1A ★  Vz.4
v j + k = l —2 —i /




Clearly the linear combinations of tensor products specified above vanish whenever (/ — 
2 — i) < 0. With the assistance of Proposition 6.4, Lemma B .l, and Young’s inequality we 
evaluate the first term which occurs in this expression:
hq VC, * ( a  * V l~‘A * V 'A  +  V X7k+IA *  V'A
1=0 \  j+k=l-2-i
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< K(l,n) |/t9| ^  |V*C,| ( ||A|| ||Vi—*j4|| ||V!j4|| + ||VJ+14|| ||V‘'+M|| ||V'/1||
1 = 0 \ j + k = l —2 —i
< K ^ n + |n |+ e £ c « ( l  + |n| + ||i4| | j j  (iMIL ||VU|£
+ E  Mil« \ M j ‘ P C 15*“ | |v '/ i | |J  ||v^||,
j+k=l-2
,i±i „ ,,, (fc+i) fc±i
n + l
+ e^ c»(i + 10| + PIIJ (PI L ||v,/i||oo
<7=1
+  E  M i l «  l l v ^ l l ! f  m C “ * “  l l v M l L
j+k=l—3
< K(l ,n) (a + im + e (1 + PID) \\A\\X || VU|£,
O 0-0 .. , nlxH )  \
+ e ( i  +  M I I « ) M I I « _ , _ l | v , ; C  ■ J
< K  ((1 + \Q\ + e (1 + MIIJ) MM HvMM
( ^ M i i r ’ +  ^ M i ) ) -+ e(l + M IJ
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We now examine the term
h ^ Y ^ V ’Q* ( a * V ‘- ‘A * V ‘A + Vj+'A * Vfc+M * V'/l ] .
i=2 \  j + k = l —2—i )
Suppose i is odd. Then there exists a p G N such that i =  2p +  1 where, by again recalling 
that Co =  anc  ^ e° =  0 , we may cite Lemmas A.2 and A.6 to determine that, for each 
q £ {0,..., n +  1},
v2p+ic, = e  (V>e«> e  n@v‘M + vc,* ]r n@vfcMj
E rL l^ r= 2 M r=1 /ErfTl1 fcr=2(p-5) + l r=l
p 2s—2 6 2s —l —b
=  e  n  ® v 'ir+i-4
S=1 6=0 a = l  E r = l 1_6(fc r-+ l)= 2 (p -s)+ l r = l
p—1 2s —1 b 2s—b 2 p
+ E v^*En®'4* e  n®v^  + vc,*n® .^
s= l 6=0 0=1 E r E l 6 ( fcr + l)= 2 (p -s ) r=1 r=1
Since 2p +  1 < l — 2, we observe that the highest order curvature derivative which can 
appear in the preceding expression is Y/-4A, and we may utilise Lemma B.l together with 
Young’s inequality to estimate that, for any odd i =  2p 4- 1 with 2 <  i <  l — 2,
V2p+1Cg * ( A * v '~ (2p+1)A ★  V'A + X7j+1A * Vfc+1 A * V*A
\  J+fc=Z—(2p+3)
p  2 s —2 2s —1—6
< (^2p+1,6«) (E E  Hit E n llvfcr+1dl
A = 1  6 = 0  E r E l 1 _ b (fcr + l)= 2 (p -s ) +  l r=1
+ E E  Hit E n  llvfcr+H|l + hii2p ■
s=l b=0 E ? i l k(*r +  l)= 2(p -» ) >-=1
n\A\\ ||v,_(2p+1)J4|| ||vU|| + ||vj+M|| ||Vfc+M || ||vU||
j + k = l  — (2p+3)
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p 2s—2 2 s—l —b
< A-(2p+i,u)(££pt e  n H^iio
, S = 1  6= 0 E ? i " l 1^ b(fcr +  l ) = 2 ( p - s )  +  l  r = 1
(kr +1) ,, , br±\
V U  'OO II 11OO
p — 1 2 5 -1 2s—b
E D A  E II IK
5=1 6=0 E r= _l6(fcr + I)=2(p-S) r = 1
( fer+  1) 
l
fcr +  1v'^ ID +UC).
miL+^  + E mi;
j+ k = l  — (2p+3)
( 2 p + l ) 3 +  fc +  22 _  Ci+fc+2) | | V U | | 1 + ^
p 2 s—2
< K (2 p + l , l ,n ) ( E  E  M U - “I' i3£^ ±il) + P l |*
ks—1 6=0
p - 1  2s—1
+ E E lM I^" a^ ) l | v ' ^  M ir""
,  , 12_Pp+1l
s = l  6=0
< if  f E ( 2 s - 1)M II~ 1+})|lV!ylHl“2' + E 2 , | | J4 | |^ +,,(l+i)||V'4||
2 - ( 2 s + l )l
. 5=1 S =  1
< k ( l >  - 1) (y Mlir> + ^  llvMIl)
+ E 2s u\\Tl) + (2<~(2;+1)) M l
s= 1 '
< K(2P + l,l,n)(\\A\\2«+1) + \ \ V A \ Q .
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By a further application of Lemma A.2, we derive a similar result through a parallel 
calculation in the even case. Therefore, we again invoke Proposition 6.4 to verify that
h? Y  V 'c, * ( a * V ‘- 'A  * V ‘A +  Y  VJ+1/1 * V fc+1.4 * V 'A
i=2 \  j+k=l—2—i )
< £A'(U)(i O W IJ(m C'+1) + ||vU|£,).
In analogy with the calculation of (6.19), we may assert the following bound on the final 
term which appears in (6.20):
l
hqY V‘~’ <; , *A*V‘A * V lA<  £ A(;>n)(l + P |U ( | |A | |20<i+1) +
0
By collecting the preceding results, we discern that, for each l < m,
hq Y  V!C < ifa(i ,n)(( l  + | n | + e ( l  + | | i 4 | | J ) W 00||V,A||^
i + j + k = l
+ £ ( i + p i i j ( m i S ' + 1 )  +  H v ' d l L ) ) -  < 6 - 2 1 )
When l — 0, we observe that
Y  VkA*V'A < .
i + j + k —0
Conversely, when l G N, we utilise Lemma A.6 to evoke the following characterisation of 
this quantity:
/  2 s 3—s \
Y  V ' A * V iA * V kA * V lA = XTI®21* 52 n ® V^  *VU.
i + j + k = l  \ S = 0  i = l  Er2l(fcr + l)=Zr=1 /
Thus we may again invoke Lemma B.l and implement analysis similar to that already 
performed to ascertain that, for each l < m,
Y  V M *V M *V C4*V Ct < A3( / , n ) | | ^ | |v M | |^  . (6.22)
i-\-j-\-k—l
In the particular case / =  0, we cite Cauchy’s inequality to find that
n
V2/ü * A =  Q Y ,  (VCi * VQ + Q (v, e,) A)* A < |fi| K(n) (l + \\Atf).
i = 1
We now explore the case for arbitrary l G N. If / is even, then we may write l = 2p for 
some p G N. Hence, by invoking Corollary A.3 and Lemma A.6 in Appendix A, we deduce
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that for even / >  2, V /+2/ q is given by
V2f>+2/s!
P+1 2j—1
= n  <7tr»x , „ } £  n ® v ^
•?=1 E - iT 1 fe i= 2 ((p + i)-j)  i=1
P /  2j
+ E  v|7tk„xi2* ]t n®v^
•?=1 V Eii!fci=2(p-j)+i*=i
n 2 j —1
+ E > .« . ) V & *  Y. n ® ^
9=1 E ä l 1 fc»= 2(p -j)+ i i=1
+ 1 - +, e„+i>2 + E  * Vl> E  n®V‘M
^ 9=l / E iii *ü=2(p-i)i=i
= n
P -1  2 j s
( 7 T Rn X ,  v )  I ^  ^  U ®  .4  *  y :
2 j + \  — s 2p+ l
■ © v t,+M + n @ / t
j =l s=0 r=1 E iit1_s(fci+i)=2(p-j) 1=1 j=i
2j  — l  § 2 j —s
+  V2M ) + I V|7TR„X|2 * y ] n © 4 *  ^  t I ® V fe+M
j = !  \  5=0 r = l  E ? i l S(fci + 1) = 2 ( p - j ) + l  i= 1
n 2j—2 s 2j—1—s
+Ei +’ e«> VC« * e  ^n® ^  * e  n  ®vti+M
<7=! 5=0 r = l  ^ 2 £ - l - S(fc. +  1)=2(p_j)+1 i = i
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+ ( i _  en+i)2 +  vcg * vc9*^
V <7=1 /  \ j = 1
P -1  2 j - l  s 2 j - s
+EEn®^* e  n®vti+M
j= i  s=o r —o E iiT s(fci+1)=2(p-j) i=1
We note that we have isolated the only occurrence of V2M  which appears in the expression 
above. Consequently, we may utilise Corollary 6.2 and Lemma B.l in conjunction with 
Young’s inequality to bound the quantity Vz+2/o  * V lA,  for each even l £ N with l < m:
V2p+2fn * V2M
< |Q| K{2p, n)
p - l  2 j  2j  +  l —s
EE Ml* E n ||vti+M|| + P!!2p+1
. V=1 s=0 E ^ il1- a(fci+D=2(p-j) i=1
p /  / 2 j —\ 2j - s
+ llv2M||) + E E mu* E n IIv‘,+m|
j=1 \ \ s=0 E iiT*(fci+ 1)=2(p -j)+ i i=1
2j—2
+ E E n iiv*,+miiS=° Ei£l1_S(fci + 1)=2(p-j)+l 2 — 1 /
/ P-l 2j—1 2 j-s
+ Mil2” + EE MU’ e  n iivt,+i'4iV j=l 3=0 e-£ts(fci+l)=2(p-j) 1=1
iiv2p/iii
< \Q\ K(2p, n)
p - l  2j
EE Mi» E n miiL-^ IIv’mii




p 2 j - s  (fc +i)
+ l|v2^ L + E E Mil» E n Mil» * ||v2m ||
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fcj+i2j 2 2j 1 s (fcj + i)
+ E  mu» E  n  mii» • I I ^ I I E ) + Miifp+1
5=0 E i i T 1 _ s( fc i+ i)= 2 (P - j)+ i  i=1
+ mii£ + E  E
p - 1  2 j - l  2 j —s
e  n
J = i s =o E - i T s ( f c i+ i)= 2 (p - j )  *=1
( k i +  1)
||V2pJ4 |
fc^ + 1 
2 P 
OO |v2M||,
< |fi| K £ ( 2i + X)||A||S(l+i)||V»'A|| i^ + (1 + M U P lß ||v 2M|
Lj=i








E  +  (2j-  1) P | ü ^ 2i 2p+1) + (4p 2p +1) I|v2m ||;
+ § llv^ lll + E 2^ (4 MH2i2p+1) + l|v2p^ t) •
J — 1
Whenever 1 < j  < p, we note that 0 < 2(2p +  1) — < 2(2p +  1). Regardless of the
magnitude of H^H^, we may then assert that
E ^ M i i r 1^  < (i + p e E .
3= 1  P
Hence we deduce that, for each even / < m,
V'+2/«*V 'A  < \Q\K(l ,n)( l  + M ||2i ,+1) + \\V‘A \\ l)  .
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Through an analogous application of Corollary A.3 in the case of odd /, we obtain an 
equivalent estimate on this term. Therefore, we have established that for each l <  m,
V ‘+2f u * V ‘A <  \ Q \ K 4( l , n ) ( l  +  ||2 t|ß ,+1) +  \ \ V ‘A \ Q  (6.23)
We now estimate the final term involving covariant derivatives of f n  occurring in the evo­
lution equation for J2m . Notice that in the particular cases corresponding to l £ {0,1,2}, 
we may use Cauchy’s inequality to ascertain that
Y  V /n  * VM * V kA * A< |fi| K(n) ||A||3 ,
i+ j+k =0
Y  V*/n * VM * V kA  * VA < |Q |K (n )(P ||4 + (1 + P ||)||V 2l||2) ,
i+ j + k =  1
and
Y  < |Q| A'(«) (imill (1 + \\A\t)
i + j + k = 2
+ (1 + P I U | |V M |Q .
In the final estimate we have invoked Lemma B.l and again observed that
n
V 2 / «  =  Q  ( V C i  *  ^ C i  +  Ci e i )  A )  .
i= 1
In a similar manner to the computation of (6.20), we discern that, for l >  3,
X ! V 7n *V M *V M *V zj4
i + j + k —l
£ V% *  U * V ,- V U V U +  Y  VJ,+M * V t+M* V lA  
i=0 V j+k=l—2—i /
1-2
+ Y v ' f * A  * V l~'A * V ‘A  +  Y  V j+ 1A  * Vfc+M * VM
j+k=l—2—i /
+  X ! *  24 *  V M  *  V ' A  •
i=0
(6.24)
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Once more, it is important to emphasise that the linear combinations of tensor products 
specified above vanish whenever (/ — 2 — i )  < 0. We may now bound the first expression 
which occurs in (6.24) through the employment of Corollary 6.2, Lemma B.l and Young’s 
inequality:
V‘/ Si * ( A * V '- ’A * V'A + Vi+,A * V k+1A * V ‘A
i=0 \  j + k = l —2—i /
< A - ( / ,n )^ ||V '/si|| ||A|| ||V'-M|| ||VU|| + 5 ]  ||V '+1A|| ||V*+1A|| ||V'A||
i=0 \  j + k = l —2—i
<|n|tf IOIIoollV^ llL  + C(/,n) £
\  \  j + k = l - 2
+ W » ||v ,-M |L||VJ1||00 + C(t,n) £
r, (j+fc+2)...........1 _!■ 0+fc+2)2----— Nv'All^J '
j + k = l —3
+ (i + MIU (MIL Hv '-2d L  llvM||,
+ C(l,n)
j + k = l —4
2 -
< \ n \ K { i , n ) M IIJIv^C  + Mil 9 ('-!) n , |,1+ (. —E2 ~ i  X7l A + '..V ..
OO " "OO II lloo
0 - 2 )+ (1 + IMIIJMIIL ‘ l|vM|| i+ ita
< \ U \ k ( |MIL||VU||^ +L ii +n2(,+i) _|_ 0 l|vM||;
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< \U\ K(l,n) | P |ß '+1) + (1 + ( P t 2 +  | |V U |£ ) )  .
If i > 3 is odd, then we may find p £ N  such that i = 2p + 1. Therefore, we may again 
utilise Corollary A.3 and Lemma A.6 to compute:
V 2p+1/si Q
p 2s —2 6
y  (7TKnX, v) ^  J J ®  A ★
s = l  6=0 a = l
2s —1 — 6n © v<:' + i '4
E p 1_‘ f c + I ) = 2 ( p - S)+1 r=1
p - 1 2s —1 6 2s —b
+ y. I vi7rRnxi2* ^ n ® 21* e  n® yfcr+M
E " i" ib( fc r+ l)= 2 (p -s )  r = lS =  1 6=0 a = 1
n  2s —2 6 2s —1 — 6
+ x>^}VQ*x;n® A* e  n  ®vfc'+M
9=! 6=0 a=  1 Er='i1_0(fcr+l)=2(p-s) r=1
/  n \  2s —1 6
+ ( 1 — (^ e n + l  )2 +  VQ * VC?* j J^[ ® A *
\  q= 1 /  6=0 a = l
2s —bE  fI@V‘r+1,4
E ' l ‘i 1(fcr + l)=2(P- S) - l  r = J
2p n 2p —1
+ V |7T]Rn AI ★  ® A +  ^  " (&s eq) ® A
r = l  <7=1 r = l
Once again, we note that since 2p + l < /, V/_2A is the highest order of curvature derivative 
that can appear in this expression, and we may employ Corollary 6.2 and Lemma B.l 
in conjunction with Young’s inequality to estimate that, for any odd i = 2p +  1 with 
3 < i < l -  2,
V2p+1/ n * [ A *V l~(2p+1)A *V 'A  + V->+P  * * V P
j + k = l - ( 2p+ 3)
p 2s —2
< \Q \K ( 2 p + l , l , n )  5 2  E 2  II^H' E
2s —1—6
||V fcr+M ||
s = l  6=0 E r  = d  6(fcr +  l ) = 2( p - s )  +  l r  1
p - 1  2s —1
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2s—6
££M iifc £  n  11*^ 11 + Mil*
, s=1 b=0 £ ' s=Tib(fcr+ i)= 2 (p -s) r = i
p —1 2 s—2 2s—1—6
+  ( £  £  M f  £  I I  l l v *'r + 1 '4 ll +  M i l 2'’' 1
s = !  6=0 ^ 2 s - i - 6 (fcr +  1)=2(p_ s) r =  1
p - 1  2 s—1 2s—6
+ £ £ p i r  £  n  iiviv+Mii 11 pii i|v '-^+iM|| iivuii
S“ 1 b= °  £ ^ = ib( fc r + l)= 2 (p -s ) - l  r = l  I  \
+ Y  ||VJ+M|| ||vfc+M|| ||V'/)|| j
j+ k = l-(2 p + 3 )  /
p 2 s—2 2s —1—6
< \Q\K(2p + l , l , n )( £ £ | k C  £  I]
S=1 6=0 £ 2i-11- b( fc r+ l)= 2 (p -s )+ l  r= 1
/ |VM||
+ w e  + p u t 1 + £  ( £
s = l  V 6=0
2 s —b
£  n  mu«
E ? l l ‘ (fc r+ l)= 2 (p -» ) r= 1
I I A W ^ i -|v'yi|!
2s—2
+ £  M t £
b=0 £ ? i " 11‘ b(fc r+ l)= 2 (p -s )  r = !
2 s - l - 6  . J_1
i — t  i (fcr + 1) ii j ii *T + 1n  mu» ■ iivmiu
2s—1 2 s—6
+ £  mul £  n  Miiö
6=0 E S ‘ ( f c . + i ) = 2 M - i  r= 1
(fcr+ 1) .I , || 1
o c ^ l l V M I L '
1+2-‘t 1  1IT7'
(2p+l)
' + £ 2 -
j+ k = l-(2 p + 3 )
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p  2s—2/  t — / ' o„ 1 ( 2 ( p - s )  +  l ) \  2 ( p - s )  +  l
< |n|tf(2p + l,U) E E M I -  ' J HVyill^- + PUS + uc
. s = l  6=0
p - 1  / 2 s —\
+ E  E  imi
s = l  \  6=0
( 2a- * Ü ^ )  M , ,.2te=£l . . . „ ( 2 s -
llV/1IL + Mil»





( 2 s - 1 - 2( P ~ S) )  ,, . , 2 ( p - s )  \ \  ,  , ?p+ 1 , ,, o  ( 2 p + 1)
‘ 1 J l | 1 |   ^ I I H4II1+ / l lA7^l l2----- ---
6=0
< im K  ( £ ( 2s -  1) \\A\\2<1+^  | |V U |£ *  + £  P | | 2 s+1,(l+}) IIVU||
„ s= 1 5 = 1
2_(2£±1)
+ 2s p ||0 ( » +I) ( ^ 0 - 0  ||V 'a  | £  ^  +  (2s -  1) p | | ^ + ,!(l+ i)- ,) II v M | £ ^ )
+ I m i i £p+1)(i+}) + i i 4 | i ^ +1,(1+j)- ,)N) | |v 'A ||2- ^
<  | « | k ( £ ( 2 s - 1 ) ( * | | 4 | £ ,+1) +
\  5  =  1
^ I | v' < ) + E ( 2s(t mi»+,)
'  S =  1 '  '
+ ( 2 / - ( 2 s + D) | |v , ^  +  +  a - 0  +  D)
+ (2s -  1) ( |M||L2(,+1)' 2*2il) +  ( 2 / - (2,- + 1 )) ||V '.4 |r
+ (2E 1} ( Mll2i,+I) + MllL2(,+1) 2p2jl)N| + <2< (;2p + 1} livin'
<  |n | K(2p + u , n )  ( l  +  M |£ i+1> + | |V U |£ )
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By a parallel computation in the even case, we discern that
V7s! * [A * Vi_M * V'H + Y  Vi+M * * V lA
< |f!| K(l,n) (l + P ß '+1) + \\V‘A \ Q .
Furthermore, in analogy with the calculation of (6.23), we may bound the final term which 
appears in (6.24):
l
X y - 7  n * A * V iA * V A  < \nK{l,( l  + ||H||2j,,+1) + ||V M ||^) .
i=0
We may now collect the preceding results to discover that, for each l < m,
Y  Vif cl* V ’A * V kA * V lA < | f i | t fs(Z,n)(l  +  p | |* ' +1) +  ||VU|Q . (6.25)
i + j + k —l
By recalling the constraints on 12 and s determined by hypothesis, we may then substitute 
(6.19), (6.21)-(6.23), and (6.25) into the evolution equation (6.18) to obtain the inequality:
§-f £ m < AJT" + K6(m,n) ^ „2j  (l + IMlg’* 1* + IIVMlfc,
+  ( l  +  I M C  +  | |v m- M ||^ )  £ m)-
-  7----------2--------- /v ^ T",v||Vm-M||2')
(dm -  ||V"*-M ||2) \  11 11 /
< A ^ m + K 7(m,n,C0Xm-i) (d 2 + A i s m +  sup(J2m) ) j  -  2 ( £ mf
V ^ m,V ||V m“1yl||2). . I, . , . (6.26)
(dm -  l|V” -M ||2) ' " "
Here A = max { l, where we have deduced from our inductive hypothesis (6.17) that
||Vm-M||IL
(dm -  l|Vm-M ||2)
<  1 ,
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and, on [d, 2d] for k G N U {0},
2 (m+k) 
oo < (Co A)
m+k
(dm ~  ||Vm-M ||2) C im a x j l . j J r r . j i j }
< K{C0,Cm-l)+
In an argument completely analogous to that posited in the proof of Theorem 6.5, we may 
again cite [45 , Lemma 3.5] to derive the following ODE inequality for solutions of (6.18) 
that satisfy (6.26):
J t ^  <  K (m . ,n ) (A 2 + -  2 ( ^ ax)2 .
Suppose, by way of contradiction, there exists a t\ G [(5, 2(5] such that > 2K A.
Then
J t^ ax(<l) < ( j L  + i  -  2) ( J S Z M ) 2
< - ( ^  +  ) f
whenever K> 1, and is decreasing at t \. By reasoning which parallels that pro­
pounded in the proof of Theorem 6.5, we confirm that > 2A'_4 on [<5,/,]. Hence
w—t
W — Ö
< - ( t - 6 )
& L A t )  < ( t - S )
on [d, t\\, and we reach a contradiction whenever (£1 — d) > Thus
( t  —  Ö )  <  2 K Ä  ■
6)™- /  °^max —
( t -s)
2 K A
In particular, for 2d G (0, T),
1
from which we infer that
-2 max(2<5) < 4/C max 11> 2  ^ f >
sup||V"M || < 4/Cdmrn a x < l,— 
m2S l 2d
< 2m+3KCm_i max < 1, 1 £ \  J \ 1
(2d)m_1 (2d) J \  ’ 2d
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< Cm(n) max
’ ( 25) m  ’ (2<5)m + l
This result verifies the theorem for each l < m. Thus the theorem holds for all m G Nu{0} 
by the principle of mathematical induction. <0
C orollary 6.12. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and e > 0 is such that ||p—lHco.qs) < e 
on (0,T). Then, for each t G (0,T) and m G N U {0}, the square of the tensorfield norm 
of V rn+2p (with respect to the metric on S) satisfies the following estimate:
sup || Vm+2p||2 < Vm(n) max 
s
subject to the constraints on Q and e stipulated by Theorem 6.5.
1
1 , —  ,j m  ' £m + l
P r o o f
In analogy with the proof of Theorem 6.11, we proceed by total induction on m G N U {0} 
and first prove the following statement with respect to the metric on Mt induced from S:
r / 1
P(m) : sup ||V m+2p|| < Dm(n) max 1 1,
for each t G (0, T), where P (0) was established in the proof of Corollary 6.6. Now suppose 
there exists a particular m G N such that P(l) holds for each l < m. We note that
vm+y  = vp*vjp
i + j = m + 2
llv™ +yi pvm+2p + v,+y*v j+1p
i + j  —m
> K(m,n) p ||V m+2p|| — £  ||V '+1p|| ||V ^ V ||
\  i + j = m  )
=* ||Vm+2p|| <  l ( | | V ra+y | | +  E  ||V i+V || , (6.27)
^  V i + j = m  /
whenever K  > 1. We utilise our inductive hypothesis, Corollary 6.2, Theorem 6.11, and 
Corollary A.4 in Appendix A to estimate the two terms on the right hand side of the 
inequality:
E  llVi+1HI l|VJ+V|| =  2 |Vp| ||vm+1p|| + £  ||v +2p|| ||V+2p||
i + j = m  i + j = m —2
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Furthermore, if m  is even, then we may find p G N \  {1} such that ra +  2 =  2p. Nov/, by 
Corollary A.4,
V m + 2 /92 =  V 2pp 2
-  E «  z  n V ‘ A + £ ( v ^ *  5:  f i ® v c 4
J=1 E-iT1fci=2(p-j) 4 >=1 V £ - i1fci=2(p-i)-i {
+  x !  n ® v ‘M
X i i l  k i = 2 { p - j ) - 2  *
Thus we may compute, with the assistance of Corollary 6.2, that
2 j - i
||VV|| < K{2p,n) (X X  n l|V“dl
J =l X - i T 1 fci=2(p-j) *
+  X F  X  f t  1^ 11+  £  f t l l v ^ l lj=l V X - i i f c t = 2 ( p - j ) - l  1 X £ i f c i = 2 ( p - j ) - 2  *
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2 j - l
< K ( 2 p , n ) \ Y ,  E  n ^ ) im“ | l - ( i )  ' ( j t k i)
J =1 H i L l 1 k i = 2 { p - j )  i l  V 7
P -1
+ E
J 1 \ Z i L i ki = 2(P~j)j = 2 ( 0 —7 ) — 1 * '
+ e  n ( ^ m» i,(i-)
E ?£ifci=2(p-j)-2  1 ^
< K(2p, n) l^max ^1,
1 \ 2 / £ ' 1
f 2 p - 2  J » V^2p- +  max < 1,
+  max < 1,
< AT(2p,n)max , ( ^ =T)
In the case of odd m, we may derive an equivalent expression. Hence,
1
V”+V|| < A'2( m ,n ) m a x |l ,  ( T ) , ( ^ l ) 2| -  




m +2 < Dm(n) max | l ,  , ( £
£m+1
Thus P(/) is true for each l < m  and P ( m ) holds for each m  G N u{0} by the principle of 
mathematical induction.
To verify the corollary, we again proceed by total induction on m  G N U {0} and prove the 
equivalent statement:
Q(m)  : sup II V ,N+“V|| < T>m(n) max 1,
1
1  ^ 2
£m J ’ y^m+1
1
£  \  2
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for each t G (0, T), where Q{0) is established by Corollary 6.6. Now suppose there exists 
a particular m  G N such that Q(l) holds for each l < m. Throughout the following 
exposition, we shall employ the notation contained in Section 2 of Chapter 1. In addition, 
we shall distinguish by subscripts both covariant differentiation and the computation of 
tensorfield norms with respect to either the metric on S  or Mt. We may then exploit the 
interdependence of the Riemannian geometries on S  and Mt implied by Lemmas 1.4 and 
5.3 to quantify the relationship between the respective covariant derivatives of p:
y jm + 2




(v sp ) +  E  E
p = 1 k = 1
* \ E  n ® vs T ( p ) -  r(s)) * v y +2)- pp .
Therefore, by the triangle inequality,
m  p
||V £+2p L  < E E  E  n ilv5 (r(p) - r(s; v (sm+2)- pp
+ llvsrqv^y.
We further deduce from Lemma 1.4 that
(6.30)





)  * (pV jp  + g(s) * (p2 + V sp * V s p ) ) .
v“ (vV) ■ ( r w
V sp 
p(p2 +  |Vs p|2)
* v h„ M p)
+ E  v*M«p*vy>
i+ j= m + 1
and, for each k G {0,..., m — 1},
(6.31)
vl(r(p) - r (s)) = E  v*(g(o2 + \ w ) ) * ( E  v-p*(vjp*vjp
i+ j= k  I r \  / /  \ p+ q+ r= j+1
+ v|+1p*v?1p)). (6.32)
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Now, for each j  £ { 0 , m  +  1}.
( / ^ )  =  +E  (6.33)
where, for each r  £ {1, .. . ,m +  1},
VrM, ((1 -  |V " ‘p|2p )
r ( 2 ,+  l )  q ( \
=  x;(i - iv'vr 2 e n® e vuv*v£> • (6.34)
9=1 E p = i fcp=r-gP =1 ya+6=fcp+ l  /
Similarly, for each z £ — 1},
V ^ ( (p (p 2 +  |Vsp|2) ) “ ‘)
= E (p(p2 + ivspi2))"(,,+1) E  fl® ( E  v»5p*(vbsp*v^ p
q=l E p=i kp= i-q P = l  ya+6+c=fcp+ l
+ V£Hp*V f+1p)) • (6.35)
For k £ {1, ...,m  +  1}, we now characterise the terms V ^ K /0) occurring in (6.31). In the 
odd case there exists p £ N  such that k = 2p — 1, and we may invoke Lemma A.5 exposed 
in Appendix A to compute that
=  v2,;> = E E n®vV»
j= l  E -iT 19<=2(p-i) i=1
+ e  e  n® v^-.
1 = 1 E ? il  « = 2 (p - j ) - l  i=1
(6.36)
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Similarly, in the even case there exists p G N with k = 2p and we discern that
v v
p
E e  n®
3= 1 VeEt19i—2(p —ji)+1 l ~ l
2 j - l  \
+ E
E - i 1 9 i = 2 ( p - j )  /
(6.37)
We observe from (6.30), (6.32), and (6.35) that every term arising in the expression 
||V (r(p) — r(s)) ||5 | |V ? +2)-V ll5 is bounded by either the hypothesis of our corollary 
or that of our induction. In a manner analogous to calculations already performed in both 
this proof and that of Theorem 6.11, we may employ (6.32), (6.35), and our two hypotheses 
to deduce that
m  p k
EE E Iliivj™
fc=1 Ej=i q j= P ~ k j = l
r(s))||s l|v<”‘+2>-’V||s
< ß 2(m 5^)maX (6.38)
We recall a calculation performed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to assert that, with respect 
to the metric on S, the eigenvalues of the matrix (g^(p)) are given by
( -5—1,0 ,2 m =  1 ; andp2 + ivsPr
^ m  —  A
[ y2 2 < m < n .
We may therefore cite (6.31), (6.33), (6.34), (6.36), and (6.37) in conjunction with Theorem 
6.11 and the veracity of the statement P(m)  to estimate the last expression appearing in 
(6.30). The analysis again proceeds in parallel with that already undertaken in both this 
proof and that of the theorem:
| |v ^ i (vsp)||s < ^ m ||v :,y (v sp)||Mi
< Bi (m,n)  max (6.39)
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We may then substitute (6.38) and (6.39) into (6.30) to confirm that, for each t G (0, T),
sup ||Vm+2p|| < v l ( n )  max j l ,  ( W )  > ( ^ l ) 2j -
Thus Q(m ) is verified for each l < m  and we establish Q(m)  for each m  G N U {0} by the 
principle of mathematical induction. This implies the result of the corollary. <3>
CHAPTER 7
A sym ptotic Convergence to M inim isers
In this chapter we shall prove that solutions p of (5.4) converge asymptotically to cor­
responding solutions q of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) determined by Theorem 3.1. 
Much of the analysis shall be premised on the assumption that a given initial condition 
p(-,0) G &  remains appropriately close to g in the Lipschitz topology on S. As a conse­
quence of the diffeomorphism given explicitly by equation (3.1) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
such a choice is clearly possible and we may further restrict this Lipschitz neighbourhood 
arbitrarily.
1. Short tim e preservation of Lipschitz proxim ity to S
Since the results of Chapter 6 were based upon the assumption that Mt remains arbitrarily 
close to S', we must now verify that there exists a short time interval for which this is 
actually the case.
P r o po sitio n  7.1. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g G &  is a corresponding solution 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4). Further suppose that strictly positive e1 and e2 are 
such that ||p (- ,0) — pllco-qs) < and ||p — 1||c 3-q(S) < £2- Then there exists a constant 
C (n ) such that, for each t G (0, C~l ),
\\p -  ^llco-qs) <
whenever Q and e = ex -I- e2 satisfy the constraints prescribed by Theorem 6.5.
P roof
Throughout the proof, all geometric quantities shall be computed with respect to the metric 
on S. By hypothesis and the continuity in time of p, there exists a first time i  G (0, T) 
for which j|p(-, t) — p||c°a(s) > £1? otherwise the proposition holds trivially. Therefore, on 
( 0, 0 ,
||p -  p||co.i(s) < ex . (7.1)
Furthermore, we deduce from the triangle inequality and hypothesis that on (0,0?
||p -  lHc'o.qs) < £ • (7-2)
Therefore we infer from Corollary 6.6 that, for each t G (0, t),
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We now consider the evolution of the two functions v = (p — g)2 and w = | V s (p — g)\2. In 
analogy with the procedure pursued in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we recollect the uniformly 
elliptic operator Qr given by (5.6) and set px = \ p  +  (1 — A)g for A G [0,1]. By Theorems 
3.3 and 5.5, it is evident that px G C°° (S x (0,T )) and, in particular, px G 7Zk for each 
k G N and t G (0,T). Moreover, we infer from our hypothesis conditions and the triangle 
inequality that, for each t G (0,t) and A G [0,1],
I k  -  illcMfs) ^ £ • (7-4)
For arbitrary r  £ R \  we again note that each coefficient of Qn is at least C 1 in its argument
(s ,2 ,r )  G S  x IR+ x TS.  By calculations mirroring (5.7) in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we 
therefore deduce that
J  = 2 ( p - g )  f ^ x (Qa [px\)dX (7.5)
and
S  =  2 ( v ( p - e ) , V ^ f x ( Q M ) d x ) ) .  (7.6)
Now, for each i G N with 1 < i < n and r G 7T3, we compute that
Vi(Qn[r]) =  (V jQ r)[r] +  Qr [V,r] +  akl ( s , r ,Vr)  (guS7kr -  ^ V ^ ) . (7.7)
Here we interpret (VtQr) [•] as the operator whose coefficients are defined by the first-order 
covariant derivatives of those corresponding to Qr , where we have interchanged third-order 
covariant derivatives of r  attached to the coefficients akl. In particular, we observe that, 
for any 77 G C'3 (S';M),
(ViVfcVz -  V a-V/Vj) 77 =  (M *fcw -  hkihim) V m 77 =  &/Vfc?7 -  ,
since the metric and the second fundamental form coincide on S'. If we now take =  
v P a)  ^ t h e n
= rj; -  (0, (p — ^ ) , V (p — g) ) .
Hence we infer from the quadratic behaviour of the operator Qr (as articulated by equation 
(5.8) in the proof of Theorem 5.5), (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7) that
= [  (Qpx N  + c n (ri) V ~  2a'3 (rA) V, (p ~  g) V3 (p -  g)
+ 2 ( p - e )  ((Da'3\rx,r'x}i / V iWjPx + (Db'\rx,T'x) t V,px
+ (Dcn\tk,T'x)y px)) dX (7.8)
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and
-Qj- =  J  {Qpx M  + Cn (rA) w +  2 ( g " v k (p -  g) (V/QPx) [p -  e]
+ a» (r A) (v , (p -  e) v ,  (p -e) - 9fc' v , v t (p -  e) v . v ,  (p -  e)
- 9 „  |V ( p -  £>)|2) + guV k { p - e ) V l { { D a % xy >) i V,\JjPx
+ (D6‘|rx, R ) y V; px +  (Dcfi|rA, r ; ) r pA)) )d A . (7.9)
Observe that we may also write px =  A (p — £>) +  £>. Thus, by extracting the relevant 
terms from the integrands on the right hand sides of (7.8) and (7.9) whilst again invoking 
(5.8) and interchanging third-order covariant derivatives, we deduce from the fundamental 
theorem of calculus that
~  = QP[v] + c n (ri)u  -  2alJ (it) V* (p — g) Vj (p — g)
+ 2 ( p - 6 )  [  ((DalJ\rx,r'x) f V ?V ^  +  (Dbl |rA, v'x)r
J o
+ {Dcn\rx,T\)y q) d\  , (7.10)
and
r\
= QAM  +  c,.i (r i ) w +  2 ( / ' V t  (p -  e) (V,i3p) [p -  p]
+ a*J (n )  (v ,  (p -  p) Vj (p -  p) -  p^'ViV*, (p -  p) V,V( (P -  e)
- 9ij| V ( p — p)|2) +  s “ V * (p -f? )  f  (Vi ((£>a^|rx, r ; ) r V iVJp
J o
+ (D5l |rA,r);)y / + (T)cQ|rA,r{)r  g)) dX) . (7.11)
We now estimate terms arising in these evolution equations. Clearly
(DalJ|rA,r ( )r  -  ( ( p - g )  Dz + V m(p -  g) Drm)alJ\rx ,
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while, for each l E {1, ...,n},
Vz (DalJ\rx,r'x) r = (V/ (p — g) Dz +  (p -  q) V iDz +  V/Vm ( p -  g) Drm 
+  Vm (p -  g) ViDrm) a13 |rA .
We recall the characterisation of the coefficients a13 contained in Definition 5.1 to observe 
that their various mixed derivatives appearing in the expressions above contain at worst 
linear factors in second-order covariant derivatives of the intermediate graph px. Hence we 
may employ our hypothesis condition on g, (7.1), (7.3), and (7.4) to discern that, on (0, £),
2 ( p - Q ) { D a lJ\Tx,Y ,x) i / \ / lVjQ = (2vDz + \7mvDTm)al3\rxX7l\7j g
< Wmv (DTmalJ)\rx'Vi'Vj g +  e\e2Ki(n)  , (7.12)
and
2gklV k (p -  g) V, ({Da%„T'x) ,  \ / lV j g)
=  (2wDz +  VmwDTm +  2gklS7k (p -  g) ((p -  g) V tDz
+ Vm (p -  g) V/Drm)) a13 |rA VjVjf? +  2gklV k (p -  g) {{p -  g) Dz 
+  V m( p -  g) DTm) alJ\TxV i\7*7jQ
< V mw ( D rmaij)|rAV,Vje  + e\e2( l  +  ( | ) 5)  . (7.13)
Similarly,
2 ( p -  g) (Dbl \rx,r'x) r  \ / tg < V mv (DTmbl) |r>V*£ +  eJe2/T3(n) , (7.14)
and
2gklV k (p~ e)V,((Db%x,T',)y V ig)
< Vmiu (Drmb‘)\rx\7iQ + £ jj2if4(n) f l  +  ( j ) 2)  • (7-15)
Once again, in our consideration of the derivatives of the coefficient c^, we must distinguish 
our treatment of the global terms {h1}. In a computation identical to equation (5.10) from
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the proof of Theorem 5.5, we ascertain that
+ Mij(Px) J  ( d |(ri,vvA)> W . V 2 (p -  <?)))v*y20(s) da . (7.16)
In analogy with the calculation of (5.11) and (5.12), we assert that, for each j, kJ  G 
{0,..., n + 1},
We note that the result of Lemma 4.6 remains valid in the context of the weaker condi­
tion (7.4), and therefore obtain the following estimate on the components of the matrix
Since the function (-00^ is linear in the argument d G ^ 2°(S) f°r each j  £ {0, ...,n + 1}, 
we deduce that the integrand occurring in (7.18) again contains at worst linear factors 
in second-order covariant derivatives of px. Moreover, the global terms {h1} are spatially 
invariant, and we may evaluate the relevant derivatives of the remaining terms arising in 
the coefficient Cq in analogy with those appearing in aljf and bl. Thus we may collect 
(7.16)-(7.19) and invoke our hypothesis conditions on g and D in conjunction with (7.1), 
(7.3), (7.4), and Definition 5.1 to demonstrate that
(7.17)
and, integrating by parts,
(p ~ 0)DZ + V' (p -  g) (gimD]rm -  VmD^im)) (^il)j\(rx,V2Px)do- . (7.18)
s
(Mi j (px)):
\Mij (Px) -  Mij(l)\ < e K ij(n)\S\~l . (7.19)
2 ( p  g ) (Dc f2 | r ^ , ^ y  6  — ^ mV ( DTm C q
hk(z)(k(s,z)
z2 DTm \J z 2 + \t \2 Q
+ 1^ ^ 5 ( n )  ^1 + ^ , (7.20)
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and
2gklV k ( p - q) V/ ({Dcn\rx,r'x) r q)
< V mtu ( D t t t i C q
hk(z)Ck(s,z) 
z 2
DTm \J22 + q +  e]Ks(n)
We now consider the term involving first-order spatial covariant derivatives of the coeffi­
cients a1-7 (it) which occurs in (7.11). For arbitrary r G 7T2 and l G { l,..,n } , we discern 
from Definition 5.1 that
V,a’J V,
V 'rV -'r \ \  
r 2 + |V r|2/ y
V(r  +  1 (fr'V'Vp- +  6'VJV ,r) +  2 6 ^  (rV ,r +  VmrV mV ,r ) .
Therefore, where appropriate, we may add and subtract second-order covariant deriva­
tives of the stationary solution £> whilst utilising (7.2), Definition 5.1, and Lemma 6.1 to 
determine that
2s " V ,  (p -  g) V, (a« (r,)) V ,V , (p -  p)
b‘ (n )  ( ^  + V ( r ,)V * p i +  2Vfc (p -  p) ( 1  (bj (r,)V *V t p -  a« (r,) V (.p)
+ V (r ,) y  (r,) (pVt p + V‘pV,V,p) ) )  V.V,- (p -  p)
< 0 ’ (s,p, Vp, V 2p, V 2p) Vjio + e / f 7( n ) |V ( p - p ) | | | ( V iVj ( p - p ) ) | |
< +  l5ll(V.Vj ( p - p ) ) f ) .  (7.22)
Here the coefficients (f)1 G C°° (S x (0,T)) for each i G {1, ..,n}, and we have applied the 
Peter-Paul inequality with <5 > 0. Now, since (glj(p)) =  (au (rx)), we recollect a calculation 
contained in the proof of Corollary 6.12 to assert that the eigenvalues of the matrix (a*-7 (iq)) 
are given by
( -5—7— ? m =  1 ; andp2 + |Vp|2
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Hence, where we recall from our hypothesis that e < | ,
2 a « (r1)a “ V iV k ( p - e ) V jV ,( /5 - e )  >  2k, ||(V ,Vj f>))||2
* ((1 + £)2 + £2) ll(v »Vj (p-g))ll2 
> ll(V,Vj (p -g ) ) | |2.
Thus we may choose 6 = (eK-j)~1 to deduce from (7.1) and (7.22) that
2 (y'Vfc (p -  g) V, (cC (n)) V,V,- (p -  g) -^  (r o gwV, V* (p -  p) V ,V , (p -  (?))
< <CVi«; +  £2/f8(n) . (7.23)
To conclude our analysis of the expressions occurring in equations (7.10) and (7.11), we 
note that the first-order spatial covariant derivatives of the coefficients bl (iq) and cq (iq) 
contain at worst linear factors in second-order covariant derivatives of p, which may be 
bounded by (7.3). In addition, we may employ Proposition 6.4, Theorem 6.5, (7.2), and 
our hypothesis condition on Q to bound both the parameter and the global terms arising in 
the gradient of Cq. We therefore substitute the results of (7.12)-(7.15), (7.20), (7.21), and 
(7.23) into the appropriate evolution equations (7.10) and (7.11) to derive the following 
differential inequalities on (0, t):
dv
—  < a13 (ri) VjVjU + /^  (s,p, p, Vp, Vp, V'2p) VjU
+ e^Kgiji) ^1 +  ^ , (7-24)
and
(r i) V, Vjic +  7  ^ (s, p, p, Vp, Vp, V 2p, V 2p) VjW
+ ^A io(n) ^1 +  ^ . (7-25)
Here the coefficients /^ ,7 ^  £ C°° (S  x (0,T)) for each i E { l,..,n } , where we have again 
cited Proposition 6.4, Theorem 6.5, (7.1), and (7.2), together with our hypothesis to esti­
mate the outstanding terms 2cq (ri) v and 2cq (iq) w. Since the matrix (a13 (ri)) is positive 
definite, we have further observed that, on (0, £),
0 <  a13 (ri) Vi (p — p) Vj (p — p) < (1 + £K{n) )E2l ,
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while
alJ ir i) 9ij IV (p — g)\2 > 0 .
Therefore, we may again invoke [45. Lemma 3.5] in conjunction with (7.24) and (7.25) 
to verify that the evolutions of spatial maxima for v and w satisfy the ensuing ODE 
inequalities on (0, £):
d 
—  vmax _< 1 +  ( -
and
d 
— wmax _< £2, K \ o 1 +
(7.26)
Furthermore, we discern from Lemma 6.1 and Cauchy’s inequality that, on [0,T),
(l'max T W m a x )  T \\p ^llc0,1(S) —  ^(^ ’max T R^ max) •
With the assistance of our hypothesis, we then verify that, on (0, £),
(Unax +  RWx) < s\ ^ K n ( n )  ( t  +  2 .
Hence, we deduce from (7.26) that, on (0, t),
\\P — q\\c °’1(s ) -  £i +  2 (£0 2) +  2 )  ’
Under the supposition that K u  > 1 and by recalling from our hypothesis that e < | ,  we 
then derive a ‘contradiction’ whenever i  < 1QQ^  . Therefore, the proposition holds if we
take C(ri) = 1Q°^i l . 0
As a consequence of Proposition 7.1 and the triangle inequality, we may now confirm the 
existence of a short-time interval for which solutions of (5.1) remain in Lipschitz proximity 
to S.
Corollary 7.2. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g E &  is a corresponding solution of 
the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of Propo­
sition 7.1. Further suppose that C (n ) is the constant prescribed by Proposition 7.1. Then, 
for each t G (0, C~l ),
\\p ~  lllco-qs) < ^
whenever Ll and e satisfy the constraints prescribed by Theorem 6.5.
Remark 7.3. Henceforth, in our discussion of the interval (0,T), we shall take T  to be 
the time C~l established by Proposition 7.1, where the a priori estimates prescribed by 
Theorem 6.11 are justified by Corollary 7.2. This enables the extension of the time interval 
determined by Theorem 5.5, should it be necessary.
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2. Exponential decay in L°°(S)
In this section we demonstrate that the difference between our time-dependent and sta­
tionary graph characterisations decays exponentially with respect to the Loc(S) topology 
on the short-time interval (0, T). We first derive an analogous finding in L2(S ), where the 
exposition shall rely heavily on the results and formalism of Part 1.
T h e o r e m  7.4. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g £ &  is a corresponding solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of Proposition 
7.1. Then there exists an u(n) > 0, given explicitly by
2 7 n +  16 i
CV =  ---- ;----  — £ 2  C4(n) ,
such that, for each t £ (0,T),
l l / >  -  e l l i » ( s )  <  £ i 2 " + 2 | S | * e - " *
whenever |f2| < and e < min
P r o o f
Throughout the proof all geometric quantities shall be computed with respect to the metric 
on S , unless otherwise noted, and we will continue to adopt the convention that e0 = 0 . If 
we take rj = (p — g), then it is evident from Theorems 3.3 and 5.5 that ?/ £  C°° (S  x (0, T)). 
We first define the following function, which has been chosen to enable direct application 
of Theorem 4.4 in the forthcoming analysis:
i  = w T  (7-27)
where
y Ve2 + |vep '
Since g is stationary with respect to equation (5.4), we shall subsequently be permitted to 
relate the evolution of the quantity ||£||^2(5 ) to that of on (0,T). Furthermore, it
is clear from (5.4) that
f  ll«llw(s) = 2 ( Q n lp U t f^ s y  (7.28)
In analogy with a calculation performed in the proof of Lemma 5.3 and by employing the 
notation of Chapter 1, we may assert that
<3oM =  V E ± E f \( hk(p) -  -  . (7.29)
In the general setting, the construction of the L2-gradient flow generating (5.1) motivates 
the interpretation of Qn : 7T2 —> C a( S ) as a non-constant factor of the Euler operator 
corresponding to the functional ^  introduced in Definition 2.4. We may therefore expand
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Qn[p\ in Frechet derivatives about the minimiser g, where we truncate the expression at the 
second-order term and recognise that the second Frechet derivative of Qn is a symmetric 
bilinear form:
Qn[p] =  dQn[ß][rj\ +  [  [  Sid2Qn [si&P +  (1 -  Sift) q\ . (7.30)
Jo Jo
We shall now reintroduce the prime notation of Part 1 to distinguish Frechet differentiation 
and examine the terms arising in this expression. If the domain of the operator 
introduced in Definition 4.1 is extended to encompass all of C 2,a(M ): then, by recalling the 
computation of the Jacobi operator contained in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and employing 
Lemma 1.4, we ascertain from (7.29) that
«nie] = r = =  (7-31)
\J 1 -  |v Me|2
For the test function 77, we then deduce from Corollary 2.6 that
^  =  (X'(g),v(g)) =  —= = = = =  =  p y / l  -  IVm£>|2 . (7.32)
V Q2 +  |V ^|2
In the ensuing exposition we shall consider the concepts of orthogonality and tangency with 
respect to the set in the topology of L2(M). In particular, we note that i/j1- E on
hi
(0,T). We further observe from (7.32) that rjp =  g71^ . We therefore deduce from Lemma 
1.4, Definition 4.1, Theorem 4.4, (7.31), and (7.32) that
(<3n[e]>0»L2(s) = -  ( Ä M . W p i i )
= -  (<-% h i  , ^ ) L2(M) + (-% h T] ^ ±)L2{m))
< -  (ai i h i i 2i2(S) + <-% h T] ^ l ) L2{m))
= -  Ai ( lh C (ff)  -  I h i l L s , )  -  (-% h i  (7.33)
Here Ai is characterised by equation (4.20) contained in the proof of Theorem 4.4: the 
minimum eigenvalue of when restricted to its natural domain J f 2. By employing
hi
Lemma 1.4, (7.27), (7.32), and our hypothesis, we note that
\ M 2lHm) =  [  V2Vda =  ||£||^2(5). (7.34)
J s
Moreover, since t/>t is merely the projection of ^  onto it is clear that
^  = Mi^ e)(2p,Q)L2(7.35)
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We now estimate the inner products i)l2(m ) corresPonding to i G {0,...,n  +  1}. We 
first infer from Proposition 5.13 that p G 3# on (0, T). As a consequence of Lemma 1.4 
and the isoperimetric constraints specified by Definition 2.2, we then discover that
Hence, by again employing Lemma 1.4 in conjunction with Corollary 7.2, the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, (7.32), and hypothesis,
Similarly, where we further utilise Lemma C.5 in Appendix C, for each i E {1, ...,n  +  1},
{ ^ 1  Ci )  L 2(M)
Thus, we infer from Lemma 4.6 and (7.35)-(7.37) that
IblLs) = < e2K2(n) K|li2(s). (7.38)
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We now evaluate the final term occurring in (7.33) with the assistance of Lemmas 1.4, 4.6, 
Corollary 1.7, Definition 4.1, Proposition 4.7, (7.34), (7.36), (7.37), and our hypothesis:
-  (iffi [V>T] ,4>L)LHM) = “ W’>Ck>L2(A?) (-% [Cl] -
< ll^n  [C(]IIl2(m ) 11^  IIl2(m )
< £ *:3(n) ll€llL(S) - (7.39)
Here we have employed the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on L2 (M) and deduced from the
Gauss-Weingarten relations that A ' XI Q(g) = — H(g) (v(g),ei). Thus we may substitute 
(7.34), (7.38), and (7.39) into (7.33) to assert that
w )l2(S) -  _  (^i ( l “  ^ ^ 2 ) ~ £  K 3) II^ IIl2(5) • (7.40)
We now account for the second-order term arising in (7.30). Since we do not consider 
normal perturbations of the class of star-shaped manifolds under examination, it shall be 
simpler, in contrast to the exposition contained in Part 1, to phrase the ensuing analysis 
within the context of the invariant geometry on S.  For (<q,< )^ G [0,1] x [0,1], we set p* =  
(<qC2 p -I- (1 — <q<^ ) g) where, by Theorems 3.3 and 5.5, it is clear that p* G C°° (S  x (0, T )) 
and, in particular, p* G 7lk for each k G N and t G (0,T). Moreover, we discern from our 
hypothesis and Proposition 7.1 that, on (0, T),
||p*(‘4 ) — 1 llc°’1(5) — e • (7-41)
When composed of the argument (s, z , t ) g 5 x R + x TS,  we note that each coefficient of 
Qfi is of class at least C 2. If we take r* =  (s, p*. Vp*), then
d r  *[77] = r'  = (0,p,V p)
and
d 2r *[77, 77] =  r "  =  0 .
We may therefore compute the second Frechet derivative of Qn[p*] evaluated at 77 in the 
following manner:
(Q nN )" = (aij)" V ,v,p. + (b’)" V,p, + c’aP+ + 2 ( (a ij)’ \7,VjV + (6‘) ' + c'av )
= (D 2a « ) |r> [ r > ^  V V jP, +  ( ö 26*)|r.
+ (£>2cn)|r> [r:,r'],,p . + 2({(Dai% „ r : ) ^ V iV jn 
+ ( iDb% . y X  V,V+  ((£>cn)k, O r n ) - (7.42)
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We may then integrate by parts and invoke (7.27) to deduce that
2 ( ( ( D a ' % , y , ) r W,Vj V , W )LHS] = f ’ (((2D , -  V* (ln A * ) a « |r„) V tV jV
-  Vfc ( (DTkalJ|rJ  V i V j ^ e d o -  .
We observe, from the structure of the coefficients and bl of Qq prescribed by Definition 
5.1, together with the definitions of rj and p*, that the integrand occurring in the expression 
above contains at worst third-order covariant derivatives in the graph characterisations 
p and q. Therefore, by Corollary 6.12, Proposition 7.1, Corollary 7.2, Lemma B.l in 
Appendix B, (7.27), (7.41), the triangle inequality, and our hypothesis, we determine that, 
for each t £ (0, T),
( ( ( D a p r . , e ) , .  V i V j u . w ) ^
< *  (»)( l|V2r/L + e IIVYIL + llVV*
2
L2(5)
< 5 IIV'oo II + e ||V3»j|L + l|V^llil|Vp.||i||V3r,||i
Q ||I3 „ II 2VV*
2
L2{S)
1 £4 / 1 1£2
t*
> +  £ max < — t 2 ’T IK«!.»)
Here the supremum norms are evaluated over S  at each time t £ (0,T). Similarly,
(7.43)
( ( (DV)  L r y V f l . w ) i 2(S)
V fe(ln<p) A O ^ r . )
< x-(»)(e + ea||v2A.|L + l|vML)ii?iii»OT
< K(n)  (e + P  ||V2p*L + HVpIli \ \V*v\ \ l )  IKlfc»<s)
< K b(n) ( p m a x j l ,  ( | )  2 |  +  £% m a x j l ,  L  , £1 I  W ||22(s). (7.44)
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Furthermore,
( { D 2a^)  |r. L2(S)
j  nDzD z +  2\7krjDzDTk -  ^ V k {\rup)Vir]DTkDTi j a lJ\
-  (Vi7) (DTk Dti q ij I r* ) ViVjP*)^ ( 2d(J
< £ K(n)  ( ||V2p*||00 + IIV 2??||00 ||V2p*||00 + ||V2p*||^ 0 + £ ||V
< e K 6{n) ( r n a x j l y }  +  e m a x j  l , y  , y  j ||£ |£2(s),
while
<(Z326‘) | r.  K < } , - V , Pi, , r w ) L2{S)
IMr}DzDz +  2V kr]DzDTk -  -Vfc (ln</?) S7irjDTkDTi
-  |v *  (V,7? (DTkDrlb % )  Vi/5,) j
< £
£  + llV *^lloo + llV l^loo + llV l^loo )  W ^ W L H S )
< £ Kj{n) max < 1, ( -
r*^




It is important to emphasise that the derivatives of the global terms {h1} arising in (7.42) 
again require more delicate examination, since they contain second-order terms. In analogy 
with the computation of (5.10) in the proof of Theorem 5.5 and by invoking Definition 5.1,
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we discern th a t
{ D t i | r „ , r ; ) r  =  -  M ik(p„)Mil(Pi,) (J (Di,kl|r„ r :>
+ M«(p*) J (D ( r ',V 2»?)
Moreover, where we employ the  sym m etry of the  m atrix  (Afu (p*)), 
(D2^ | r J  [r*,r']r
=  A/fcp(p*) (A fw (p * )A F V )  +  M il{Pit)M jm {Pir) ) . 
M ik(p„)Mit(p,) f ( 7  (£ > V u ) |r . [ r l . L ] , , ^  (




( ß 2 ( M ' ) | (r VV1 [(C , V 2t?) , ( r ; , V 2p ) P x^ o (s )^  . (7.48)
In calculations which parallel (5.11) and (5.12), we then in tegrate  by p arts  to  discover th a t, 
for each j ,  /c, / G {0,..., n  +  1},
[  O y  der =  f  r\ (Dz -  V lDTi) ^ | r*dcr , (7.49)
VS JS
and
J (d {^ n)j ( r * , W ) ,  ( r *> y  2 d )
-  y < D * -
Cx^ 2°(5)
der
(V ; o ) J | ( r * ,V 2p * )^ Cr • (7.50)
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Similarly,
( D 2*pki)\Tt [r ;,r ;] r  dcT
L7](t]DzDz +  2 V l7]DzDTl -  Vi (V  jr]DTiDTj)) ipkilr^da (7.51)
We next observe from Definition 5.1 that the function ('ipn)■ is linear in the variable 
'S £ 5^2 (S). Hence
j  { ° 2 W’D ,)  | (p> VV) [ ( L .V 2;;) , (L . V 2/))] r x ^ „ (s)
-  V, ( V iT]Dt1D ti) +  2 ( V , v D zDTi +  W ^ D . - D&ik
- V i  ( \ / k\ / lnDTiDßkl)))  (^O )i l(r*,v2p*)c/cr • (7-52)
Furthermore, by (7.41), the analysis performed in the proof of Lemma 4.6 proceeds un­
modified in this context and we ascertain that, on (0, T),
|M iJ(p.) -  < |S | _1 . (7.53)
We deduce from the form of the functions xpki and ('ipn)j introduced in Definition 5.1 that 
the integrands occurring in (7.49)-(7.52) again comprise at worst third-order covariant 
derivatives in the graph characterisations p and g. Moreover, the integrands arising in 
(7.47) and (7.48) which remain undifferentiated in the variables (s, z, r, d) include at most 
second-order covariant derivatives in the quantities p and g. We note that the first deriva­
tives in the variables 2  and r  of the remaining terms in the coefficient cq are respectively 
contracted over g and V 77. Thus we may invoke Corollary 6.12, Proposition 7.1, Corollary 
7.2, (7.27), (7.41), (7.47), (7.49), (7.50), (7.53), the triangle inequality, and our hypothesis 
to demonstrate that, for each t £ (0,T),
2 ({(Dcn^r^rDyr) ,r)<p)L2{s)
< e K ( n )  ( l  +  IIV ^L  +  ||V 2p , |L  +  e||V3p,|L) ||{||£,(5)
< e K s(n)+  emax j l ,  4  , j i  ||f ||22(s) • (7.54)
Furthermore, we may integrate by parts and treat the second derivatives in z and r  of the 
remaining terms in similarly to those of alj and bl accounted for in the calculations of
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(7.45) and (7.46). Thus we may perform analysis parallel to that already undertaken whilst 
citing Lemma B.l in Appendix B, (7.27), (7.41), (7.47)-(7.53), and the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality on L2(S) to compute that
( ( D '2cn) |r, (S) A*, w )
< K( n) { e{  1 + IIW IL  + l|V2P.||L + d |v V |L )  + | |W L
+ llvdlLllvVIL)n«iiLs,
< K(n) (e (l + IIWIL + ||W|L + ® || W|L) + l|Vr,||l HV^Ili 
+ ! |V r , ||i l |V p ,||i | |V y ||T |V 3p . | | i )  ||? |L (S)
max {1, j  I  +  m a x | l , 4 , y | j  + s i  max | l ,  L  , ^  | j  | |£ |L (s)-
(7.55)
We now recall the characterisation of X\ given by (4.20) and onr hypothesis condition on 
Q to assert that
In + 16 , .
Ai >  ----- -----------£2K m{n) .o
In addition, it is evident from hypothesis and (7.27) that
( l - e 2AT1i(n))||77||2L2(5) < U\\2L2 {S) <  (1 +  e2K l2{n)) ||r/||^2(5) ,
where the quantity on the left hand side of this inequality is strictly positive for sufficiently 
small e2 . Since g  is a stationary solution of (5.4), we therefore deduce from (7.28), (7.30), 
(7.40)-(7.46), (7.54), and (7.55) that, on (0,T),
J t IML(S) $  ~ 2 ( ~  8 16 ~~ +  7 ) )  II^IIT(S) - (7-56)
We next deduce from our hypothesis and Proposition 7.1 that, for each t G (0,T),
I M - , < ) l l h ( S )  <  W l -  < 7 - 5 7 )
We now choose K 13 = 6 4 (77.) with u;(n), H, and e defined in accordance with the statement 
of the theorem. For an arbitrary time t G (0,T), we may then integrate the differential
< K9(n) e
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inequality (7.56) over the interval ( | , f )  to ascertain that
■’ w )\\LHS)
Thus, we infer from (7.57) that
w=t 2 / 7 n + 1 6 V
^  — Lj t T  ( ----- —- J In 2 .
M ;  t)\\lHS) <\S\e~“2t
This implies our desired result . 0
C o r o l l a r y  7.5. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g £ &  is a corresponding solu­
tion of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of 
Proposition 7.1. Then there exists a 90(n) > 0 such that, for each t £ (0, T),
Up -  0 ||l°°(s ) <  lÖTT^e-00*
whenever D and £ satisfy the constraints of Theorem l . f.
P r o o f
By Proposition 7.1, it is again clear that, on (0,T),
l|p -  p||c°’l(s) < e 1-
Therefore, we may invoke Theorem 7.4 and Lemma B.3 in Appendix B to conclude that, 
on (0 ,T),
Up -  q\\l°°(S ) <  47t |S |^ + 2 ||p  -  pI^i^Hp -  pIISo2i(5)
2 ujt
< 167T£1 e n+2 .
We then choose 9q = > 0 to verify the proposition. 0
3. Global existence of unique solutions
We may now verify the global existence of unique solutions to the rotating drop flow (5.1) 
whenever the initial boundary M0 of the drop E0 remains appropriately close to S  in the 
Lipschitz topology. As a consequence of Lemma 5.3, it is again sufficient to prove this 
result for a given solution of the scalar valued problem (5.4). Due to the interpolative 
nature of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg type inequalities contained in Appendix B, it shall be 
necessary to place further restrictions on the initial proximity of any such solution to a 
corresponding solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4).
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P roposition 7.6. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4), g 6 &  is a corresponding solution
of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), and C(n) is the constant determined by Proposition
£2
7.1. Further suppose that strictly positive ex and e2 are such that ||p(-, 0) — £||c,°-1(S) < 
and ||g — 1||c 3-q(5) < e2- Then there exists a n(n) > 0 such that, for each t > ( ^ r ) 4,
||p — dlc°'1(5) < EiCsirPje Kt
whenever Lt and e  satisfy the constraints of Theorem 7.f.
P roof
In conjunction with our more restrictive hypothesis condition, we infer from Corollaries 
7.2 and 7.5 that, on (0,T), ||p — l||c°-i(s) < £ and
IIP ~  q\\l°°{S) <  16tTele'601 .
Therefore, we may employ Corollary 6.12, Corollary B.2 in Appendix B, and the triangle 
inequality to deduce that, on (0,T),
i i
Up -  p l ie r s )  < K(n)\\p -  p|lioc(5)||p -  p|lci.i(5)
< K  (l67T£^e~öo/) 2 (||p -  1||c m (5) +  IIp -  l||cuqs))*




Since C 1,1 =  IT 2’00, here we have approximated the Lipschitz seminorm of Vp by 11V2p11oo* 
The result now follows directly if we take n =  y .  <0
The ensuing corollary is then an immediate consequence of the triangle inequality.
Corollary 7.7. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4), g £ &  is a corresponding solution of 
the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), and C[n) is the constant prescribed by Proposition 7.1.
E 2
Further suppose that strictly positive e 1 and e 2 are such that ||p(- ,0) — p||c<u(s) < T J t c 2
i
and ||p — l | |C3,a(5) <  e2. Then, for each t > ( ^ j ) 4,
Up — illco-qs) < e ie Kt + e 2
whenever Ll and e  satisfy the constraints of Theorem 7.f.
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.6, we may now confirm the global existence of 
unique solutions to the problem posed by (5.4).
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T heorem 7.8. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g G &  is a corresponding solution of 
the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of Corollary 
7.7. Further suppose that Ll and e satisfy the constraints of Theorem 7.f. Then T  = oo.
P roof
By Corollary 7.2, ||p — l | |c0(i(s) < e on (0, T). In particular, we note from our hypothesis 
condition on e and Corollary 7.7 that, for each t > ( v ^ C ) -1 G (0,T),
\\p -  1||C°,(S) < 6, e +  e2. (7.58)
Moreover, we may employ Corollary 6.12 to deduce that, for each m G N U {0} and
t > « ß C ) ~ \
sup ||Vm+2p||2 < Z>mr n a x { l , ( ^ C ) m,e(v /3C )m+1} <  K m(n) . (7.59)
Thus the interior regularity estimates corresponding to t > (vdlC )-1 are independent of 
time. We now observe that the quantity on the right hand side of inequality (7.58) is 
decreasing on the interval ,T )  and bounded above by e. Hence we may smoothly
extend our solution p to encapsulate time T. We may then reapply the argument ex­
pounded in the proof of Theorem 5.5 to find 6 > 0 such that p G C°° (S  x (0,T +  S)) 
uniquely solves (5.4) where the estimates (7.58) and (7.59) remain valid. Successive itera­
tions of the preceding analysis then yield the desired result. <0>
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 7.8.
C orollary 7.9. Suppose X 0 is a C 3,a embedding of Mq and e > 0 is such that |||X0| — 
lllcO’ps) 5: £• Then there exists a unique, smooth, global solution to the rotating drop flow 
(5.1) whenever Q and e satisfy the constraints of Theorem l . f .
4. Convergence in C°°(S)
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.6, we may now demonstrate that solutions of (5.4) 
converge asymptotically to corresponding solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) 
in the topology of C°°(S).
P roposition  7.10. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g G &  is a corresponding solu­
tion of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of 
Corollary 7.7. Then, for each j  G N U {0}, there exists a Ofln) > 0 such that, for each 
t > 1,
||V Rp -  e)||t oo(s) < e t ' D ^ e - ^
whenever Ll and £ satisfy the constraints of Theorem l . f .
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P r o o f
The case j  = 0 with D0 = 77? is implied by Corollary 7.5 in conjunction with our more
C 5
restrictive hypothesis conditions. To verify the remaining cases we first observe from 
Corollaries 6.12, 7.7, and Theorem 7.8 that, for each fc e N  \  {1} and t > 1,
||V V ||L  < Vk. 2(n).  (7.60)
Furthermore, we infer from Theorem 3.3 that 11VA’ 1 ^ is certainly finite for each k £ 
N \  {1}. Indeed, since g is a stationary solution of (5.4) which is independent of time 
and satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 6.12, we may bound its derivatives by the same 
constants. We may therefore invoke Corollary 7.5 and Lemma B.l in Appendix B to assert 
that, for each j  £ N and t £ M + ,
IIW (p -  < K ( n j )  ||p -  p ||JP | | v j+1 (p -  e ) \ \ t l
< K( ^  ,+1 IIW+1 (p -  0)11 A . (7.61)
For arbitrary (s,t) £ S  x M + , we now examine the tensorfield norm ||V J+1 (p — g) (s ,t)||, 
where we infer from the inequalities of Cauchy and Cauchy-Schwarz that
| | v j+1(p -  p )(M ) ||2 < 2 ( | |v > +1p (s ,t) ||2 +  | | v j+1p(s)||2) .
Hence, for each j  £ N and t > 1, we deduce from (7.60) that,
| | w +1( p -  0)111 < 4 P , » .  (7.62)
By substituting (7.62) into (7.61), we obtain our intended result whenever we take 03 =
and D, =  K  (477,_1) ^ .  C>
Thus we have proved the following corollary.
C o r o l l a r y  7.11. Suppose p is a solution of (5.4) and g £ &  is a corresponding solu­
tion of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4), both of which satisfy the relevant hypotheses of 
Corollary 7.7. Then p converges asymptotically to g in C°°(S) whenever Q and e satisfy 
the constraints of Theorem l.f.
5. Energy m inim isation in a Lipschitz neighbourhood of S
We are now in a position to prove the principal result of this thesis.
P r o p o s i t i o n  7.12. Suppose g £ &  is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) and 
e2 > 0 is such that ||p — 1||c 3-q(s) < £2- Then, for sufficiently small Q £ M, there exists 
a neighbourhood of C 0,1 (S) where g permits stable minimisation of the energy functional 
In particular, g is uniquely determined in this neighbourhood.
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We first recall from Corollary 4.8, Theorem 3.3, and our hypothesis that g E C°°(S) 
admits strict (weak) minimisation of the functional whenever |Q| <  (1 — e2 C3(n)).
Suppose now that p E C°°(S) is a global solution of (5.4) established by Theorem 7.8. 
We therefore deduce from Corollary 5.14 that p E &  for all time. Moreover, by the 
diffeomorphism given explicitly by (3.1) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may justify any 
choice of initial condition p(- ,0) E &  with
IIp ( - .o) -  e||c o,l(S) <  =  s. (7.63)
We then deduce from Proposition 5.15 that, for each t E [0, oo],
^n(g) < &n(p(-,t)) .
We further note that each distinct choice of such an initial condition yields a unique 
solution to the parabolic problem (5.4) where, by Corollary 7.11, p converges to g in 
infinite time with respect to the topology of C°°(S). Thus we ascertain that g permits 
stable minimisation of within the closed ball Bs(g) C C,0,1(S') prescribed by (7.63) 
whenever
e =  +  e2 < min
1 / 4 \ 3  1 / 7 n  +  1 6 \ 2]
3 ’ U J  ’ C3 ’ \ S C T ~ )  J ’
and
\Q\ <  m i n j ^ y ?  ( l - e a C3( n ) ) , ^ | .
In conclusion, we observe that the uniqueness of g in the bah is a direct consequence of 
the minimisation property. <0
We may therefore combine the results of Theorems 3.1, 3.3, 4.9, and Proposition 7.12 to 
assert the following local existence and uniqueness theorem for stable energy minimisers 
of the rotating drop problem in the class S’.
T heorem 7.13. For each sufficiently small > 0, there exists a stable energy minimiser 
for the rotating drop problem whose smooth boundary is uniquely determined in a Lipschitz 
neighbourhood of S.
APPENDIX A
Differential G eom etry
We now provide a summary of the Riemannian geometry which is relevant to the exposition 
of this thesis. In accordance with the geometric context of the dissertation, we shall 
merely consider manifolds of codimension one in the Euclidean spaces which are compact, 
connected, and without boundary. The salient theory is largely contained in either of [IT] 
or [21], and additional references will be provided where necessary.
1. An overview of Riem annian geom etry
Suppose (A n, g) is a compact, connected Riemannian manifold without boundary smoothly 
embedded in Mn+1. For k G N sufficiently large to justify the definitions that follow, further 
suppose that M  C Kn+1 is a compact, connected set of Hausdorff dimension n without 
boundary, which may be parametrised by the Ck embedding X  : N  —> M. With respect to 
geometric quantities on A/, all indexing sets to be considered are in direct correspondence 
with the set of integers {1, ...,n}
For each p 6 N, the set of coordinate tangent vectorfields { f : 1 < i < n} provides 
a basis for the tangent space TXM  of A/ at x  =  X(p).  Conversely, the dual space of TXM  
is called the cotangent space of M  at x, T*M , which corresponds to the space of all linear 
functionals £(TXM;M). T*M  is spanned by the basis of coordinate differential one-forms 
or covectorfields { d X l(p) : 1 < i < n}.  We then define the [co]tangent bundle T M  [T*M] 
of M  to be the union of all such [co]tangent spaces:
T M U TxM
xCM
T*M U X* ■
x £ M
The (unique) outward unit normal vectorfield v on A/ is orthogonal to T M  and may be 
computed explicitly by the normalised cross product on Mn+1:
d x  d x
y    UP 1_________ dpn
d x  d x
r\ A . . .  A r\up i upn
For each x  E M, the components of the metric on M  are given by the Euclidean inner 
products:
/ d X  d X \
y iJ \ r\ 5 r\
\  OPi OPj /  fljn+l
In the classical literature the metric is sometimes referred to as the first fundamental form. 
Endowed with this concept of measurement, (AT, g) is a complete metric space. Indeed,
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(A/, g) is a compact, connected Riemannian manifold of class Ck, which is without bound­
ary and embedded in Rn+1.
The metric g : T M  x T M  —> R is a positive dehnite, symmetric, bilinear form, and admits 
an inverse metric (g13) — g -1. Observe that raised indices shall indicate contraction over 





We note that we may interpret any function /  £ C'°(M;R) as an element of C°(N;  R) 
through composition with X , and are therefore able to characterise integration on M  in 
the following manner:
f  =  [  f ( x ) dP(x ) =  f  f  ° X ( p ) p ( p ) dP(p) ■
' M J m  J n
The tangential gradient of a function /  £ C ^A /jR ) is defined in local coordinates by
/J
V A7  -  g13— -dpj
, ,  v,dx _ i j / n f d x \  dX _  .. dx
f  ° dPi 9 \  xf ’ dPj / RB+1 dPl 9 j f  dPi ‘
Here, for each i £ {1, ...,n}, the quantity V ,/  is the (first-order) covariant derivative of /  
in the direction of the i th coordinate tangent vectorfield. In this setting it is important to 
emphasise that we may also express the tangential gradient with respect to the coordinates 
on A/ through orthogonal projection of Dxf  onto TXM:
V M/  = ( D j y  =  •
Suppose
Y  = Y j
dX
dpj dpj
is a tangential vectorfield on A/ of class C l . Then we define the components of the covariant 
derivative tensorfield of Y  on M  in local coordinates by
O
V f 1Y j =  —  Y j + r \kY k
dp, **
J m d_
dpx Y-n ~ TtXk
Here T =  (T^j is the (induced) Riemannian or Levi-Civita connection4 on Af whose 
components, symmetric in their covariant indices, are given in local coordinates by the 
Christoff el symbols:
*  _km /  d 2X  d x■prC __ nK,n l __________  _____
13 \  dpidpj' dpr Rn+!
More generally, we may express these components with respect to the metric:
,/cm /  Q  Q  Qrfc =lJ dpi +  Ö —  d imdpj dpT 9 i j
4 It is important to emphasise that the connection is not a tensorfield, since it is not invariant under 
coordinate transformation.
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The tensor bundle of (tangential) tensorfields over M  identified with type {p, q} £ N U 
{ 0 } x N U { 0 }  shall be denoted by i^ p(A/), where
^ 7 (M ) ~  T M ®  ... ®T*M  .
^  "  Na  a t
p  copies q copies
Note that we take f^°(A/) =  R. If T  £ ^ P(A/), then we write T  =
We now extend our notion of covariant differentiation to tensorfields of arbitrary type. 
Suppose T  £ 3 fp(M) is a tensorfield of class C 1. Then the components of the covariant 
derivative tensorfield of T  are determined explicitly in local coordinates by
rr k \ . . . kp  
1 j l - j q  ~ dpi
r ki . . . kp
j l - j q
T k\ ■ ■ .kfyi— i  l fcrn+1 -- kp
j l - j q - E rS /y— fci. ..kpj l - - j m —l I j m + l - - j q
m = 1
Here we neglect the undefined terms in the multi-indices at the first and final entries of the 
sums above. In this case, we deduce that V MT  =  (Vf/7^]Al['*p) £ 3?q+l(M). In general, 
for T  € 3Tf(M)of class Ck,V kMT  = ( V ^ .V f /^ y V 1) 6 9 f+k{ M ) shall denote the 
k th iterated covariant derivative tensorfield of T. Equipped with this definition for the 
covariant differentiation of tensorfields and that of the connection, we recover the ensuing 
axiom of Riemannian geometry:
V f p q  ^  0 ,
for each z, j, k £ {1,..., n}.
We may now define a (pointwise) Riemannian inner product on the tensor bundles over 
M identified by equivalent type. If both T  and W are elements of (M ), then, at each
x £ A / ,
(Tx),W)>M =  n  n  .
771—1 r = 1
This inner product then induces a norm on any such tensorfield:
I R M H  =  (T( x ) ,T( x ) ) l .
We may further define the tensor product * which operates across these tensor bundles5. 
Suppose T  £ 3Tp(M) and W £ 37,J{M ). Then T * W  £ ^ + ^ r (Af), with components given 
by
•-! * w ) ^ z :  =  V ' 3  •
5 It shall occasionally be convenient to abuse this notation and consider the tensor product T  ★  W as 
a contraction resulting in an element of For example, such a product may have components
determined by
m in{p,r'}  m in{q,s}
cr*yv)k:%:i = II II •
m =  1 r = l
The context of the argument will generally indicate whether such an interpretation has been employed.
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Furthermore, the operation ® shall denote the concatenated product of an arbitrary num­
ber of tensorhelds on M. More precisely, if {Tt G : z, £ g N & ; 1 < z < / c}, then
k
i —1
Suppose again that Y  is a tangential vectorfield on M  of class C 1. Then the tangential 
divergence of Y  on M  may be written
divMy  = v f y  =  g ^ Y ,  =  A=J®_
Conversely, if the vectorfield V G C 1(A /;En+1) is not tangential to A/, then we may 
characterise the divergence of V with respect to M  in the following manner:
T/ i j / d V  d x \
\ ° P i  OPj /  R n + 1
For any /  G C 2(A/;M), we may further define the Laplace-Beltrami operator or Laplacian 
on M  by
A " / =  g' V V f j  =  divju (VM/ ) .
Here V ^ /  =  (V jV ^ /)  G ^ ° (A /)  is called the Hessian of /  on M. In local coordinates, 
we therefore compute that
We now address the concept of curvature on A/. The second fundamental form A =  (h{j ) 
of M  is the symmetric, bilinear form on T M  x T M  with components determined by
— /  ^  \  
lJ \  dpt ’ dpj /  Rn+1 '
The Weingarten map of M  is the operator hlj : TM  —> TM  with components given by
hlj =  glkhkj .
It is a simple matter to demonstrate that the Weingarten map is self-adjoint with respect 
to the Riemannian inner product on tangential vectorfields specified above. We may then 
interpret the principal curvatures : 1 <  i <  n} of M  as the eigenvalues of the Wein­
garten map with respect to the identity transformation on TM . The mean curvature H 
of M  may then be perceived in a variety of ways:
n
H =  =  h \ =  gl3hij =  divMi / .
i= 1
For each z, j  G {1, ...,n}, the Gauss-Weingarten relations are given by
du . dX  u , dX




If we take H = — Hu to be the mean curvature vectorfield on M, then we may recover the 
identity
A MX =  H .
The Riemann curvature tensor, Rm =  {RtJki) £ of M  has components given by
Rijkl V iV f
a x -  v.vf a x
dpk
ax\
dpi / R n  +  l
The Gauss equations represent this tensor in terms of the second fundamental form:
Rijkl hikhjl fljk •
Through contraction over the inverse metric, we may consequently determine the Ricci 
curvature tensor, Ric =  (Rp) G of M,
Rij — gURikji =  Hhij — hirnh7Tlj , 
and the scalar curvature R  of A/,
A = ./,jft„ = ft2-ii/i|i2.
Here || y4||2 =  glkgjlhijhki = hl3h?% is the square of the norm of the second fundamental form.
The Codazzi equations confirm that the tensorfield containing all first-order covariant 
derivatives of the second fundamental form, V MA = G ^ ° (A /) , is completely
symmetric. In particular, for each i , j , k  G { l,...,n} ,
= Vffc* = VfV.
We may then infer the following identity from the Codazzi equations:
A Mv =  -  \ \ Af v  + V mH .
We have seen that the concept of the covariant derivative may be extended to encompass 
tensorfields. Therefore we may compute the Laplacian of a tensorfield in accordance with 
our pre-existing definition and, by interchanging second-order covariant derivatives of the 
second fundamental form, whilst invoking the Gauss and Codazzi equations, we obtain 
Sim ons’ identity6 (see the proof of [75, Lemma B.8] for details of this calculation):
AMhij = ViVfft -  \\Afhij + Hhimhmj .
Furthermore, through contraction over the quantity hli = g^g^hkn  we deduce that
A M||yl||2 = 2 ( t i ’ V i V f H  + ||V AM ||2 + Ht i khPt f j  -  ||/i||4) ,
6 To avoid potential ambiguity in the derivation of this terminology, we note that this identity is so 
named as a consequence of calculations which appear in the proof of [76 , Theorem 4.2.1].
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where ||V AM ||“ may be computed explicitly in accordance with our definition:
||V M/1||2 =  gagim<fpV ? h jl,V ? h m, .
We shall conclude this section by stating the two forms of the divergence theorem which 
are pertinent to the explication of this thesis. Their proofs may be found in [75].
T he D ivergence  T heorem  I. Suppose that F is a compact subset of Rn+1, OF = 
(M n,g) is a Riemannian manifold of class C l , and X  is a C 1 vectorfield defined on F. 
Then
divRn+iXdx — / (X ,v )Rn+1 dp
T he D ivergence  T heorem  II. Suppose that (A/U,g )  is a compact, orientable Riemann­
ian manifold without boundary of class C 2 embedded in Rn+1; and X  is a C l vectorfield 
defined on AT Then
/  di v MX  dp = — ( X , H )  dp =  /  H (X,  v)un+i dp .
J m J m '  '  Kn+1 J  M
2. Geom etric identities
In this section we derive some geometric identities under covariant differentiation which 
shall be efficacious to analysis performed throughout the dissertation. While the following 
lemma is a simple consequence of the product rule, we include it here for direct citation in 
the calculation of various evolution equations appearing in the work of Chapter 6.
L emma A .l .  Suppose (A/n,g )  is a Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded in M71"1"1 with 
77, £ £ C 2(A/;R). Then, whenever the quotient is well defined,
AM(I) = ^ ~ ^  - (vM (f) , V"«
P roof
We compute that
v,v, (f) .  v,
£VjVj i )  -  j;V,Vj£ V^VjT/ -  V,»/V^
e  e
1  -  '/V O  V ,i
f X lX j 7i -  7/ViV  ^ , VitXjT) -  ViiqVjS 2^ ( T]\
?  +  v  i  U J  •
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Thus a(|) . -!(,(!).*).
as required. <C>
The ensuing lemma and its two corollaries characterise covariant derivatives for position 
vectorfields and their components on oriented Riemannian manifolds. Although we intu­
itively expect such derivatives of order k to contain curvature derivatives of at worst order 
(k — 2), it is important to formally distinguish these quantities for application in Theorem 
6.11 and Corollary 6.12 of Chapter 6. Throughout the remainder of this section recall that, 
whenever j  < k, we continue to adopt the conventions that J2i=k(') — 0 and IIi=fc(‘) — 1-
L e m m a  A.2. Suppose (Mn,g) is an oriented Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded in 
Rn+1, X  is the position vectorfield on M, and 3? =  {G G C°°(M ) : i G { l , . . . ,n +  1}} is 
the set with elements defined by Q = (A, ef). Then, for each l G N,
l 2 j - lv2,c, = (v,ei)Yi e n ® v"m'4
j = ' Em=i k m = 2 ( l - j )  ™=1
/-I 2j+ v^*e e n®^,
j= 1  Em=i k m = 2(l—j ) —l
v2,+ig = E ( E n ® ^
'  =  1 V  E m = l  f c m = 2 ( i - i )+ l  m =1
2 j
+Wi * e  n ® vfcm'4
Em=l km=2(l—j) m=1
P r o o f
We proceed by induction on N and first verify the case 1 = 1. As a consequence of the 
Gauss-Weingarten relations, we note that
V 20  =  , (A.l)
and
Thus
V (i/, ef) = VCi * A .
V 3C, =  V ( V 2C.) =  V ((v, e,) A) = {v,ei) V A  + X 7 Q * A *A  .
(A.2)
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The lemma is then established for / =  1. Suppose now that the lemma holds for a particular 
/ =  p G  N .  We consider the even case, where we shall repeatedly apply (A.l) and (A.2):
V 2(p+1)&
2 j - l P -1= v2 e n®v^ +vc,*£ e n®^
j= 1  E m = !  fcm= 2(p—j) m = l j = 1 E^=ifcm=2(p-J)-1TO=1
2 j - l
= V ^  ( V Q * A * V klA +  <z2,e,) V fcl+1A) ★  ® VfcrM
A   ^ E m = l  fcm—2(p j ) m —2
p - 1 2j
+ 5Z  5 ]  ((^, e*) A ★  V fcM  +  V Ci*V fcl+1A) * J J ®  V fc™A
J=1 E ^ = i f c m = 2 ( p - j ) - i  m =2
2 j - l P -1 2 j  +  l= v <«/,«> e e n®vtm-4 + E e n®^
,J =  1 E ^ = l1 f c m = 2 ( p - j ) + l" i= 1 J =  1 E m = l  ^ m = 2(p—j ) —1 m = 1
> 2j  p - 1  2 j+v^ *(E e n®v<!m'4 + E e n®vtm^
J =1 E m = l  f c m = 2 (p - j )  ™=1 J  =  1 E m = l  * m = 2 ( p - j )  m = 1
2 j - l 2 j - l= v m  e e n®^+E e n®v^
J  =  l  E m = !  f c m = 2 (p - j )  +  l  m = 1 E m = l  f c m = 2 ( p - j ) + l  ™= 1
2j+vo*e e n®vfcmj4
j  = l  E ^ = if c m = 2 ( p - j ) ^ = l
2j—1= v (^ ei)E E n®v  ^+ vc,*E E n®v^
>=1  E m = l  f c m = 2 ( p - j ) + l  ™=1 J =  1 E m = !  f c m = 2 ( p - j ) m = 1
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P 2 j —\
=  ( VCi *A* VfeM +  (z^e,) Vfcl+M) * J J ® V fcmi4
j = l  Z 2r i Z l  km = 2 ( p - j ) + l  m = 2
P 2 j+ J2 E A * V k'A  + V C j*V fcl+1A )*  f [ ® V fc”,A
j “ 1 E m -1  fcm=2 CP-j) ”*=2
> 2j —1 p 2 j + l
= .^o ie  e  n®vt”'4 + x] X] n ® ^
T =1 EnIXi1 fcm= 2 (p - j )+ 2  ™=1 J =1 k m = 2 ( p - j )  ™=1
P 2 j
+ vc.*e  e  n®v^
J = 1 E ^=ifcm =2(p-j) + l ^ = l
2j —1 P+1 2j—1
= E E n®v^  + E E n®v' 1A
J  = 1 E rn=l fcm =2(p-j)+2 J= 2  E ^ I i 1 f c m = 2 ( p - j ) + 2 ^ = l
P 2j
+ vCi*E E n®v^
J =  1 E m = i fcm = 2(p -j)+ l ™=1
p+1 2j —1
= +.oE E n®v‘
7 =  1 V 2^ - 1 lc J 2^m= 1 = 2 ((p + l)-j)  m=1
P 2j
+ vCi*E E n®'7""'-4-
J =  1 E ^ = l f c m = 2 ( ( p + l ) - j ) - l m =1
Therefore the lemma holds at / =  p +  1 in the even case. By a parallel computation in the 
odd case, we determine that the lemma is valid in generality for l = p + 1. Hence we verify 
the lemma by the principle of mathematical induction. <C>
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C o r o l l a r y  A.3. Suppose ( M n , g) is an oriented Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded 
in R n+l, X  is the position vectorfield on M , and = {C G C°°(M ) : i £ { 1 , n + 1}} is 
the set with elements defined by Q = (X^ef). Then, for each l £ N \  {1},
v2,c2 = 6  m y .e n® v ‘'m'4
*=1 Z 2JZl km=2(l-j) m=1
l-l /  2j 2j —1
+ e v .^2 * e n ® vkmA + •) vc- * e n ® vtm '4
j  = l \  E m = l  km = 2 (/—j )  —1 771=1 E ^ = i 1 fcrn = 2 ( / - j ) - l ^ = 1
+ ( ( ^ ei)2 + © VfcmA
E m = l  fcm= 2(Z—j ) —2 m=1
While, for each l £ N ,
v2,+ic2 = ek' ^  e n®v^
•?' = 1 V E ^ i 1fcm =2(I-j)+ l^=l
E m = l  krn— 2(1— j)
2j-l
+v<2* e  n ® v ^ + < ^ (>vC,* n ® ^
E ^ l l1fcm=2(i-J)m=1
Z-l
+ E  (<"-e->2 + * vc.*) E  n ® v^ -
j  =  ' E n U  k m = 2 ( l - j ) - l m = 1
P r o o f
We shall merely prove the odd case since an entirely analogous calculation yields the 
formula for derivatives of even order. It is, however, important to observe that the con­
struction fails for l = 1 in the even case as
V2C? = VG * VQ +
We employ Lemma A . 2  to compute that, for each l  £  N ,
v 2,+ic2 = YL vT**vNi = c.v2,+1c. + vCj*v2,Ci + Y, vj+2G *
j + k = 2 l + \  j + k = 2 l —3
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2 J-1 2 3
= c. e +’G e  n®v^+vCi* e  n®v<:'"^
j=i E m = l  fcm = 2 ( i - j )+ l  m=1 E ^ =1fcm=2(i-i)"1= 1
+  V C i*  (
2j —1
\  j= i  v 2j-\ < m= k m = 2 ( i - j ) m=1
/ - i 2J \
+  vCz + ^  ^ ] ® v fcmA  +  v fc+2Ci *  v 2z- (fc+i)Ci
•7 = 1 E ^ =ifcm = 2(Z -j)-lm=1 /  k<2l~ 3
(A.3)
We must now evaluate the term V A+2£i * V 2M*h-!)(+ which occurs in the final sum of this 
expression. We note that whenever l > 1 the quantity (21 — 3) G N is odd. Thus we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that k is odd with (21 — (k+  1)) even, since the essential 
structure of the linear combination of tensor products remains unchanged. Hence there 
exists a p G N U {0} such that k =  2p +  1. Therefore, we may again cite Lemma A.2 to 
discern that
]T  Vfc+2Ci*V2Z- (fc+1)Ct = ^  V 2q+3Ci * v 2(z_9_1)Ci
k<2l — 3 q < l - 2
( <7+1 I  2 j - l
= E E +’G E n®v^
q<l ~2  \ j  = 1 \  E m = l  km=2{q—j)+ 3  m=1
+ V<,*
E ^ =ifcm =2(q-j)+2^=l
l —q— 1 2r —1
e  n®vfcM
r=1 E S r='i1 fcP= 2 d - g - r ) - 2 P = i
+
l - q - 2
v & *  ^
r = l  v 2r ZcZ^p= i
e  n ® H )
= 2 ( I - q - r ) - 3 P =1 /  /
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/ 2 ( j + r ) —2
( ^ e i ) 2 e  e  n ®  V fcmA
j + r = 2 E S r)' 2 fcm=2(Z-(j+r))+l m=1
Z -l 2 ( j + r ) - l
+  ( ^ , e i ) v c * *  y ^ n ® v fcm
j + r = 2 E ^ = +ir )_ 1 fcm=2(Z-(j+r)) m = l
l 2 ( j + r ) - l
+  (^ ,  6 i ) V C i *  y ^ n ® v *m
j + r = 2 E S r H M i - 0 > r ) ) m = l
/ - I 2(j+r)
+ <1 * < * M M [ © V * ' " 1/ !
J + r = 2  E ^ i +i r) f c m = 2 (Z -0 + r ) ) - l m —1
l - l  2 j  l 2 j - l= e n®^+<-.«•)vg*e e n®v^
J =  1 E m = i f c m = 2 ( i- j ) - l  m =1 -?=2 E m = !  km = 2 ( l - j )
l-l 2j+ V o  *vci*52 E n®vk'"M- (a .4>
j=2
We may now substitute (A.4) into (A.3) to obtain our intended result, where we have 
observed that ~  Ci^Ci- 0
C o r o l l a r y  A.4. Suppose (M n, g) zs an oriented Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded 
in IRn+1 and X  is the position vectorfield on M . Then, for each l G N \  {1},
vM\x\2 = o»E  E h®v^
j= 1  Em=l k m = 2 ( l - j )  ™
l - l  /  2 j 2j  \+ e  vi^ i2* e  n®vtmA+ e  n ®^4
j  = 1 V E ^=ifcm=2(Z-j)-l™=1 E m = l k m = 2 ( l - j ) - 2 Tn=l J
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While, for each l E N,
v 2 , + i m 2 =  £ ( d > )  z  f l ® ^
J=1 V Em=l fcm= 2(I—j)+l ™
2j \  1-1  2j
+ v i x i 2 ^ ^  n ® v/CTnA s  n @vfcnM-
E^=ifcm=2(Z-j) ™ /  J'= 1 E^=ifcm =2(i- j)- l  ™
P r o o f
For the sake of notational convenience, we shall reintroduce the set 2? defined in the 
statements of Lemma A.2 and Corollary A.3. We then ascertain from Corollary A.3 that, 
for each l G N \  {1},
V 2Z|A |2
n+1
Z  v 2,c,2
i=l
n+1 /  l 2j —1
=  I  E U m  E  n ® ^
i= 1 \  j= l Em El1 fcm =2(I-j) ™=1
/-I
+  e  v<? *  e  n ® ^
3=1 E ^= ifcm = 2 (I- j ) - lm=1
2 j - l
+ (i/, ej)VCi^ J J ® V fcmA
E£iifcm=2(z-j)-i™=1
+  ((v,ei)2 + VCi*V(i*)  J J ® V fcmA
Em=l k m = 2 ( l - j ) ~ 2 m=1
2j—1
= E < t o  E  n ® v ^
3=1 E ^ : 1fcm=2(/-j)m=1
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i-1
+ £ V |* |2 *
V
]  ® \7kmA
E j = l  fcm—2(1—j )  —1
n+1 2jf — 1
+ £ « i/,ei)VCi)* £  n ® V^
i= 1 E m = }  f c m = 2 ( i - j ) - l  m =1
n+1
+ I 1 + £  v<‘ * v&*) £  n ® vkmA
'  /  E n ? = l f c m = 2 ( i - i ) - 2 ^ = l
We may now cite the Gauss-Weingarten relations to assert that
n+1 n+1
^ ( ( i / , e i ) V 0) = ^ 2 ( V ( Q ( v , e i ) )  -  C*V(i/,ei>)
2 =  1 2 =  1
n+1
= v o »  + y^CiVCi*A
n+1
V | X | 2 * A  + V v c ; . i/  _J 
2=1
Hence
-  V |X |2 + ^ .
i - l  /  n+1 2 j - l
£  E « " ’e*>vc , )*  £  n ® v ^ 4
J =  1 V =1 £ ä l j  f e m = 2 ( i - j ) - l  m =1
1-1 2j—1
=  ] T v | X | 2* ,4*  ] T
i = i £ m = l  f c m = 2 ( i - j ) - l
/ - I  2j
= £  v |x |2* £
3=1 Em= l  k m = 2 ( l - j ) - l  ™=1
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Moreover, by again invoking the Gauss-Weingarten relations, we deduce that
n + l  n + l  n + 1
E * vc. ~ E(v2c2 - c.v2c.) = v2ixf + E^-o^ = g + (x , v) a
i = 1 i = l  i = l
Thus
/ —1 /  n + l  2 j
E E v^ *v<-* E n®v^
j = l \ i=1 E ^ = i f c m = 2 ( i - j ) - 2 ^ = l
l- 1
=  E i « + ( x , V)A )*  e  n ® ^
.7 — 1 E ^ = i f c m = 2 ( i - j ) - 2 ^ = 1
l-l 2j l-l 2j+l
=e e  n®v^ +e <a»  e  n®v^
J=1 E m - 1  k m = 2 ( l - j ) - 2  m=1 E m i l  km= 2 ( l - j ) - 2 m=1
1-1 2j I 2j  — l
= e  e  n®v^  + E<-T"> e  n®v^ -  <aj)
J =  1 E m = l  k m = 2 ( l - j ) - 2  3=2  E m = l  *m =2(J-j)  m=1
We therefore obtain our desired result for covariant derivatives of even order by substituting 
(A.6) and (A.7) into (A.5). In an analogous manner, we may derive the result in the odd 
case. <0
Lemma A.5. Suppose (A/n, g) is an oriented Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded 
in Rn+1, X  is the position vectorfield on M , and v is the outward oriented unit normal 
vectorfield on M . Then, for each l G N,
<1 t
o T
l 2 j —l l - l
=  E E II ®  v t ”*A  +  E
2 j —l
] T  Y \ ® X k m A * v
j = l  E m = l  k m = 2 ( l - j )  m=1 T 2ri= 1 k m = 2 ( l - j ) - l m = l
and
1 (  2 j  — l 2 j - l  \
V 2 l v = e  e  n ® v * ”M  + e  n ® * v
P r o o f
j  =  1 \E m = l  k m = 2 ( l - j ) + l  m=1 E S - i k m = 2 ( l - j )™=1 /
We again proceed by induction on N and first confirm the case 1 = 1. By the Gauss- 
Weingarten relations, we determine that
X v  = A  , (A.8)
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and, through an application of the Codazzi equations,
V-V =  V A  + A * A * v . (A.9)
Therefore the lemma is verified in the case 1 = 1. Suppose now that the lemma holds for 
a particular l = p £ N. We evaluate the odd case where we shall repeatedly invoke (A.8) 
and (A.9):
> 2j  —1 p - 1 2j  —1v2p+v = V2 ( y, e + 2^ n®v^
J = '  E S  k m = 2( p - j )  ” => >=1  E m . l  fcm= 2< P - j ) - l  m =1
★  z/
p 2jf—1 p - 1  /  2j - l
2^ n ® ^ + E  n  ® v*m * i/
J =  l L r ’: i  km = 2 ( p - j ) + 2  2 = ‘ \ E * U  * m = 2 (p - j )+ l  m=1
2j-l 2j —1+ J2 Y l ® v kmA * v i s  +
E rn= l fcm =2(p-j) m =1 E m r l  * m = 2 ( p - j ) - l  ™=1
p+1 2j - l 2j—1
=  J J ® V fcmA + ^  ]^J © V fcmA ★  zz
J= 2  E ^ i *  k m = 2{ p - j )  m =1 j = 2 E ^ = i f c m = 2 ( p - j ) - lm=1
p - 1  /  2 j —1
* =  1 \ E ^ = i f e m = 2  ( p - j ) m=1
2j —1 \
+  S  I I  ® V*"* A * ( +  A ★  A * iy)\
Z 2r i = l k m = 2 ( p - j ) - l m=1 )
P + 1  2 j —1 p  2 j - l= e e n®*^+E e n® ^-
J= 2  E m = l  k m = 2( p - j )  ™=1 j = 2 E m = l  fcm=2 ( p - j ) - l  ™=1
P 2 j - l  p  2jr — 1
+ X] ^  J | ® V fcmA + X] X  ^ J | ® V fcmA*zz
J =  1 Ern=l fcm=2 ( p - j )  m =1  * =  1 E m = l  *m =2 ( p - j ) - l  ™=1
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P+1 2 j - l  p 2jf—1
= e  e  n®v^ + E e  n®v^ - -
j  =  l  E n t i *  f c m = 2 (p - j )  m = 1  J =  1 E m = l  f c m = 2 ( p - j ) - l  m = 1
Thus the lemma is verified at l = p +  1 in the odd case. Through an analogous calculation 
in the even case, we deduce that the lemma is valid in generality for / =  p +  1 and we have 
verified the result by the principle of mathematical induction. <0
For a (tangential) tensorfield of arbitrary type and sufficient regularity on a Riemannian 
manifold, the ensuing lemma permits the extraction of the lowest order terms from a 
linear combination of tensor products determined by its covariant derivatives. This result 
is particularly relevant to the analysis contained in the proof of Theorem 6.11.
Lemma A.6. Suppose (A/n.g) is a Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded in Rn+1, T  G 
^ qp( M ) is a tensorfield of class W k'°°(M), and l G N is fixed with l < k. Then, for each 
j  G N,
j  j  — 1 s j  — s
Y fI©vm<T = EII®r * E n®vm,+lT-
E i = i  m i= l i=1  S=0 r= 1  E E i S(m i +  l M
P r o o f
We shall prove the lemma by induction on j  G N, where we commence by observing that 
the case j  = 1 holds trivially. Suppose then that there exists a particular j  G N for which 
the lemma is true. Therefore
j  j - i  s j - s
y  n®vm'r = En®r * e  n®vm,+ir' (ai°)
Z L i m t= l  i= l  s= ° r=1  E t i S(mi+l)=Z i= l
Now,
3+1 j  3+1
y n®vm’r =r* e n®vm'T+ e vmi+iT*p[®vmiT
i = ' i=1  e ; = , *=2
j - 1 s+1 j - s
=  En®r * e n®vm,+ir
5=0 r=1 Ef=i(mi+l)=I i=1
/-I
+ y  n®vmfr
t —0
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En®^* E
J - ( s - l )
® V m ‘+ 1 T
*=1 r = l  £ i = l
1-1 j — 1 S j - s
+  y ^ v ' + ' r * z iV * e  n ® v ’" , + i r
t = 0 s = 0  r = l E t i ‘ ( m i + l ) = i - l - <  i= 1
E
( j + l ) - s
© V m i + 1 T
s = l  r = l Si+i1)_8(^i+i)^ 2=1
j - 1 s
+  En®T* E
( j + l ) - s
@  V m i +  l r
s = 0  r = 1
E S 1}' SK + 1 N  i= 1
e iW* E
( j + l ) - s
@ v m , +  l T
s = 0  r = l  y
: S 1 ) -a ( ™ i+ l ) = i
2=1
Here we have repeatedly employed (A. 10). Thus the result is established for j  +  1 and we 
verify the lemma by the principle of mathematical induction. <0
APPENDIX B
Inequalities of G agliardo-Nirenberg Type
The results of this appendix are motivated by the works of Gagliardo [37] and Niren- 
berg [63], in which the authors independently derived a number of interpolation inequali­
ties on the Sobolev spaces W k,p defined over open domains in Rn. These were intended to 
facilitate the analysis of extant problems in the field of elliptic partial differential equations, 
including that of Dirichlet, and have since inspired a large body of related literature (a par­
tial summary of which is contained in [78]). While, in general, such inequalities have been 
formulated with respect to finite p in the context of the aforementioned Euclidean spaces, 
the geometric and functional analytic requirements of this dissertation necessitate their 
extension to the spaces W k,°° = C k~1,1 defined over Riemannian manifolds. Throughout 
the proofs to follow, we shall assume that the tensorfields under consideration are non- 
constant, otherwise each corresponding result holds trivially.
The ensuing lemma is especially pertinent to various arguments pursued in Chapters 6 and 
7.
Lemma B.l. Suppose (A/n,g) is a complete Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded in 
Mn+1, and T  G .^ P(A/) is a tensorfield of class W k,00(M).  Then, for each k G N \{1}  and 
j  G N with 0 < j  < k,
llV J r IU(M) < C(n,j,fc,P,9)l|T ||p4M)||V‘T | |L (M) ■
P roof
We prove the result by induction on fc G N \  {1}. Suppose that T  G is of class
VE2,00(A/), x  G M , and J? is an (uncountable) indexing set where 7* : x ( — 1,1) —> M
is the family of all smooth, unit speed geodesics on M  with 7i(0) = x. Then for each i we 
may expand T  about s =  0:
T (  1,(8)) =  T (  7,(0)) +  <VT(7,(0)),7,'(0)>S +  \ v 2T  (7 ^ 1 )) W («i), 7,'(«i)] s2
for some s\ with |si| < |s|, where we have noted that 7 ”(s) G (T7i(s)Af)± for each s G 
(—1, 1). Moreover, by the parallel transport of tangential tensorfields along 7* we may take 
||V2T (7;(s i))|| =  ||V2T(7i(0))||. Therefore, for each i ,
l|{V T(7i(0) ) ,7 /(0))II < l|T(7i(8)) .~ r ( ' i(()))l1 + C(n,p,q)  ||V2T (7,(0))|| |»| ■
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Now, if W  G ^ r (Af), then we may interpret the norm of W evaluated at any y G M  in 
the following manner:
||W(y)|| = sup W(y)[y V . , v * ; y,...,y] •
v ( € Ty M r factors s factors
l|v(*)|| = l
Consequently, we may find m, E J? such that ||V T(x)|| =  || (V T (7m(0)) ,7^(0)) || and, if 
we take |s| =  £, we have
oscT
l|VT(*)|| < ^  +
Thus we may infer on an estimate of the form:
IIVTII«, < d ! I k  + Ce||VaT ||o(). (B.l)
Furthermore, since M  is complete, we may infinitely extend by the theorem of Hopf- 
Rinow (see [21, Theorem 8.7.2], for example) to infer that the estimate holds everywhere 
on M.  We now minimise the expression on the right hand side of (B.l) with respect to e:
,  =  (  2 I I U L  0
mm V C I V ^ T I lJ  ■
Thus
llvriL < 2 pciirii^ ||v2r | | j "  < c(n.p,9)||r] |i ||v 2r | |T  (b .2)
Hence the theorem is established at k = 2 for (tangential) tensorfields of any
type, since {p, q} was arbitrary. Suppose now that there exists a particular k G N\{1} such 
that the theorem holds. In particular, if T  G 3?qp(M)  is a tensorfield of class W k'+l,00( M ), 
then for each j  G N with 0 < j  < k :
IIV 'TIQ  < C ( n , j , k , v , q ) \ \ T \ \ ' - * p kT \ \ l .  (B.3)
We next employ (B.2) and our inductive hypothesis to deduce that
l|v*T|L = || v (vk_1r)||oo
< C(n,p.9)||V ‘- 'T | |T |V t+1T | | i
k — 1 k 2 "y7^+1/7"ll2
Therefore
<  C { n , k , V , Q ) [ \ \ r \ t ^ \ \ V kT
|vfcr|| < c(n,fc,p,9)||r||7^ Hv^rliy1 . (B.4)
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We may now substitute (B.4) into (B.3) to assert that, for each j  E N with 0 < j  < k, 
l|V-'^r||0o < C (n ,j ,k ,p ,q )  | |T |l id  ( j |T ||rc ™  ||V*+1T | | j y J  ‘
< ciirii«^1 ||vt+1
where (B.4) verifies the outstanding case j  = k. The estimate remains valid for W k+1,00(M) 
(tangential) tensorfields of any type, since again {p, q} was arbitrary. Thus the theorem 
holds for each A ; E N \ { l } b y  the principle of mathematical induction. <0>
Corollary B.2. Suppose (A/n.g) is a complete Riemannian manifold smoothly embedded 
in Mn+1 and T  E is a tensorfield of class C k~1,1(M). Then, for each k E N \  {1}
and j  E N with 0 < j  < k,
\\r \\c i - i . i ( M )  <  C (n J ,k ,p ,q ) \ \T \ \ l~J{M)\\T\\fk_hl{M) .
P roof
Since W k'°° =  C k 1,1, we infer that T  E W k,00(M). Therefore, we may repeatedly employ 
Lemma B.l to determine that, for each k E N \  {1} and j  E N with 0 < j  < k,
j (
imu.~ < URL + 52ci{n,k,p,q) Iirnyi ||vfcr||^
1=1
< c (n ,j,fc ,P,9) ] T i m L T i R i L . »
1=0
= c  miC iiriiL,» T miff miff
1=0
< u +i)c wn'-t \\nL~ ■
The desired result now follows immediately from the equivalence of the two norms. <0>
We now derive the following inequality which proves critical to the convergence analysis of 
Chapter 7.
Lemma B.3. Suppose v E C,0,1(S,;M). Then
IML~(S) < 47T |S|sA  IHI”* ^  |MI£5(s) .
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P r o o f
We m ay clearly  asse rt th a t  for any  s, so E S
M s) -  v(s0)\ < 11^ 11^ 0,1(5) ds{s, s0) . (B.5)
Now, by Cauchy's inequality,
M s o)|2 < 2 |p (s ) | 2 +  2 M s )  -  ^ ( s o )|2 • ( B .6)
We now fix So and confine our attention to the open ball of radius r  E (0 ,7r] on S, Br(so) =  
{s E S  : ds (s :So) < r}. By integrating the inequality (B.6) over Br and invoking (B.5), 
we obtain
M s0)|2 \Br\ < 2 (  f  \v(s)\2 da +  f  |v(s) -  v(s0)\2 d a \
\ J  B r J  B r /
< 2 (\\V\\1>(S) + \\v \\c°'i(s) f g d l ( s , s0)daj
<  2 ( I I^ I Il 2(s ) +  r  \B A  lh (B.7)
To evaluate the quantity \Br\, we first consider the case 0 < r  < By parametrising Br 
above its orthogonal projection onto the n-dimensional equatorial hyperplane determined 
by so and its antipode, we verify that
| ß r | Lnu)n sinn ip dp (B.8)
We now perform some perfunctory analysis to demonstrate that the function
/(</>) = —  -  s in  p
7T
is non-positive on the interval (0, |] .  We note that /(0 ) =  / ( | )  =  0, where
2
f'(v)  = ------cosy?.
7T
Hence /  attains its sole interior critical point at ipo = cos-1( |)  which, since f "  is strictly 
positive on the interval under examination, corresponds to a local minimum. We then 
deduce that /  achieves its maximum value on the boundary of the interval (0, |] ,  and
—  < sin p  .
7T
Thus we ascertain from (B.8) that, on (0, |] ,
I Br j ^  Lün
n — 1
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Similarly, for § < r  <  7r, it is evident that
7TUJr\Br\ > —  =  nujn f  sinn 1 if dip >
2 Jo
We may then combine the results of the two cases to discern that, for 0 < r  < 7r,
|ßr| >  ^min 1 (B.9)
Moreover, if we take a = min { —, l} , then it is clear that r < net on (0,7r] and we deduce 
from (B.7) and (B.9) that
U (s° ) |2 ^  2 +  ( ™ ) 2 IM Ic <u ( s ) )  •
We minimise the right hand side of this expression with respect to a  to establish that
j 2 \  n^ 2
11 imlL2(s) \
-3,
_  "II«’IIl» )
m m  I s II m2 I
TT U J n  I [11 II/ -'  0 .1  l a y  JIC 0'1(S)
Since so was arbitrary in this formulation, we consequently affirm the multiplicative inter­
polation inequality for v £ C 0,1(S; R):








< 47r|S|’-+12 ||u||£j2s , ||w|I2o2i(s) •
In analysis consistent with that performed previously, here we have observed that |,S| < 
mrujn. We have further noted that the function h : M+ —► M+ given by
2
h(x) =  x x+2
achieves its global maximum on the interval (4,5) with h(5) < h(4) < 2. Hence we have 
verified the lemma. <0
Although the ensuing two corollaries are not cited directly in the body of the thesis, they 
are provided for the interest of the reader.
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C o r o l l a r y  B.4. Suppose E  C Mn+1 is compact and star-shaped about the origin with 
boundary dE  = M  of class C°°. Further suppose that v G C 0,1(A/;M), X  is the position 
vectorfield on M , and e > 0 is such that \\\X\ — l | |c o,i(5) < £• Then
— C(n) \M \n+2 ||^||22(m) IMIco-Mm) •
P r o o f
As a consequence of our hypothesis and in the manner of Definition 1.3 contained in 
Chapter 1, we observe that M  may be parametrised by a strictly positive graph r G C°°(S) 
above S  with \X\ = r. In the following exposition, we shall again employ the equivalence 
of C 0,1 and IP 1’00. If v G W 1,00(M ), then we deduce from Definition 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 
that the function w =  v o X  G VP1,00(S). Indeed
: IIwIIloo(5) • (B.io)
Moreover, by our hypothesis and Lemma 1.4,
IMIl2 (s) < SUP M lhm) < ( l+ e Ä \( n ) ) |M £ 2(Af), (B .ll)
S  \ M r /
while
\M\ < sup(//r ) |S | <  (1 + e K 2(n))\S\ .  (B.12)
s
In addition, where we again invoke Lemma 1.4 in conjunction with the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality,
X Mv 2 i  f|vv - ir2 y  r 2 + |V5r |2 J
> \V sw\2 
r 2 +  j y s r |2
> inf
1
5 \ r 2 +  |V5r |2
S...I2I
Therefore,
> (1 - £ K { n ) ) \ X s w\2 .
’ l l  W 1’°°(5) — ^ 1  + v \\w'< (B.13)
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Thus we may combine Lemma B.3 with (B.10)-(B.13) to ascertain that, for sufficiently 
small £,
— 1 2 n
I Ml L°°(M) =  IMIIl°°(S) — 47T |5 | n + 2  ||R’||L2(5) |M|IwT°°(S)
The intended result is again a direct consequence of the equivalence of the two norms. <0>
C o r o l l a r y  B.5. Suppose E  C Rn+1 is compact and star-shaped about the origin with 
boundary dE  = M  of class C°°. Further suppose that v G C 'fc_1,1(M ;R )  for some k G 
N \  {1}, X  is the position vectorfield on M , and e > 0 is such that |||X | — lll^o.qs) < e. 
Then, for each k G N \  {1} and j  G N with 0 < j  < k,
I M I c j - m ( m ) ^  C{n,h k ) \M \ - 1^  | | ^ (V ) I M I c * - m ( M )
where 6 =
P r o o f
We may utilise Corollaries B.2 and B.4 to discern that, for sufficiently small e,
<  C{n,jk)Ill'll^,* |M|£_i,i
< C ( n , j , k ) l \ M \ ^
n  \  l ~ i + P
n+2 ll-Jill n+2
2 lldo,l M l « f  I H l L i . i
12  \  n + 2T (l~ l+f3)
< C (n ,j ,k ) v | | ( n + 2 ( 1 - £ +/3) ( 1 - £ ) - /3 ) II | |(fc +  ^ T 2 ( 1- f c + / 3) i )\M\ I ll-llfc-1,1
If we choose ß — n^ J + 2k) ^ ’ then the exponent of IHI^ vanishes and we deduce that
( j - * )
Ij-i ,i < C \M \n+2k ||v||2’
2 ( f c - j )  ( j  I n ( f c - J )  \
n + 2 k  | |  I I  V k  '  k ( n + 2 k )  J
= C \M \
l / i  n+2; ,  
2 t  n+2fc
II ^  life—1,1
/ i_i,i~l~2j \ ra-|-2j





The following summary of the theory of the spherical harmonics is derived entirely from [43, 
Chapter 3], where we shall omit the associated proofs for the sake of brevity. It is not in­
tended to be exhaustive, but merely to illuminate the results of Chapters 3, 4, and 7. In 
accordance with the methodology of this thesis, we shall assume that n >  2.
In essence, the spherical harmonics may be interpreted as higher dimensional analogues 
of Fourier series on S'1. These quantities have a particular application to the geometric 
analysis of both convex and star-shaped bodies, which was first recognised by Minkowski.
D efinition C.l. Suppose p : Mn+1 —> R is a polynomial of degree k. We call p harmonic 
if A R p =  0, and we shall denote the space of all such harmonic polynomials by Q l+1 ■
D efinition C.2. A spherical harmonic of dimension (n-1-1) and degree k is the restriction 
of some p £ Q l+l to S. We shall denote the space of all such spherical harmonics by Ti^+1.
T heorem C.3. The dimensions of the spaces Q£+1 and TCl+] coincide and may be quan­
tified in the following manner:
dim (Qj!+1) =  dim (H nk+1)
2k + n — 1 /  k +  n — 1 X 
k + n — 1 \  n — 1 J
T heorem C.4. Suppose (  £ Tif+1 and £ £ with l m. Then
( C ) 0 l 2 ( 5 )  =  0 -
Lemma C.5. The set {(s,ej) : 1 < i < n +  1} forms an orthogonal basis for 7Y™+1 in 
L2(S). Furthermore, for each i £ N with 1 < i <  n +  1,
II = % i .
Given any finite set H C 77^ !+1, we may employ the Gram-Schmidt process to obtain an 
orthogonal basis for H with respect to the topology of L2(S). We may therefore procure 
an orthogonal basis corresponding to Til+ ’ f°r eac^ ^ € N U {0}.
D efinition C.6. Suppose ( ^ j ) j €NU{0} an orthogonal sequence of spherical harmonics 
which, for each k £ N U {0}, contains dim (TCl+l) terms of order k. Then we define (Hj) 
to be a standard sequence of spherical harmonics.
T heorem C.7. Every standard sequence of spherical harmonics is complete in L2(S).
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D efinition  C.8. Suppose (H j ) is a standard sequence of spherical harmonics and 77 E 




where, for each j  E N U {0 },
H j •)l 2(S)
Cj ~  n ^ i l T (S)
Furthermore, if
Qk — ^   ^ cj Hj
x (Hj )—k
then the (unique) condensed harmonic expansion of 77 is given by
DO
V ~  ^ Q k  ■
k=0
T heorem C.9. Suppose that 77 and if E L2(S ) possess the associated condensed harmonic 
expansions
00 00




IM Il 2(S) =  IIQ fc|ll,2(S) an(l i7!i ^ ) l 2(S) =  (Qfci ^ ’) l 2(5) •
fc=0 fc=0
T heorem C .10. Suppose £ E 7iJ?+1. Then £ is an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on S . In particular,
A SC =  -fc(fc +  n -  1)C-
C orollary C .ll.  Suppose that 77 E C 2(S) possesses the associated condensed harmonic 
expansion
OO
S  ~  ■
k= 0
00
\\v s 4 2lHS) = E fe(fe+n-i)iw*iiw(s) •
Then
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